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Abstract
Most retrial queueing research assumes that each retrial customer has its own 
orbit, and the retrial customers retry to enter service independently of each other. A 
small selection of papers assume that the retrial customers themselves form a queue, 
and only one customer from the retrial queue can attempt to enter at any given time. 
Retrial queues with exponential retrial times have been extensively studied, but little 
attention has been paid to retrial queues with general retrial times.
In this thesis, we consider four retrial queueing models of the type in which the 
retrial customers form their own queue. Model I is a type of M / G / l  retrial queue 
with general retrial times and server subject to breakdowns and repairs. In addition, 
we allow the customer in service to leave the service position and keep retrying for 
service until the server has been repaired. After repair, the server is not allowed 
to begin service on other customers until the current customer (in service) returns 
from its temporary absence. We say that the server is in “reserved” mode, when the 
current customer is absent and the server has already been repaired. We define the 
server to be blocked if the server is busy, under repair or in reserved mode.
In Model II, we consider a single unreliable server retrial queue with general retrial 
times and balking customers. If an arriving primary customer finds the server blocked, 
the customer either enters a retrial queue with probability p or leaves the system with 
probability 1 — p. An unsuccessful arriving customer from the retrial queue either 
returns to its position at the head of the retrial queue with probability q or leaves the 
system with the probability 1 — q. If the server fails, the customer in service either
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
remains in service with probability r  or enters a retrial service orbit with probability 
1 — r and keeps returning until the server is repaired.
We give a formal description for these two retrial queueing models, with examples. 
The stability of the system is analyzed by using an embedded Markov chain. We get 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the ergodicity of the embedded Markov chain.
By employing the method of supplementary variables, we describe the state of 
the system at each point in time. A system of partial differential equations related 
to the models is derived from a stochastic analysis of the model. The steady state 
distribution of the system is obtained by means of probability generating functions. In 
steady state, some performance measures of the system are reported, the distribution 
of some important performance characteristics in the waiting process are investigated, 
and the busy period is discussed. In addition, some numerical results are given.
Model III consists of a single-server retrial queue with two primary sources and 
both a retrial queue and retrial orbits. Some results are obtained using matrix analytic 
methods. Also simulation results are obtained.
Model IV consists of a single server system in which the retrial customers form 
a queue. The service times are discrete. A stability condition and performance 
measures are presented.
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Chapter 1
In troduction
The earliest queueing paper with “retrial” in the title appears to be by Fredericks 
and Reisner (1979), although earlier papers on the subject of retrial queues exist, 
e.g. (Cohen, 1957). Retrial queues have applications to performance evaluation of 
telephone switching systems, telecommunication networks, computer networks and 
computer systems (see Choi and Chang, 2001; Krishna Kumar et al, 2002; Wang et 
al, 2 0 0 1 ).
Retrial queues have the following basic and important characteristic. When all 
servers are busy and the waiting room accessible for service is full, an arriving cus­
tomer will leave the service area but after some random time repeat its demand for 
service over and over until the customer obtains service. That is, an arriving cus­
tomer becomes a potential source of repeated customers. This implies that the flow 
of customers consists of two parts: the flow of primary customers, each of which 
would like immediate service, and the flow of repeated customers due to failure of 
the previous attempt to access the server. Therefore, retrial queues are different from
1
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Literature 2
ordinary queueing systems, in which a customer arriving when the server is busy and 
the buffer is full, must leave the system. Yang and Templeton (1997), Falin (1990) 
and Kulkarni and Liang (1997) provide extensive surveys on retrial queues.
Historically, retrial queues with exponential retrial times have received consider­
able attention. “The first results on the M / G / l  retrial queues are due to Keilson, 
Cozzolino and Young (1968) who used the method of supplementary variables to in­
vestigate the joint distribution of the channel state and the number of customers in 
orbit in steady state.” (Falin (1975)). Aleksandrov (1974) and Falin (1975) considered 
the case of arbitrarily distributed service times and obtained the joint distribution 
of the server state and the queue length in steady state by methods different from 
those used in Keilson, Cozzolino and Young (1968). Variations have been studied by 
a number of authors including, Falin (1986), Kulkarni (1983), Choi and Park (1990), 
Neuts and Ramalhoto (1984), Farahmand (1990), Yang and Li (1994) and Wang, 
Cao and Li (2001), Chakravarthy and Dudin (2003, 2004, who allowed for MAP and 
BMAP arrivals).
However, less attention has been paid to the M / G / l  retrial queues with non­
exponential or general retrial times. The first results on this model are due to Kapyrin 
(1977), who assumed that each customer in the retrial orbit generates a stream of 
repeated attempts independent of other customers in the retrial orbit and the server 
state. Later, a method convenient for practical applications, based on the stochastic 
decomposition property, was proposed in Yang, Posner, Templeton and Li (1994). 
They developed an approximation method for the calculation of steady state perfor­
mance measures of the queue described by Kapyrin (1977).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 1. Introduction and Literature 3
A model where only one customer at a time from orbit can retry for service was 
suggested by Fayolle (1986). Farahmand (1990) calls such a system a retrial queue 
with a FCFS orbit. We will refer to such queueing systems as retrial queues with FCFS 
discipline. Under Markovian assumptions, Fayolle obtained a necessary and sufficient 
condition for ergodicity. The analysis of the waiting time process is a much more 
difficult problem. Fayolle gave a solution of the problem in terms of a meromorphic 
function, the poles and residues of which are easily computed recursively. He also 
investigated the tail behavior of the waiting time distribution in steady state. Fayolle 
investigated a telephone exchange model as an M/ M/ 1  retrial queue in which an 
orbiting customer who finds the server busy joins the tail of a retrial queue and only 
the customer at the head of the retrial queue is allowed to attempt to receive service 
after an exponentially distributed retrial time. Farahmand (1990) considered a model 
in which the channel holding times are generally distributed and retrial times have 
an exponential distribution.
Recently, M / G / l  retrial queues with general retrial times and with a FCFS dis­
cipline received some attention. An M / G / l  retrial queue with general retrial times 
was proposed by Gomez-Corral (1999), who assumed that customers who find the 
server busy are queued in the retrial queue according to a FCFS discipline and only 
the customer at the head of the retrial queue is allowed access to the server. A retrial 
attempt begins only when the server completes a service rather than at a service 
attempt failure. According to Kumar and Arivudainambi (2002), this kind of retrial 
queue is important in the control policy for the ALOHA protocol in communication 
systems. A retrial queue with two-phase service and preemptive resume was studied
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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by Kumar, Vijayakumar and Arivudainambi (2002), who discussed system stability 
and some performance measures.
A model allowing non-persistence of customers was first considered by Cohen 
(1957) for the M / M / c  type retrial queue, with impatient customers. The model 
allows some repeated customers to leave the system without service. Keilson and 
Servi (1993) considered a wide class of Markovian single-server retrial queues with 
non-persistence of customers.
The study of single-server queues with an unreliable server goes back to Avi- 
Itzhak and Naor (1962), continued by Thiruvengadam (1962), Mitrany and Avi-Itzhak 
(1968), Neuts and Lucantoni (1979), Cao and Cheng (1982). A single-server retrial 
queue with unreliable server was considered by Kulkarni (1990), Aissani (1993), Yang 
and Li (1994), Artalejo (1994) and Aissani (1995) and Wang, Cao and Li (2001).
In this thesis, we extend Gomez-Corral’s model to allow for service breakdown 
and add the new concept of a retrial (service) orbit for the customer in service, 
during which the server is “reserved” for that customer. A condition for the stability 
of the system is presented, with a variety of justifications. In steady state, some 
important performance characteristics are analyzed, such as, the distribution of the 
queue length, the distribution of the waiting time, probabilities for the system to be 
empty and busy. Also, an M / G / l  retrial queue with general retrial times, balking or 
non-persistence of customers and unreliable server is discussed. A mixed model with 
a FCFS discipline retrial queue and retrial orbits is considered and analyzed using 
matrix analytic methods.
Retrial queues with continuous service times have been extensively studied. How­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ever, little attention has been paid to retrial queues with discrete service times. One 
paper that allows for deterministic service is Kobe (2000) in which the author stud­
ied system stability for an M / D / 1 retrial queue with a limited waiting time. In this 
thesis, we consider a retrial queue with FCFS discipline in which each customer has 
a discrete service taking value Dj  with probability pj, j  =  1,2,.... We call this re­
trial queue an M / { D n} /1 retrial queue. The M / D / 1 retrial queue is a special case. 
Classical queueing systems with discrete service times have been considered by the 
authors such as Erlang (translation in 1948), Crommelin (1932) , Iversen and Staal- 
hagen (1999), Franx (2001), Brun and Garcia (2000), Brill (2002), Shortle and Brill 
(2005).
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss Model 
I, a specific M / G / l  retrial queue with general retrial times and server subject to 
breakdown, repairs. A new feature introduced in this thesis is the concept of a retrial 
of a customer in service during server breakdown. While the server is being repaired, 
the customer in service can leave temporarily and return repeatedly to see if the repair 
is complete. After repair, the server must wait for the customer in service to return. 
The time between when the server has been repaired and the return of the customer 
in service is called the “reserved” time. In Chapter 2, we introduce some basic 
background and preliminaries. A complete description of the model with definitions 
and conventions is given. The evolution of the queueing process is exhibited. The 
states of the system are defined through elapsed times. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for the stability of the system is obtained by analyzing the ergodicity of an 
embedded Markov chain. Several examples of systems which can be modelled by our
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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retrial queue are provided.
In Chapter 3, we follow the procedure of the method of supplementary variables 
and derive a system of forward equations for the model of Chapter 2. The steady state 
solution for the model is obtained with the help of generating functions. In steady 
state, we are interested in some main performance measures, such as the probabilities 
that the system is in the different states and the expected value of the number of 
customers in the retrial queue. An explicit expression for these performance measures 
is derived. In the waiting process, we also discuss the waiting time that a primary 
customer spends in the retrial queue and its expected value in steady state.
Chapter 4 discusses Model II, an M / G / l  retrial queue which has general retrial 
times, balking customers and unreliable server, and a reserved server for the customer 
in service orbit. We fully describe the model and the evolution of the process. The 
stability of the system is investigated. Some comments about the stability condition 
are made.
In Chapter 5, the system of forward equations for Model II is derived by consid­
ering transitions between states of the system. Given that the system is stable, we 
obtain the steady state distribution of the system. For the waiting process and the 
busy period, we discuss the distribution of some important performance measures.
In Chapter 6 , we introduce Model III, which consists of a single server retrial 
queue with two primary sources and two different types of retrials. The description 
of the model and a sufficient condition for the stability of the system are given.
In Chapter 7, we look at special cases of Model III, and obtain some numerical 
results. In Chapter 8 , we propose Model IV, a retrial queue with discrete service
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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times. In Chapter 9, we obtain some results on the waiting time and the busy period 
of Model IV.
In Chapter 10, we give some graphical results for Models I and II. In Chapter 11, 
we give some simulation results for Model III. In Chapter 12, we present possibilities 
for future work.
The unifying theme for all four models in this thesis is the use of a queue for retrial 
customers rather than having the retrial customers each behave independently. In 
Models I and II, there is also a retrial within the service area. In model III, the 
retrial queue type model is combined with the more popular retrial model which 
treats retrial customers as independent entities. Because of the complexity already 
inherent in Model III, the condition of allowing the customer in service to leave and 
return is removed. Model IV looks at general discrete service time retrial queues, 
again with the retrial customers joining a retrial queue. Since so little work has been 
done on discrete service retrial queues, we did not allow the retrial of customer in 
service during breakdown.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 2
M odel I D escrip tion  and S tab ility
2.1 D escrip tion  o f M odel I
The model described in this chapter is referred to as Model I. We consider a single­
server retrial queue in which primary customers arrive according to a Poisson process 
with rate A. We assume that there is only room for the customer being served and 
there is no waiting room. If an arriving primary customer finds the server idle, the 
customer begins service immediately and leaves the system after service completion. 
The server is said to be blocked if the server is busy, under repair or reserved. If an 
arriving primary customer finds the server blocked, the customer enters a retrial queue 
according to a FCFS discipline and becomes a repeated customer. (We give examples 
of this type of model later in this chapter.) When the server becomes idle, the 
customers from the retrial queue compete with new primary customers to reach the 
server first. For customers in the retrial queue, only the customer at the head of the 
retrial queue is allowed to attempt to reach the server, in a time generally distributed
8
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with distribution function A(x),  density function a(x) and Laplace transform L a ( s ) ,  
measured from the instant the server becomes idle. The time generated by A(x ) is 
called a retrial time. The retrial customer is required to cancel the attempt for service 
if a primary customer arrives first while the server is idle. In that case, the retrial 
customer returns to its position in the retrial queue. The time in which a customer 
is being served by the server is called the service time, generally distributed with 
distribution function B(x),  density function b(x), Laplace transform L b ( s )  and first 
two moments Pi and /32 which are equal to - - ^ L b ( s )|s=o and -J^Lb(s)|s=o- This 
time does not include any repair time which may be needed.
We assume that the server may fail in a time exponentially distributed with mean 
but failure can occur only when a customer is being served.
When the server fails, repair begins immediately. The repair time has distribution 
function C(x),  density function c(x), Laplace transform Lc(s)  and first two moments 
7 1  and 7 2  which are equal to - ^ - L c ( s ) \ s= q and -£2 Lc (s)\s=0.
During the repair time, the customer in service enters a retrial orbit, different 
from the retrial queue, and keeps repeating its request for service continually at times 
exponentially distributed with mean until the server is repaired. The time length 
of each retrial orbit, is called an orbit time.
After repair, the server must wait for the customer from the retrial orbit to return. 
During this time, we say the server is “reserved” and refer to the time as the reserved 
time. The reserved time is exponentially distributed with mean The description 
of the model is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Poisson ( X )
C (x)
Service completion
Retrial Queue Retrial Orbit
Server Up Server Down
The service time for a customer is cumulative (recalling that the server may break­
down) and the server is as good as new after repair. The service time for a customer 
is resumed after repair time and reserved time. Note that the service time is not the 
length of time measured from when a customer begins to be served until its service 
is completed because of possible breakdowns. We define the generalized service time 
as the length of time from when a customer begins to be served until the service is 
completed. We assume that retrial times, service times, repair times and reserved 
times are mutually independent. The time until failure measured from the start of 
service of a customer, is independent of the other times except for the service time, 
which must be an upper bound on the time until failure, given that a failure occurs. 
However we assume that the time until the next failure is generated independently
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of the service times from an exponential distribution and no failure occurs if the 
generated value exceeds the remaining service time.
Such random variables can be expressed in terms of the conditional completion
Suppose that the customers in the system are numbered by their order of service. 
Let di-1 , i > 2, be the successive instants of completion of service, i.e., the successive 
departure epochs, when the (i — l)st customer completes its service and leaves the 
system. At each dj_i, i > 2, the server becomes idle. Since there was no waiting 
room in front of the server, an idle time Ki occurs, after which the server begins 
serving a primary customer or a customer from the retrial queue. At di-i,  if the 
retrial queue is empty, Ki is exponentially distributed with rate A. If the retrial queue 
is nonempty, then there is a competition between an arriving primary customer and 
an arriving retrial customer to determine who will be the ?'th customer in service. 
That is, whether a primary customer or a retrial customer will be the zth customer 
in service depends upon who arrives first. If the retrial queue is nonempty, then Kt
rate (or hazard rate or the specific failure rate) a(x),/3(x) and j (x)  as
The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the retrial time is defined as
and similarly for L b ( s ),  L c ( s ),  s  > 0.
2.2 E volu tion  o f th e  queueing system
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is equal to the minimum of two independent times, one of which is exponentially 
distributed with rate A and the other is generally distributed with Laplace transform 
L a (s). The probability that the zth customer is a primary customer is equal to 
1 — L a{\)  and the probability that the zth customer is a retrial customer is equal to 
La (A). This is because the probability that a primary customer wins the competition 
is / 0°° Jq Xe~XxdxdA(y) =  1 — Zm(A), while the probability that a retrial customer 
wins the competition is Xe~XxdxdA(y) = L A{A). At time d8_i +  Kt. the zth
customer begins to be served. Suppose next that the server fails after a time . 
Thus, at time + S ^ \  the server begins to be repaired and the zth customer
enters the retrial orbit and retries in exponential times with mean |  until the server 
is repaired. Once the server is up after a repair time , generally distributed with 
distribution function C(x),  the server will resume service for the customer in the 
retrial orbit only after a reserved time which by the memoryless property, is also 
exponentially distributed with rate 6. Otherwise, if the customer in the retrial orbit 
arrives before the server is up, the customer must reenter the retrial orbit again. 
Possibly after several retrials, the customer reenters service again after a repair time 
plus a reserved time . This implies that at time d,_i +  zq +  ^ ,
the zth customer resumes service. The remaining components of the zth generalized 
service time occurs similarly. Suppose that k represents the number of failures during 
the zth generalized service time, then the zth customer completes service at time 
di = dj_i +  Kj +  5 |1) +  zc-1)+ ^ 1) +  S'P+zz;|2)+ ^ 2) +  ... +  S'l-fc)+w;-A:)+ 4 A:) +  S'|fc+1), where 
Si =  5'!^ +  + ... +  SjA:+1̂ represents the real service time, wt =  wf'* +wf^ + . . . + w ^
represents the total repair time and q =  <;jJ> +  +  ... +  represents the total
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reserved time. The evolution of the queueing process during the ith  generalized service 
time is illustrated in Figure 2.2. For di, dj+i,..., the queueing process goes on in a 
similar way.
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Figure 2.2: Queueing process during the ith  generalized service time, (a) States of 
the server versus time, (b) Arrivals and departures versus time.














Here: B., I., U. and R. represent the server busy, idle, under repair and reserved, respectively. Ja n d  
and t  represent a customer who begins to be served, a customer who enters the retrial queue and a
customer who enters the retrial orbit, respectively.
2.3 E xam ples related  to  th e  m odel
There exist a number of practical examples which are modelled by an M / G / l  retrial 
queue with general retrial times and server subject to breakdowns, repairs and reser­
vations. Some examples follow.
Example 2.1 Consider a call center having a single server with a telephone and 
an answering machine. If a customer calls and finds the server blocked, the customer 
leaves a message on the answering machine according to a FCFS discipline. Thus,
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all calls come from a primary source, while all messages in the answering machine 
form a retrial queue. When the server becomes idle, the messages on the answering 
machine are checked and the first caller on the answering machine is contacted unless 
a primary customer phones the center before the contact is made. The server may fail 
(or be interrupted) during service. During the repair time, the telephone is reserved 
by the customer in service. The customer may become impatient and begin other 
tasks, checking occasionally to see if the server is up. After repair, the server has to 
wait for the customer to return to the line before continuing service. (This is pre­
cisely how the University of Windsor Information Technology Help Center operates 
although there are limits on the amount of time that the server will continue to wait 
for return of the customer in service, during the temporary absence.)
Example 2.2 (This is a slight variant of Example 2.1) A person phones a call center 
asking for service and finds the server busy. The message on the phone invites the 
customer to e-mail a message detailing the type of service needed. If the customer 
sends an e-mail, that e-mail becomes a retrial customer with FCFS discipline. When 
the server is ready to serve another customer, the server will approach the oldest 
e-mail message first. If the server is in the middle of reading the message, the server 
will not allow a phone call to interrupt his reading. If the server is just about to start 
reading, a new phone call will represent a primary customer entering ahead of the 
retrial customers. If the server is dealing with a retrial customer message, the server 
may phone the customer with information and be put on hold (so the system is in 
reserved mode). At the end of the holding period the message is delivered and service
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is completed.
Example 2.3 A manufacturing company has a machine shared by all units of the 
company. If the machine is busy, a new arrival who needs the machine signs up on 
a waiting list. When a service is completed, the machine manager contacts the next 
person on the list unless another arrival enters before the contact is made. The next 
person accepted for the machine is the current user. The waiting list corresponds to 
the retrial queue. Their server is the machine. While in service, the machine may 
break down or operate poorly. During repair, the user leaves to perform other tasks, 
returning at various times to see if the machine is fixed, so that service can continue. 
The machine cannot accept new jobs while in reserved mode.
Example 2.4 (This example is only intended to illustrate the nature of a system 
being in reserved mode with the server up and the customer absent. It is not an 
example of the whole model). Consider a grocery store with a line of customers. One 
customer in line is in the middle of service, with about half of the grocery items being 
registered in the cash register. The server (cashier) needs to change the receipt paper 
roll. Since there is no activity, the customer takes advantage of the down time to 
rush off to pick up another item. Then the cashier completes the paper roll change. 
The server cannot continue beyond the items present however, since the customer is 
temporarily absent. No other customer can use the server, who is in the middle of a 
transaction. Here the server is in “reserved” mode.
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2.4 S ta tes o f  th e  system
We present a table which lists the states of the system and supplementary variables. 
The full description appears below.





6 >(t) elapsed retrial time
6  it) elapsed service time
a t ) elapsed repair time
elapsed reserved time
Since the distribution of the service time is not exponential, the stochastic process 
{(J(t), Q(t));t  > 0}, as in ordinary M / G / l  queues, is not necessarily Markovian, 
where at time t , J(t) represents the server state (0, 1, 2 or 3 stand for the server 
idle or busy or under repair or reserved, respectively) and Q(t) denotes the number 
of customers in the retrial queue. In order to analyze the stochastic process, we 
introduce supplementary variables, as referred to by Cox (1955), Kleinrock (1975), 
Riordan (1962), Keilson, Cozzolino and Young (1968). If J(t ) = 0 and Q(t) > 0, we 
define £o(t) as the elapsed retrial time of a customer in the retrial queue. If J(t) = 1 
or 2 or 3, we define £j(t) as the elapsed service time; if J(t) = 2, we define £2 (t) 
as the elapsed repair time. If J( t ) =  3, we define £s(t) as the elapsed reserved time
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of a customer in the retrial orbit. Thus, the stochastic process { X ( t ) ; t  > 0} =
{(J(t), Q ( t ) ,  £o( t ) ,  £i( t ) ,  £ 2 {t), £ 3 > 0} is a Markovian process with the state
space ft =  {(0, 0)}U{(0, i, w)-i  =  1 , 2 , 0  < w < oo}u{((l, i, x), (2, i , x, y ), (3, i, x, r));i  =
1 , 2 , 0  < x, y, t < 0 0 }, where (0 , 0 ) means that the server is idle and the retrial
queue is empty; (0 , i, w) means that the server is idle and there are i customers in the
retrial queue with elapsed retrial time w ; (1 , i, x) means that the server is busy with
elapsed service time x  and i customers are in the retrial queue; (2 , i, x, y) means that
the server is under repair with elapsed service time x  and with elapsed repair time y
and i customers are in the retrial queue; (3, i, x, r)  means that the server is reserved
with elapsed service time x  and with elapsed reserved time r  and i customers are in
the retrial queue.
2.5 A n  em bedded  M arkov chain
Let us consider the system immediately after a customer completes service and leaves 
the system. The next service will begin after an idle period. Let Q n be the number 
of customers in the retrial queue just after the nth departure point in the retrial 
queue. Let be the nth generalized service time. Let Dn+i be the number of 
primary customers arriving during the (n +  l)st generalized service time S’(n+b Qf the 
(n +  l)st customer. As stated in section 3, if the retrial queue is nonempty, then 
there is a competition between an arriving primary customer and an arriving retrial 
customer. For convenience, let Hp < t r " denote the event that the primary customer 
wins the competition and ut r <  t p” denote the event that the retrial customer wins
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the competition.
Therefore, we have
if Qn =  0,
Q n + 1 < Qn -f- Dn .̂i, if Qn > 0  and tp < tr, (2 .1)
Q n  T T^n+i 1? Q n  ^  9 and tr < tp.
Let Sn, n = 1,2,..., denote the nth service time. By our model assumption, Sn, n = 
1,2,..., are independent and identically distributed. The time until the server fails, 
measured from the start of service, is exponentially distributed at rate /x. Recall that 
S n is the generalized service time. For convenience, we suppress the superscript and 
denote a generalized service time by S*. The number of failures during the time S* 
is Poisson distributed with mean fj,S where S' is a service time. Suppose the server 
fails exactly k times in time S.  Then S* is the sum of S, plus k independent repair 
times, plus k independent reserved times. Recall that the repair time has cdf C(x).  
Recall that the service time has cdf B(x).  Let B*(x) be the cdf of the generalized 
service time S*. Then
Since the inter arrival times of primary customers is exponentially distributed, the 
random variable Dn + 1 depends only on S* and not on the retrial queue or on the
(2 .2 )
where C ^ ( - )  denotes the /c-fold convolution of C(-). It can be seen that
Jo k = 0  ■ \ J o
(2.3)
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type of customer initiating service. Let D denote the number of primary customers 
arriving during a generalized service time. Thus, one-step transition probabilities can 
be derived as follows.
Consider the following cases.
(i) Suppose that the retrial queue is empty at time dn. Then only a primary customer 
can arrive, that is, the (n +  l)st customer in service must be a primary customer. 
Therefore, for * =  0 and j  > 0, we have
1 customers in the retrial queue at time dn+1 . Then a retrial customer won the 
competition between a primary arrival and a retrial customer. Also no primary 
customers arrived during the (n -1- l)st generalized service time. Therefore, for i > 0 
and j  = i — 1 , we have
(iii) Suppose there are i (i > 0) customers in the retrial queue at time dn and j  (> 
i — 1) customers in the retrial queue at time dn+1 . Then there was a competition 
between a primary customer and a retrial customer to enter service at time dn. If 
a primary customer won this competition, then (j — i) primary customers arrived
p  OO
P{Qn+i = j \ Q n = 0 ) =  P(D = j  \ S* = X) dB*(x)
Jo
(2.4)
(ii) Suppose there are i (i > 0) customers in the retrial queue at time dn and i —
P ( Q n + 1 — j  I Q n  — *) — LJ4(A)T>((5n+l — j  | Q n  — i, tr tp)
=  La {\) / P(D  =  0 | Qn = i, S* = x, tr < tp) dB*(x)
(2.5)
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during the (n +  l)st generalized service time. Otherwise, if a retrial customer won 
this competition, then ( j  — i + 1 ) primary customers arrived during the (n +  l)st 
generalized service time. Therefore, for * > 0 and j  >  i  — 1, we have
P ( Q n + 1 =  j  | Q n  =  t )  =  (1  L  A^X)) P  ( Q  nA-\ —  j  \ Qn  —  ii tp <Z t T )
T L a ( ^ ) P ( Q n +1 —  J I Q n  —  if t r tp)
poo
=  (1  -  La ( A)) /  P ( D n+i = j - i \ Q n =  i,  S ^  =  x , t p <  t r ) d B * ( x )
Jo
/ oo P ( D n + 1 = j - i  +  l \  Q n =  i, S {n+1) = x , t r <  t p ) d B * ( x )
=  (1 -  La (X)) j f ° °  dB-(X)
+L^  J  { j J i + 1 y e~XxdB*W-  (2-6)
(iv) For all other cases, P ( Q n+ i = j  \ Q n = i )  — 0.
Hence, the sequence of random variables {Qn, n > 1} constitutes a Markov chain, 
which is an embedded Markov chain for the queueing system.
2.6 S tab ility  o f th e  system
Theorem 2.1 The inequality A/3i(1 +  /x ( |  +  7 i)) < L A(X) is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the system to be stable.
Proof. Let S ^  be the nth generalized service, n =  1,2,.... Then according to (2.3), 
{£(")} are independent and identically distributed with expected value
E S ^ = / h (  l + M( I + 7i)).
Since primary customers arrive in a Poisson process, we use Burke’s condition 
(given in Cooper, 1981, p. 187) which essentially states that the steady state prob­
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abilities of { ( C ( t ) ,  Q { t )); t  > 0} exist and are positive if and only if the Markov 
chain { Q n , n =  1 , 2 ,...} is ergodic. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that A/3i( 1  + 
p ( |  +  7 i)) < La(\)  is a necessary and sufficient condition for { Q n , n =  1, 2,...} to be 
ergodic.
Suppose that Xj3\(l +  /x(| +  7 1 )) < LA{A). Note that {Qn;, n =  1, 2,...} is an 
irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain. In order to show that {Qn',n =  1, 2,...} is 
ergodic, it remains to prove that it is positive recurrent. We use Theorem 2 from Pakes 
(1969), which states that an irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain { Q n \ n =  1 , 2 ,...} 
is positive recurrent if |x»| <  0 0  for all i and lim^oc sup y, < 0 , where the mean drift 
Xi  = E(Q n + 1  -  Qn\Qn = i). Thus, we have
Xo =  A£SW =  AA(l +  M ^ + 7 i) ) ,
and for i > 0 ,
Xi =  (1 -  La (X) )XES^  + L a (X)(XES<"> -  1)
=  A/3i(l +  / /( -  +  7 1 )) — La ( A).
Since A/?i(l +  /j,(| +  7 j)) < LA(A), then it is clear that Hindoo supXl < 0 so 
{ Q n , n =  1 , 2 ,...} is positive recurrent and therefore is ergodic.
Next assume
{ Q n ,  n = 0 , 1 ,...} is ergodic. (2.7)
We will show that A/3j(l +  /x(| +  7 1 )) < LA(X).
To do this, we look at the contrapositive.
Suppose A/?i(l +  p{\  + 7 1 )) > La (A).
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Define the mean down drift to be <5* =  P ( Q n + i =  j  \ Q n = *)■
But
P { Q n + 1 =  j  | Qn =  i) =  0  for j  < i unless j  = i — 1 , for i > 0 .
Thus, by (2.5),
roo
Si = - P ( Q n+1 = i -  1  \ Qn = i) = - L A(X) / e-Ax dB*(x).
Jo
Also, 5o =  0.
We already showed that the mean drift xo =  A/?i( 1  +  /x(| +  7 1 )) and for i > 0,
Xi =  A/?i(l +  //( -  +  7 1 )) — L a (X) (2.8)
Kaplan’s condition, as presented in Sennott et al. (1983), states that (1 ) Xi is finite 
for all i, (2) there exists N  such that Xi > 0 for i =  N, N  +  1,..., (3) Si > —e for some 
e > 0. In Sennott et al. (1983), Theorem 1, we find that if Kaplan’s condition holds, 
then the Markov chain {Qn,n  — 1,2,...} is not ergodic. The contrapositive of this 
statement reads “ If the Markov chain is ergodic, then Kaplan’s condition does not 
hold.”
By (2.7), {Qn,n = 1,2,...} is ergodic. Thus, Kaplan’s condition does not hold. 
However if we check Kaplan’s condition, we find that (1) and (3) clearly hold. Thus
(2) must be false. So there does not exist N  such that Xi > 0 for n =  AT, jV +  1,.... 
Thus Xi < 0 f°r some i =  N  + 1, N  + 2,.... But Xi is constant V? =  N  + 1, N  +  2,... 
and by (2.8), x* < 0, i.e., A/?i(l +  /x(| +  7 1 ) )  < LA(A). Thus, we have shown the 
necessity.
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Remark 2.1 In this model, there exist three blocked states of the server, that is, 
the server is busy or under repair or reserved. It can be easily shown that the joint 
Laplace transform of W \ , W 2  and W 3  is given by
L ( s U 8 2 , s 3 )  =  E ( e - ° ' w 1 - ^ - 3 ^ )  =  L B ( S l  +  f x -  _ ^ l c (S2)),  (2.9)
S3 +  0
where W\, W 2  and W$ are, respectively, the service time, the total repair time and 
the total reserved time during a generalized service time. Also, their corresponding 
mean times are, respectively, j3\, (31 / / 7 1  and
Remark 2.2 It is well-known that for a classical M / G / l  queue, A/? < 1 is a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the system to be stable, where A and (3 are, respectively, 
the average arrival rate and the expected value of the generalized service time. We 
may view A(3 as the average number of customers added to the queue during a general­
ized service time (3. However if the queue is nonempty, the completion of a generalized 
service implies that the queue can be reduced by only one customer and then a ser­
vice begins immediately. Therefore, for the stability of the system, \(3 < 1 must be 
satisfied. On the other hand, for the M / G / l  retrial queue, the queue of interest has 
changed into the retrial queue. In this case, A/? is the average number of customers 
added to the retrial queue during the mean service time (3. Given that the retrial 
queue is nonempty, only when a repeated customer wins the competition between a 
primary customer and a retrial customer, can the retrial queue be decreased by one. 
Note that the success of a primary customer in the competition does not influence 
the average length of the retrial queue. Therefore, for stability of the retrial queueing 
system, A/?i(l +  p ( |  +  7 1 )) < La{A) must be satisfied. Here La(A) is just the proba­
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bility that the retrial customer wins the competition over a primary customer.
R em ark  2.3 The M / G / l  retrial queue with general retrial times and server subject 
to breakdowns and repairs and reserved customers may be viewed as an extension of 
some other retrial queues.
(i) If p =  0, our retrial queue reduces to the M / G / l  retrial queue with server without 
breakdowns.
(ii) If jU 7  ̂ 0, 6 \ =  oo, our retrial queue reduces to the classical M / G / l  retrial queue 
with repairable server but no recycles.
(iii) If the retrial time distribution is A(x)  =  1 — e~ax and if a  —> oo, then the M / G / l  
retrial queue becomes the ordinary M / G / l  queue.
R em ark  2.4 In analyzing the stability of the M / G / l  retrial queue with general 
retrial times and server subject to breakdowns and repairs and recycles, we may view 
it as an ordinary M / G / l  queueing system. It can be seen that the average inter­
arrival time is equal to j ,  while the “service time” may be viewed as the generalized 
service time plus the arrival time if a primary customer wins the competition or plus 
the retrial time if a repeated customer wins the competition. That is, the “service 
time” is equal to the generalized service time plus the minimum of the arrival time 
and the retrial time.
The average “service time” is
1 fOO ry
A ( 1 +  / / ( - +  7 1 ))  + j  d A (y)  J  x \ e~Xx dx
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+  /  y dA{y) /  Ae Ax dx
POO POO
J o  Jy
— 0i( l  + +  7 1 )) +  - (1  -  La (X)). (2 .10)
Therefore, the system is stable if and only if
-  > Pi(l  +  p ( -  +  7i)) +  - (1  -  L a (A)), (2 .11 )
or equivalently,
A/?i(l +  +  7 1 )) < La (X). (2 .12)
R em ark  2.5 Suppose the retrial queue has a large number of customers in the 
following discussion. Let P(block) be the probability that the system is blocked. We 
have an alternating renewal process between the blocked and idle states for the server. 
Let E(S*) be the expected blocked time. Let E(T)  be the expected idle time. Then
The arrival rate to the retrial queue is AP(block). If the server becomes idle, then 
E(T)  is the expected idle time. The probability that the next customer in service 
comes from the retrial queue is LA(A).
The entrance rate to the retrial queue is AP(block).




E(S*) + E(T) '
LA(X)P(not block) 
E(T)
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For stability, we need the arrival rate to be less than the exit rate 
i.e.,
Ap(bl„ck) <  M A )P (n o t block)
This is equivalent to 
AE ( S ^ )  < La (A),
i.e.
A/?i(1 +  p (—^----1- 7i)) < La (\).
Thus we have presented four different arguments to indicate why our stability condi­
tion is correct.
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M odel I S tead y  S ta te  D istr ib u tion
3.1 A  system  o f forward equations
In this chapter, we carry out a stochastic analysis of the queueing system of Model 
I. Our objective is to obtain the joint distribution of the state of the server and the 
length of the retrial queue in steady state. In order of do so, we first define the state 
probabilities, state probability densities and joint state probability densities as follows 
(some of the following notation came from section 2.3).
(i) P(o,o)(t) = P(J(t)  =  0 , Q(t) = 0 ), 0  < t < oo,
(ii) P(oti)(t, w)dw  =  P(J(t)  =  0 , Q{t) = i, w < £0 (t) < w +  dw), for 0  < t ,w <
oo, * =  1 , 2 ,...,
(iii) P(i,i)(t, x )dx  =  P(J(t)  =  1, Q(t) = i, x < (t) < x + dx), for 0 < t, x <
oo, * =  0 , 1 ,...,
(iv) P(2 ,i)(t, x, y) dx dy = P( J ( t ) =  2 , Q(t) = i, x < (t) < x  +  dx, y < £2 (t) <
y + dy), for 0  < t, x, y < oo i =  0 , 1 ,...,
28
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(v) P(3 ,i)(i, x, r ) d x d r  = P(J( t ) =  3, Q(t) = i, x < (t) < x + dx, r  < £3 (t) <
r  +  dr), for 0  < t, x, r  < oo, i =  0 , 1 ,....
To find P(o,o)(0» (̂o,i)(*> z), ^(2 ,*)(*, A 2t) and P(3y)(t, z, T)> we must
know how the system moves from one state at time t to other states at time t +  At. 
The investigation is carried out as follows.
(i) The event (J(t  +  At)  =  0, Q(t  +  At )  =  0) occurs either when the event (J( t ) — 
0, Q(t) — 0) occurs and there are no primary customers arriving during A t, or when 
(J( t ) = 1, Q(t) =  1, £i (t) =  x) occurs and the service is completed during At .  This 
leads to the difference equation:
poo
P(o,o)(t +  At) =  ( 1  -  A A t)P(0 ,o)(t) + A t  P(i,0)(t, x)P(x) dx + o(At).  (3.1)
Jo
(ii) The event (J{t  +  At) =  0, Q(t  +  At) =  i, £o(t +  At) = w + At )  occurs only 
when the event (J(t) =  0, Q(t) = i. £,o(t) =  w) occurs and no primary customers or 
repeated customers arrive during At. Hence, for i = 1 , 2 ,..., 0 < w < oo,
P(o,i)(< +  A t, w +  At) =  ( 1  — (A +  a(w)) A  t)P(0 ,i)(t, w) +  o(At). (3.2)
(iii) The event (J (t + A t) =  1, Q(t-\- At )  = i, £i(t +  At) =  x + A t )  occurs either when 
the event (J( t ) =  1, Q(t) = i, £i(t) = x) occurs and it is impossible that primary 
customers arrive or the service is completed or the server is under repair during At, 
or when the event (J(t) =  1, Q(t) = i — 1, £i(t) =  x) occurs and a primary customer 
arrives during A t, or when the event (J(t) =  3, Q(t) = i, £i(t) =  x, £3 (t) =  r)  occurs 
and the reserved customer begins service again during A t. Thus, for i = 0,1,..., 0 < 
w < oo, 0  < x < oo,
P(M)(t +  At, x + At )  =  (1 -  (A +  /x +  P(x)) A  t)P(iti)(t, x)
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(3.3)
where P(ii_i)(i, x) =  0 .
(iv) The event (J ( t  +  A t )  =  2 , Q ( t  + A t )  =  i, £i(f + A t )  = x, C ( t  +  A t )  =  y -f A t )  
occurs either when the event (J(f) =  2, Q ( t )  = i, (t) =  x, C O  =  y) occurs and 
there are no primary customers arriving and the server is still under repair during 
A t, or when the event ( J ( t )  =  2 , Q ( t )  =  i — 1 , CO =  x, CO — y) occurs and a 
primary customer arrives during A t .  Then, for i =  0,1,..., 0  < x < oc, 0 < y < oo,
where P(2 ,_i)(t, x, y) = 0 .
(v) The event (J(t  + At )  = 3, Q(t + At )  =  i, £i(t +  At )  =  x, ^ ( t  + At )  = t  + At)  
occurs either when the event (J{t) =  3, Q(t) =  i, A( t)  — x, C O  — T) occurs and 
no primary customers or reserved customers arrive during A t, or when the event 
(J(f) =  3, Q(t) = i — 1, C O  =  x i C O  = T) occurs and a primary customer arrives 
during At .  Therefore, for * =  0,1,..., 0 < x < o o ,  0 < r < o o ,
P(2 ,i)it +  y +  A 0  =  C1 -  (A +  7 (y) )A t)P(2 ,i)(t, x ,  y)
+X A  tP(2 ,i-i)(t, x ,  y) + o(At), (3.4)
P(3 ,i)(t +  At ,  X,  T  +  At)  = (1 -  (A +  d) A  t)P{3 J)(t, X,  y )
+A A tP(3 ,i-i)(t, x, t ) + o(At), (3.5)
where P ^ _ ^ ( t ,  x ,  r)  =  0 .
The rate transition diagram for the model is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Rate transition diagram-M/G/1 retrial queue with general retrial times 






3 , j + l , v
Similarly, we have following boundary conditions for P(0 ,i)(t, w),
P(i,i)(t, x ), P(2 ,i)(t, x, y ) and P(3 ,i)(t, x, r) as follows.
roc




-P(u)(t, 0 ) =  A<5j0 -P(o,o)(t) +  A( 1  -  <5i0) /  P(o,i)(t, w) dw
J 0roc
+ 1 P(0 ,i+i)(t, w)a(w)dw,
Jo
P(2 ,i)(t, X,  0) =  nP(i,i)(t, x), (3.8)
roc
x , 0 ) =  / P(2 ,i)(t, x, y)rf(y)dy. (3.9)
Jo
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where Si 0  is the Kronecker function.
Also, the normalization equation is given by
0 0  p O C  0 0  p O O
P(0 , 0 )(*) + ^ 2  p (0 ,i)(t, w) dw + /  P(i,i){t, x ) dx
i= 1 -'° i= 0 ■'°
poc roc roc roc
+ /  /  P(2 , i ) ( t , x , y ) dx d y +  /  P{3 ti)(t, x, t )  dxdr)  = 1 . (3.10)
Jo Jo Jo Jo
From (3.1)-(3.5), the corresponding differential-difference equations are found by
subtracting P(o,o)(0> ^(o,i)(^ ^ ), P(i,i)(t, x), P(2 ,i)(t, x, y) o rP (3 ,q(f, x , r)  from both
sides, dividing through by A t  and taking the limit as A t —> 0. Thus we get
d f°°
(dt +  =  I  (3-11)
A A
^dt + d w + a (w))P(o,i)(t, w) = 0 , (3-12)
d d
^dt ~dx ^ ^  x ) = ^P( 1,*—1)(̂ > x)
roo
+ 0  P(z,i)(t, x , T)di-, (3.13)
Jo
( ^  +  ^  +  A +  7 (s/))-P(2 ,*)(i, x, y) =  AP(2 li_i)(i, x, y), (3.14)
( ^  +  ^  +  A + 0)P{3 ,i)(t, x, t )  = XP{3 ^ 1 }(t, x , r) . (3.15)
3.2 T he stead y  sta te  d istrib u tion
It has been shown that Xfi\{l +  / i ( | +  7 1 )) < LA(A) is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the system to be stable. Thus, if A/?i(l +  /x(| +  7 1 )) < LA(X), from 
the discussion above, we can obtain the joint distribution of the server state and the 
queue length, in steady state. Also, some main performance measures in steady state,
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such as: P(the system is empty), P(the system is nonempty and the server is idle), 
P(the server is busy), P(the server is under repair) and P(the server is reserved), can 
be explicitly given.
T heorem  3.1 For the retrial queue under consideration, if A/?i(1 + /x ( |+ 7 i)) < L a (A), 
then in steady state there exists the joint distribution of the state of the server and 
the length of the retrial queue in terms of the probability generating functions given by
L a (X) ~  A/?i(l + +  7 i)) fo 1fix
P(o,o)  --------------^ -------------- , (3.16)
AQMA) -  A/Ml +  M l +  7 iM 1  ~  LB(K(A(1 -  z))))
W) L a (X)(La (X)(1 -  z)Lb (K(A( 1  -  *))) -  z( 1 -  LB(K(A( 1  -  z)))))
x  exp(—Xw)(l — A(w)),  (3.17)
p  / %  _________X(La (A) — XPi(l + /.i(jj +  7 i))(l — z)_________
X} ~  L a (A)(l -  z)Lb (K(A( 1  -  z))) -  z{l -  Lb (K(A(1 -  *)))))
x exp(—i^(A(l — z))x)( 1 — B(x)),  (3.18)
p /  x X(j,(La (X) — A/?i(l +  / i ( | +  7 i))(l — z)
2 fz, x, y) -  ^ ( A ) ( 1  _  z ) L b { k { x { 1  _  z))) _  z { 1  _  L b { K { X ( 1  -  Z)))))
x  exp(-K (A (l -  z))x -  A(1 -  z)y){ 1 -  B(x))(  1 -  C(y)),  (3.19)
p / x X/j,(La {X — A/?i(l +  / / ( | +  7 i))(l — z)Lc (X(l — z))
3{z ,  X, T)  -  L ^ (A) (1 _  z ) L b { k { x { 1  _  z ) ) )  _  2 (1  _  L b { K { X (1 -  Z) ) ) ) )
x exp( -K(X{l  -  z))x -  (0 +  A(1 -  x ))r)(l -  B(x)),  (3.20)
where
K{x) = x + f x -  - ^ - qLc (x ). (3.21)
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Proof. If A/?i(l +  +  7 1 )) < L a (A), then lim^oo P(0 ,o)( t ) , lim t—+ oo ^(0 ,t ){t, w),
limt^oo P(i,t)(£, x), limt_>0 0 P(2 ii)(i, a:, y) and lim^oo P(3)i)(£, x, r)  exist and are de­
noted by P(0 ,0), P(o,i)M, ^(1 ,0  0*0, p (2,i)0p y) and p (3 ,i)(z, r )> respectively.
Hence, from the equations (3.6)-(3.15) we can derive that
roo
AP(o,o) =  /  P(i,o){x)f3{x)dx, (3.22)
Jo
+  A +  a(ic))P(oij)(u;) =  0, (3.23)
d f°°
( ^  +  A +  n  +  /?(z))P(M)(:r) =  AP(m_i)(x) + 6  J  P(3 ,i)(x, r) dr, (3.24)
( ^  +  A +  '){y))P(2 ,i)(x, y ) =  AP(2 ,i-i)(x, y), (3.25)
(-^T +  A +  0)P(3 ii)(a;, r)  =  AP(3)i_i)(x, r), (3.26)
roo
P (o , i ) {0 )=  P{hi)(x)/3{x)dx, (3.27)
^ 0
roo
P(i,i)(0) =  AdjoP(o,o) +  A(1 — dio) /  P(o,i)(w)dw
Jo
roo
+ /  P(0 ,i+i)(u>)a(u;)dw, (3.28)
Jo
P(2 ,i){x, 0 ) =  /j.P(i,i)(ir), (3.29)
roo
P(3,i)(x ’ ° ) = P{2 , i ){x,y)l{y)dy,  (3.30)
. /0
/»00 °° /*00
p (0 ,0) +  X I  /  F(<M)H +  X (  /  P (m (x)
j=l i= 0  do
roo roo roo roo
+  /  /  P(2 , i ) {x , y )dxdy+  / P(3)q(x, T)dxdr)  =  1. (3.31)
do Jo Jo Jo
In order to solve the system of equations (3.22)-(3.31), we introduce the following
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probability generating functions:
OO  OO
P0 (z, w) = ' 2̂ P(0 ,i){w)zt, Pl(z, x ) = J 2 P (lti)(x)zt ,
i— 1  t—0
OO OO
P2 (z, X , y) = Y ^ p (2 ,i)(x, y)zl, P3 (z, x, T ) = t ) z \
i= 0  i= 0
Thus, when both sides of the equations (3.23)-(3.31) are multiplied by zl and summed 
over i, we obtain the following equations:
+  A +  a(w))P0 (z, w) =  0, (3.32)
d
+  A +  p +  (3(x))Pi(z, x) = XzPi(z , x) + 9 J  P3 (z, x , r)  dr, (3.33)
d
(—  +  A +  7 (y))P2 (z, x , y) = AzP2 (z, x , y), (3.34)
r\
(—  +  A +  0)P3 (2, a:, r)  =  AzP 3 (z, x, r), (3.35)
roo
P0 (z, 0 ) =  -AP(0 ,0) +  /  Pi(z, x)P(x)dx,  (3.36)
Jo
roo -t roo
Pi(z, 0 ) =  AP(0 ,0) +  a /  P0 (z, w) dw H—  / P 0 (,z, w)a(w) dw, (3.37)
J 0 2  Jo
P2 (z, x, 0) =  pP\{z, x), (3.38)
roo
P3 (z, x , 0 ) =  / P2 (z, X,  y)~/(y) dy, (3.39)
Jo
roo roo
P (0 ,0) +  lim ( / P0 (2 , w)dw +  /  Pi{z, x )dx
z~̂ 1~ Jo Jo
roo roo roo roo
+ /  P2 (z, x, y) dxdy + /  /  P3 (z, x, r)  dxdr) — 1. (3.40)
Jo Jo Jo Jo
These equations are solved as follows.
It is clear that the solutions to (3.32), (3.34) and (3.35) are given by
P0 (z, w) =  Po(z, 0)e- Aw(l -  >!(«;)), (3.41)
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P2 (z, x, y) = P2 (z, x , 0 ) e - ^ - ^ { l  -  C(y)),  (3.42)
P3 (z, x , r)  =  P3 (z, x, 0 ) e ~ ^ 1- z^ T. (3.43)
The substitution of (3.41) into (3.37) yields
P\{z, 0) =  AP(0 ,o) +  -P${z,  0 )(La (A) +  ( 1  — L a (X))z). (3.44)
However, with the help of (3.38) and (3.39), (3.42) and (3.43) can be rewritten as
P2 (z, x, y) =  Pdz,  x)fie-x^ ( l  -  C(y)), (3.45)
P3 (z, x, t )  = p,(z,  x)iiLc {A(1 -  z))e-(A(1-*)+e)T. (3.46)
Substituting (3.46) into (3.33), we get
Px(z, x) =  Pdz,  0)e-KW1~z))x{l -  B(x)),  (3.47)
which is used in (3.36) to yield
P0 (z, 0 ) =  -A P (0l0) +  Lb (K(A( 1  -  z))))Pi(z, 0 ). (3.48)
Thus, from (3.44) and (3.48), we have
Xz ( 1 - L b ( K ( X ( 1 - z))))P{0,0]
Po(z, 0 ) L a (A)(l -  z)Lb (K( A(1 -  z))) -  z( 1 -  Lb (K(A(1 -  *))))’
(3.49)
* ( z , 0 ) =  - A M A )(1 - , ) P (0,0)
La (A)(1 -  z)Lb (K( A(1 -  z))) -  z( l  -  Lb (K(A(1 -  z)))) ’
(3.50)
which implies that P q( z , w ), P\{z. x), P2 (z, x, y) and P3 (z, x, r) depend only on
P( 0 ,0)-
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However, P(o, o) can be found by using the normalization condition
poo poo
P(o,o) +  /  P0 { i , w ) d w +  /  P 1 ( l , x ) d x  
Jo Jo
poo poo poo poo
+ / P2 (l, x, y) dxdy + / / P3 (l, x, r)  dx dr = 1. (3.51)
Jo Jo Jo Jo
This completes the proof.
3.3 Perform ance M easures
In steady state, let J  represent the state of the server and Q  represent the number of 
customers in the retrial queue, namely, J  =  lim^oo J ( t )  and Q  =  lirn^oc Q ( t ) .  The 
steady state solution of the model allows us to calculate some important performance 
measures. Of the performance measures, the probabilities that the system is in differ­
ent states are very important. All of the following definitions in this paragraph refer 
to probabilities in steady state. Let E  =  P(the system is empty), I  =  P  (the system
is nonempty and the server is idle), B  =  P(the server is busy), F  = P(the server is
under repair), R  =  P(the server is reserved). We obtain the following Corollary.
Corollary 3.1 If A/?i(l +  / /( | +  7 1 )) < P>i(A), then 
(l) E — P(0 ,0) — La(x) ’
r,;\ T    ( l--£v l(- ') 'ty3 i(l+ A ‘( ! + 7 i ) )
W  1  ~  LaW
(hi) B = XPi,
(iv) P  =  A/?i/x7 i, 
(V ) R = & * .
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Proof. It is evident that E  =  P ( J  =  0, Q =  0) =  -P(o,o)- Also, we can write




=  lim /  Po(-2 ) w) dw
z^ l~ Jo
= (1 -  La (X))(La (X) -  \ p 1(l  +  ii{\ +  7 i))A.z( 1  -  L*(z))
z™- \ L A(\ ) (LA{\)(1 -  z)L.(z) -  -  L,(z))
where L*(z) =  LB(K(X(1 — z))),
B  =  P ( J  =  1, Q =  0 ,1 ,...)
00  i 'O O
= E /  P(iMx ) dx
i=0
poo
— lim / P i ( z ,x )d x  
z~*i— J o
_  ,. X(La{X) — A/?i(l +  /r(| + 7 i))(l — z)(l — L*(z))
-  zi£_  (La (A)(1 -  z)L.(z) -  z( 1 -  L,(*))tf(A (l -  *)) ’
F  =  P ( J  =  2, Q =  0,1,...)
° °  poo poo
= £ /  / P(2,i)(x y) dx dy
i=o ^  70
poo
=  lim /  P2 ( z , x y ) d x d y  
Ẑ ~ J  o
_  ,. Xh ( L a (X)  — A/3i(l +  /x(| + 7i))(l — 2 ) 
-  zi? _  L a ( A ) ( 1  -  ^)L,(z) -  z (l -  L,(*))
( l - L « ( z ) ) ( l - L c ( ( A( l - z ) )
A(1 — z)AT(A(l — 2 ))
R  = P ( J  = 3, Q =  0,1,...)
00 /*oo /*oc
= £ /  / P ( 3 , i ) ( x r ) d x d T
i= 0 •/o •/o
poo
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=  r A^(La(A -  A/?i(l +  / / ( |  +  7i ) ) ( l  -  z ) Lc (A(1 -  z )) 
* LA(X)(1 -  z )L, ( z )  -  z(  1 -  L*(z))
1 ~ L . ( z ) ) (3.55)
(Q + \ ( l  -  z ) )K( \ ( l  -  z))'
Substituting the steady state solution of Theorem 3.1 into (3.52)-(3.55), we obtain 
the results of Corollary 3.1.
Now
£ ( L b ( K ( A(1 -  *) ))  | „ 1=  A f t ( l  +  n (-e  +  t i ) ) .  (3.56)
Therefore, we employ L’Hopital’s rule in (3.52)-(3.55) and then obtain these main 
performance measures. This completes the proof.
R em ark  3.1 Corollary 3.1 gives us many standard measures of performance. We 
immediately also have that proportion of time that the server is in idle mode is E  + I. 
In steady state, in addition to the probabilities of being in different states of the 
system, it is desirable to obtain the distribution of the number of customers in the 
retrial queue and the distribution of the number of customers in the system, from 
which the expected number of customers in the retrial queue and the expected value 
of the number of customers in the system are easily derived. Therefore we next turn 
our attention to the derivation of the distribution of these two random variables and 
their expected values.
C orollary  3.2 In steady state, let Nq represent the number of customers in the 
retrial queue and N  represent the number of customers in the system. Then the
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probability generating functions of Nq and N  are respectively given by 
________ ( L a W  — A/?i(l +  M | +  7 i)))(l — z )
Pg(z) 
p{z) =
L a {A)(l -  z)Lb (K(A(1 -  z))) -  z( 1 -  Lb (K(A(1 -  z)))) ’ 
(La (A -  AA(1 +  M l +  7 i)))(l -  z)Lb (K(A(1 -  z)))
L a (A)(1 -  z )L b (^(A (1  -  *))) -  z(  1 -  Lb (K(A(1 -  z ) ) ) ) ' 
The expected values of Nq and N  are respectively given by
=  A2(g/x72 -  2)fl3 +  2p.(A +  8 -  La {\)0)(31 +  pgflft 
9 2 0 ( M A ) - p * ) M
_  A2 ( ^ 7 2 ~  2)M  +  2p,(A +  f> -  p . e ) f t  +
28(La (\)  -  pt ) f t
where
p* = AM(1 + K q + 7i))- 
Proof. It can be easily seen that 
p q(z) = E ( z Nq)
oo oo
=  P (o,o) +  1 ]  Z*P{J =  0, g  =  *) +  X )  P P (J  =  0, Q =  *)
i = l  f = l
oo oo
+  z i p { J  =  0, Q  =  i) +  z i p ( J  =  o, <5 =  *)
i - 1 «=1
OO /•OO 00 /*oc
=  P (o,0) + J 2  p (°- 0 W  +  S  /  P (!- 0 dx
1=1 J °  i = 0  - ' °
° °  /»00 /'DC ° °  roo poo
+ ^ 2  /  ^ (2 ,*)M, y ) d x d y  + ^ 2  /  /  p (3,i)M> r ) d x d r
i - 0 do do i = 0
/»oo /*oo
=  P(o,o) +  /  P0(2 , u ;)d « ;+  /  P i ( z , x ) d x
J o  J o
poo poo
+  /  P 2(z, x,  y ) d x d y +  /  P 3(z, x, r ) d x d r ,
J o  J o
poo poo
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/» o o  p  o o
+  /  P2 {z, xy )  dxdy + / P3 (z, x, t )  dx dr), (3.63)
Jo Jo
which yields the expressions of (3.57) and (3.58) by substituting the steady state 
solution of Theorem 3.1 into (3.62) and (3.63).
Since
Lq =  lim PqO,  (3-64)z—► ! — *
and
L =  lim p'(z), (3.65)
Z — > 1 ~
these expected values are easily obtained.
R em ark  3.2 The mean number of repairs during a service period is pfli. Also,
for this retrial queue, we have a relationship between pq(z) and p(z) and between Lq
and L:
p{z) = LB{ K { \ ( l - z ) ) ) p q{z), (3.66)
and
L = Lq + E  +1.  (3.67)
This follows from (3.57) and (3.58).
3.4  T he w aiting  process
In this section we proceed to study the steady-state distribution of the waiting time 
that an arriving primary customer spends in the retrial queue and the distribution of
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the waiting time that an arriving primary customer spends in the system. According 
to the characteristics of the retrial queue, it can be seen that the waiting process 
for the retrial queue is more complicated than the waiting process for an ordinary 
queueing system. The waiting time that an arriving primary customer spends in the 
system for the retrial model is equal to the waiting time an arriving primary customer 
spends in the retrial queue plus its generalized service time, while the waiting time 
that an arriving primary customer spends in the system for an ordinary queueing 
system is equal to the waiting time that an arriving primary customer spends in the 
queue plus its regular service time.
T heorem  3.2 Let W  and Wq denote, respectively, the time that an arriving pri­
mary customer spends in the system and in the retrial queue, in steady state. If the 
system is stable, then the Laplace transforms of W  and Wq are respectively given by
L w (s) =  (1 -  p.)L„(K(s))  +  x
________ 7T(s)(l -  7t ( s ) ) ( L b ( K ( s ) )  -  L b { K ( A(1 -  7T(s)))))__________
L a (X)(1 -  n(s))LB(K(X(l  -  7r(s))) -  t t (s )(1 -  LB{K(A(1 -  7r(s)))))’
(3 .68)
(A -  s -  X tt( s ) ) L b ( K ( s ) )
__________ 7T(s)(l -  7t ( s ) ) ( L b ( K ( s ) )  -  L b ( K { A(1 -  7r(s) ) )) )__________
L a ( A )( l  -  tt( s ) ) L b ( K ( X ( 1  -  7r(s) ) )  -  t t ( s) (1 -  LB{K(A(1 -  t t ( s ) ) )) )  '
(3 .69)
Their corresponding expected values are obtained as
z™/ A2(0/i72 — 2)/?j +  2p»(A +  9 — p*Q)0l + to >7c\\
E W  = -----------------2A#(L„(A) -  p.) f t ----------------- ’ (3'70)
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A2( ^ 72 -  2)01 + 2P» ( \  + e -  LA{\) 0 ) f i  +  plO0 2  
E W • = ------------------- 2 m A W - p . ) 0 i  ’ (3J1)
where
, , =  (■s + X)LA(s + X)LB(K(s ))
{' J ~  s + \  — A( 1  — La (s +  A))Lb (K(s))  ' K 1
Proof. Note that the system is empty or the server is idle, busy, under repair or 
reserved, when a primary customer arrives. Thus, we have
L w (s) = P{0 ,o)E(e-sW\J = 0, Q = 0)
0 0  roc
+  E  /  P(0 ,i)(w)E (e~sW \ J  = 0 , Q = i, £oe) =  w) dw
i=l Jo
O O  roo
+ /  P(iMx)E(e~sW \ J = l , Q  = i, d e) =  x) dx
t= 0  
roc roc
+ /  P(2 ,i){x, y)E(e~sW \ J  = 2 ,Q  = i, =  x, =  y) dxdy
Jo Jo
roc roc
+ /  /  i W * ,  r)E(e~sW\J =  3, Q = i, £<e) =  x, $  =  r)  dx dr),(3.73)
Jo Jo
where J, Q, ^ e\  ^  and ^  denote, respectively, the server state, the number
of customers in the retrial queue, the elapsed retrial time, the elapsed service time, 
the elapsed repair time and the elapsed reserved time when the primary customer 
arrives.
It can be seen that W  coincides with a generalized service time if the system 
is empty or the server is idle when the primary customer arrives. In this case, 
E(e~sW\ J  =  0,Q = 0) = E(e~sW\ J  =  0 ,Q = i , $ } = w) = LB(K(s)).  Let 
represent the waiting time that the customer being served spends in the system 
from the instant the primary customer arrives and W^l+l  ̂ represent the total waiting 
time the (*+1 ) customers in the retrial queue spend in the system from the instant the
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customer originally being served leaves the system. Then W  is equal to 
if i customers are already in the retrial queue and the server is busy, under repair or 
reserved when the primary customer arrives. Since W ^  and are independent,
we obtain
E(e~sW\J = 1, Q = i, £<e) = x )  = E{e~sW(i+1))
xE(e~sWM\ J  =  1 ,Q = i,£{e) =  x), (3.74)
E(e~sW\J =  2, Q =  i, > =  x, ele) =  y) = E{e-aW(W))
xE{e~sWM\J = 2 , Q = i, £<e) =  x, = y), (3.75)
E(e~sW\J = 3 , Q = i, ele) =  x, &e) =  r)  =  E{e~sW(W))
xE(e~sW<'")\J =  3, Q  = i, ele) =  x,. ^  =  t ) .  (3.76)
In order to get E(e~sW<'*)\ J  = 1, Q = i, C ^ =  x) E(e~aWM\ J  =  2, Q =  i, c |^ =
x, ^  ~  V) and E(e~sW(t)\J =  3, Q =  i, C^ =  x, ̂  =  r), we employ the formulas
P( y  < d r) < y  + dy | & > x) =  3̂-77^
P{ y  < d r) < v  + d y \ $ 2 >  x) = C(yX +  ^  ^ , (3.78)
1  — C(x)
P ( y  <  4 r) <  y + dy 16  > x) = 0e~°y dy . (3.79)
where Ci, C2 and C3 represent the service time, repair time and reserved time, respec­
tively, and and represent the remaining service time, remaining repair
time and remaining reserved time at the instant the primary customer arrives. Thus, 
we have
E{e-sW(' ]\J = 1, Q = i, Ci =  x)
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= 1 1 * .
1 f°°
- T = W ) J .  <3-80>
E ( e - wM\J = 2, Q =  « -  I, t:l -  y)
00 -I roo roc
= 5 ( 1 - £ ( * » ( ! - C M ) /  I  *<* + «>■=<»+ ' * - (*M|
0  /*oc ,o o
= (s + e ) ( l - B ( x ) ) ( l - C ( y ) ) l  I  Ku)c(v)
x e- *  (<)(«-*)-*(»-») dw du, (3.81)
° °  -j rOC roc
=  S r I
x 7 T e (7 T e L c ( s ) r d a i v
—dv -s(u+v) (py)_ p—p
n!
roc
(s + m - B ( x) ) L  (3-82)
In order to obtain Lw(s),  it remains to find E{e~sW{'+1)). We first get E(e~swW). 
After a service completion there exists a competition for service between a primary 
customer and a customer in the retrial queue. Therefore
00 roc roc
E(e~sWW) = J 2 LB(K{s)) /  e~syX e~XxdA{y)dx
71=0 ■'° Jy
roc ry
x ( L B{K(s))  /  /  e~sxXe~XxdA(y)dx)n
Jo Jo
00 A
=  Y ,  L a C  +  X ) L b ( K ( s ) ) ( — - ( 1  -  +  X))LB(K(s)))n
n ^ O  S +  A
_  ( s  +  X ) L a ( s  +  X ) L b ( K ( s ) )  ( 3 g 3 )
s +  A — A(1 — L a ( s  +  A ) ) L b ( K { s ) )
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However, according to the characteristics of the model, it can be seen that
E(e~sW(i+1)) = (7r(s))i+1, i = 0,1 ,.... (3.84)
We substitute (3.84) into (3.74)-(3.76), (3.80) into (3.74), (3.81) into (3.75), (3.82) 
into (3.76) and then put the new expressions for (3.74)-(3.76) into (3.73). This yields 
Lw(s)  with the help of the steady state solution of the model. Note that
L\v(s) =  L b {K( A( 1  — s))Lwq{s). (3.85)
This leads to our expression for L Wq(.s).
In order to calculate E W  and E W q, we use the formulas E W  — — lims^ 0+ L'w (s) 
and E W q = — lims_>0+ L'wq(s) and then get (3.70) and (3.71).
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M odel II D escrip tion  and S tab ility
4.1 D escrip tion  o f m odel II
A single unreliable server retrial queue with general retrial times and balking cus­
tomers is considered. Primary customers arrive in a Poisson process with rate A. 
There is no waiting room in front of the server. If an arriving primary customer finds 
the server idle, the customer begins service immediately and leaves the system after 
service completion. If an arriving primary customer finds the server busy, the pri­
mary customer either enters a retrial queue with probability p according to a FCFS 
discipline and becomes a repeated customer or leaves the system with probability 
1 — p. For customers in the retrial queue, only the customer at the head of the retrial 
queue is allowed to attempt to reach the server at a time generally distributed and 
measured from the instant that the server becomes idle. If a primary customer arrives 
first while the server is idle, the retrial customer is required to cancel the attempt 
for service. At that moment, the repeated customer either returns to the position at
47
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the head of the retrial queue with probability q or leaves the system with probability 
1 — q. The server fails in an exponential time with rate fi but failures can only occur 
when a customer is being served. When the server fails, repair begins immediately. 
Meanwhile, the customer in service either stays in the service position with proba­
bility r until the server is up again or enters a retrial orbit with probability 1 — r 
and keeps making a retrial at times exponentially distributed with rate 9 until the 
customer finds the server up again.
Example 4.1 We again consider an information center with a single server using 
a telephone and an answering machine. If a customer calls and finds the server busy, 
the customer either leaves a message on the answering machine according to a FCFS 
discipline (with probability p) or gives up (with probability 1-p). All messages on 
the answering machine form the retrial queue. When the server becomes idle, the 
messages on the answering machine are checked and the first caller on the answering 
machine is contacted unless a new primary customer phones the center before the 
contact with the retrial customer is made. The customer whose message is on the 
answering machine may choose to remove that message after certain time intervals 
(with probability 1-q), if the time is too long or the service is no longer useful. The 
server may fail (or be interrupted) during service. During the repair time (interrup­
tion time), the telephone is engaged by the customer in service. The customer may 
become impatient and begin other tasks (with probability 1 -r), checking occasionally 
to see if the server is back. The customer in service remains waiting for the server 
(with probability r) After the server returns, and the customer returns from its other
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tasks (if any), the customer resumes service. The retrial times are independently 
and identically distributed with distribution function A(x),  density function a(x) and 
Laplace transform La(s). The service times are independent and identically distrib­
uted with distribution function B(x),  density function b(x), Laplace transform Lb(s ) 
and first two moments /3i and fh- The repair times are independent and identically 
distributed with distribution function C(x),  density function c(x), Laplace transform 
Lc(s) and first two moments 7 1  and 7 2 .
The service time for a customer is cumulative and after repair the server is as 
good as new. Retrial times, service times, failure times, repair times and the reserved 
times are also assumed to be mutually independent. The model is described in Figure 
4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Outline of the M / G / l  retrial queue with general retrial times, balking, 
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4.2 E volu tion  o f th e  queueing system  and its  sta tes
Let di represent the departure time for zth customer in service, i =  1 , 2 At time 
di- 1 , the (i — l)st customer completes service and leaves the system so the server
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is then idle. According to the assumptions of the model, the Ah customer begins 
to be served after an idle time k,. At time dj_i, if the retrial queue is empty, Kt 
is exponentially distributed with rate A; otherwise, if the retrial queue is nonempty, 
there is a competition between primary customers and a repeated customer to decide 
who will be the next customer in service. Then is the minimum of two random 
times, one exponentially distributed with rate A and the other generally distributed 
with Laplace transform La{s). If the retrial queue is nonempty, it can be proved that 
the probability the Ah customer is a primary customer after this competition is equal 
to 1 — L^(A). The probability that the repeated customer returns to its position at the 
head of the retrial queue and does not win this competition is equal to q(l — La(A)). 
The probability that the repeated customer does not win this competition and leaves 
the system is equal to (1 — q)(l — Lyi(A)). The probability that the Ah customer is a 
retrial customer is equal to La(A). At time d,_i +  /-q, the Ah customer begins to be 
served. Later, the server may fail after a busy time S ^ \  which implies that at time 
+  Ki +  5 ^ ,  the server begins to be repaired.
Meanwhile the Ah customer either stays in the service position with probability 
r or enters the retrial orbit with probability 1  — r and keeps making a retrial until 
the service resumes. Suppose that the time needed until the Ah customer resumes 
its service is This is equal to a repair time v f ] distributed with distribution
function C(x ) if the Ah customer stays in the service position when the server is 
being repaired, or equal to a repair time vj1̂ distributed with distribution function 
C(x) plus a exponential reserved time with rate 9 if the Ah customer enters the 
retrial orbit when the server is being repaired. At time i +  k, +  the
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ith customer resumes service. The queueing process develops similarly during the ith 
generalized service time until the customer leaves the system at time di.
Suppose that the ith  customer completes the service and leaves the system at time 
ck = d ^ + K i + S ^ + ^ + S l 1'’)+ 4 2)+ - + S ? ]' + # ’+ S f +1), where S f  }+ S f  }+ .. .+ S f} 
and tpO +  O p  + ... +  ipP +  Slk+V) represent the total busy time and the total repair 
or reserved time for the zth customer. From the time +  Kt to the time di, an 
arriving primary customer either enters a retrial queue with probability p or leaves 
the system with probability 1 — p. After time di, the queueing process continues in a 
similar way as time goes on.
The state of the system at time t can be described by the Markov process {X (t),t > 
°} =  {(J( t ) ,J*0) ,Q{t) ,C( t ) ,C( t ) ,C{t ) ,C( t )y , t  > 0} where J(t) represents the 
server state (0,1,2,3 denote the server idle or busy or under repair or reserved, re­
spectively) and J*{t) represents the customer state in the service area (0 or 1  denote 
the retrial customer in service position when the server is being repaired or in the 
retrial orbit after the server breakdown, respectively). Q(t) denotes the number of 
customers in the retrial queue at time t. If J(t) =  0 and Q(t) > 0, then C O  denotes 
the elapsed retrial time for a customer in the retrial queue. If J(t) = 1, J(t) = 2 or 
J(t) =  3, then (t) denotes the elapsed service time . If J(t) =  2 and J*(t) = 0 
or 1, then ^ ( t )  denotes the elapsed repair time. If J(t) = 3, then C O  denotes the 
elapsed reserved time. The functions a(x),/3(x) and 7 (2;) are the conditional comple­
tion rates for the retrial attempt, the service and the repair at time x, respectively, 
i.e., a(x) =  a(x)(l — A(x))-1 , f3{x) =  5(a:)(l — B(x))~1, and 7 (2;) — c(2 ;)(l — C(x))-1. 
Therefore, (X (f), t > 0 } =  {(J(t), J*(t), Q(t), &(*), C O ,  &(*), C O ) ;  t > 0 } is a
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Markovian process with the state space Q = {((0,0)} U {(0, 1 < i < oo} U
{((l,i, x), (2,0 , i , x , y) ,  (2,1 , i , x ,y) ,  (3, i, x, r ); 0 < * < oo, 0 < x, y, r  < oo}, where 
(0 , 0 ) means that the server is idle and the retrial queue is empty, (0 , i, w ) means 
that the server is idle and there are i customers in the retrial queue with elapsed 
retrial time w, (1 , i, x) means that the server is busy with elapsed service time x 
and i customers are in the retrial queue, (2 , 0 , i, x, y) means that the server is under 
repair and the customer stays in the service position with elapsed service time x and 
with elapsed repair time y and i customers are in the retrial queue after breakdown, 
(2 , 1 , i, x, r )  means that the customer is in the retrial orbit and the server is reserved 
with elapsed service time x and with elapsed reserved time r  and i customers are in 
the retrial queue after breakdown until the server is up, (3, i, x, r)  means that the 
customer is in the retrial orbit and the server is reserved with elapsed service time x 
and with elapsed reserved time r  and i customers are in the retrial queue after the 
server is up.
4.3 A n  em bedded  M arkov chain
The stochastic process {(J(t),  J*(t), Q(t));t > 0} is not a Markov process, however, 
the embedded stochastic process {Q„; t > 1} is a Markov chain, where Qn represents 
the number of customers in the retrial queue at the nth departure time dn, n  =  1 , 2 ,.... 
In order to see that {(*)„; n =  1,2,...} is a Markov chain, let Sn. represent the 
nth service time and generalized service time and Dn+1 represent the number of 
primary customers arriving to the system during S^n\  Let Ni(Dn+i) represent the
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number of primary customers who enter the retrial queue among the D„+i primary 
customers arriving during 5^"+1). Note that if the retrial queue is nonempty at any 
departure point, then there exists a competition between a primary customer and a 
repeated customer to determine who is the next customer served. For convenience, 
let “tp < tr” denote the event that the primary customer wins in this competition, 
let “tp < t T A q” denote the event that the primary customer wins in this competition 
and the repeated customer returns to the retrial queue, let “tp < tr V q" denote the 
event that the primary customer wins in this competition and the repeated customer 
leaves the system, and let utr < tp denote the event that the repeated customer wins 
in this competition. Therefore,
N l{ D n + l) ,  if Q n = 0 ,
Q n +1 = < Qn + iVi(D„+1 ), if Qn > 0 and tp < t r A q, (4-1)
Q n  + NiCAi+i) -  1, if Q n > o and tp < tr V q or tr < tp.
To find P(Qn+i — j  \ Qn =  i), we must obtain the distribution of Let N2 (5„) 
represent the number of failures during Sn and A^A^S'n)) represent the number of 
times that the customer in service stays in the service position for the N2(Sn) failures. 
By the assumption of the model, it is easily seen that N\(k)  is binomially distributed 
with the parameters k and p, that N2{t) is a Poisson random variable with rate pt, 
and that Ah(i)) is binomially distributed with the parameters i and r. Therefore, 
is distributed with distribution function
B*(x) = P ( S {n) < x)
= E  < X I N2(x), Sn = x ) i ^ e - ^ d B ( y )
fc=o Jo k '
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k px
=  Y .  E  /  p (sin) ^ x  1 ^ ( * 0  =  *, 5n =  x)
fe=0 i= 0c
- r ) ‘
= E  £  A  ‘ J '̂C1 -  r !‘H T r < ' " c g ( ‘  -  ») dBW -  <4-2)
fc=n ?:=n 0̂0 i= 0
and Laplace transform
oo rx
L b*(s) =  J ]  [ XE( e - sSik) | jV^y) =  *, Sk =  y J ^ V ^ d f l f o )
oo t px
=  E  E  /  E{e~sSW I Wi(y) =  *> JV2 (i) =  j, Sk = y )
i= 0  j = 0  •'°
xQ )rJ(l -  dB(y)
npc -i- Q
= LB(s + n - n ^ - j L c {s)), (4.3)
where C^j  (x) represents the convolution of C ^ ( x )  (which is the k-fold convolution 
of C(x)) and the gamma distribution with the parameters k — i and
(1) For i = 0 and j  > 0, we have
poo
P ( Q n+l = j \ Q n =  0 )=  /  P ( Q  n+1 =  j  I S W  =  X) dB*{x)
J o
00 ( \ r ) k
= E  I  j ^ ~ e~XxP(Ni (Dn+1) = j  | S<") =  x, Dn+1 = k ) dB*(x)
k=j 0
=  £  / ”  ^ ' “ ^ ( 1  -  P ) ‘ ~ J' < « * W
k=j
= f°°  (P ^ L e~P̂ x dB*{x). (4.4)
J o  J-
(2) For * =  1,2,... and j  = i — 1, we have
P (Q n + l  =  j  I Qn =  i) =  ( 1  -  L a ( A ) ) P ( Q „ + i  =  * -  1 I Q n =  *, tp < tr)
4 ”^ l ( A ) - P ( Q n + l  ^ f  | Q n  *, t p )
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=  (1 -  M A ) ) ( 1  -  , )  £ ;  j T  -  p f  dB-(x)
+ L ^  E  [  (̂ w e~XX{1 ~ p)k dB,{-x)
POO POO
=  (1 -  La {A))(l -  q) /  e - pXx dB*(x)  + LA(A) /  e -Ax dB*{x )
7o «/o
POO
= ( l - q  + qLA(X)) e~XxdB*{x).  
J o
(3) For * =  1,2 ,... and j  =  *, * +  1,..., we have
- P ( Q n + l  =  j  | =  * )
°° roo ( \ T\k
= (1 - M % E  /  i r r e " Axm ( ^ n +i ) = i - i |
S (n) =  x, D n+1 = k )dB*(x )
°° /"OO | ' \ r '|fe
+ ( l - L x ( A ) ) ( l - g )  J ] )  /  ^ - / - e- AxP (iV 1(JDn+1) =  i - i  +  l
f c = j - i + i  ■'°
S (n) =  ar, D n+1 = k ) d B * ( x )
°° ■ ( \ T\k 
+La (X) T  /  ■̂ -7T—e~Xx P(Ni (Dn+i) = j  — i + 1 |
f c = j - i + l  •'O * !
5 (n) =  x, D n+1 =  k)dB*{x)
\k
=  (1 -  LA X))q j T  f "  [- ^ - e - ^ C l - ' p > - \ l - p ) i - i*‘dB-(x)
k=j—i
+ ( i - m a ))(i - , )  E  r ^ ^ - c r i+v - +i
k=j—i+ 1  *
x (1 -  p)''“i+‘“1 dB" (i) + L a (X )  £ ;  r ^ e - A'Cr*+I
fc=J-i+l 0
x p ^ + ^ l  -  p ) fc" i + i _ 1  dS*(x)
=  (1 -  P ( A ) ) ,  £ '  d t r l x >
+ ( ! - «  +  «M A )) j f °  ‘‘B 'W -
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(4) Otherwise, P ( Q n+1 =  j  | Q n =  *) =  0 .
Summarizing the results above, we obtain the one-step transition probabilities of the 
embedded stochastic process { Q n , n > 1 }
f 0°° if* =  0  , j  = 0 , 1 ,
(1 -  q + qLA{A)) / “  e~pXxdB*(x), if* =  1, 2,..., j  = i -  1,
(4.7)P i j = 9 ( 1  -  La (A)) / “  dB-(x)
I d - 9  I qLa W )  Jo”  p>*AB' (x) ,  if* =  1,2, = i , i  +  1,
0 , otherwise.
Thus, the sequence of random variables {Qn,n > 1} constitutes a Markov chain, 
which is an embedded Markov chain for the queueing system.
4 .4  T he stab ility  o f  th e  system
T heorem  4.1 The system is stable if and only if pA/3i ( l+ p ( ^ p + 7 i)) < l —q+qLA(X). 
P roof. Let Qn be the system size, i.e., the retrial queue length at the nth depar­
ture. Since primary customers arrive in a Poisson process, we use Burke’s result 
(see Cooper (1981)) which essentially states that the steady state probabilities of 
{(J(f), J*(t), Q(t)); t > 0} exist and are positive if and only if {Qn, n > 1} is ergodic. 
Therefore,it is sufficient to prove that pA/?i(l +  +  7 i)) < 1 — <7 +  qLA(X) is a
necessary and sufficient condition for an embedded Markov chain {Qn', n > 1 } to be 
ergodic.
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Assume pA/3i ( l + / i ( ^ r + 7 1)) < l  — q+qLA(X). To show ergodicity, it is easily seen 
that {Qn, n > 1 } is irreducible and aperiodic. It remains to prove that it is positive 
recurrent. We employ Theorem 2 of Pakes (1969) which states that for an irreducible 
and aperiodic Markov chain Qn; n > 1} with the state space S, a sufficient condition 
for ergodicity for {Qn; n >  1} to be positive recurrent is the existence of a nonnegative 
function f ( x ) , x  E S  and e  > 0 such that the mean drift Xj is finite for all j  E S and 
Xj < —e for all j  except perhaps a finite number, where Xj = E(Qn+i — Qn\Qn =  j)- 
However, according to equation (4.3), it can be shown that the Laplace transform of 
S M  is
v  s 4 - Q
Lb*(s) = L b (s + /x -  fj, , a Lc{s)), (4.8)
s T  c7
and its expected value is given by
£ ( # > ) =  A ( l +  M ^  +  7i)). (4-9)
Therefore,
Xj  = pA/?i(l +  + 7 j)) -  (1 -  5j0)(l  - q  + qLA{A)), (4.10)
for any j  where Sjk is the Kronecker delta. This implies that {Qn, n =  1 , 2 ,...} is 
positive recurrent and therefore is ergodic.
Conversely, if the system is stable and we assume that pA/?i(l +  //(^ p  +  7 i)) > 
l  — q-\-qLA{X) holds, we employ Theorem 1 of Sennott et al. (1983) which states that 
the Markov chain {Qn\ n > 1 } is not ergodic if it satisfies Kaplan’s condition and the 
mean drift Xj is finite for all j  and there exists N  such that Xj > 0 for j  > N.  In our 
case, Pij =  0 {j < i, i > 0) which implies that Kaplan’s condition is satisfied by using
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Theorem 1 of Sennott et al. (1983). Thus, {Qn; n > 1} is not ergodic. Therefore, we 
have shown that pA/?i(l +  + 7 i)) < 1 — Q + qL a (^) is a necessary and sufficient
condition for {Q„; n > 1 } to be ergodic.
This completes the proof of the theorem. ‘
R em ark  4.1 There exist four states of a non-idle server, that is, the server is busy 
or under repair in two cases (customer stays in service or orbits) or reserved. It can 
be shown that the joint Laplace transform of Tj, T2 , X3 and T4  is given by
L(su s2, s3, s4) = E( e - Ŝ - Ŝ - S3T3~Ŝ )
= Lb(s  1 +  M — Mr  Lc(s 2 ) +   —j r -L c{ s 3))),  (4.11)
S4  +  (7
where 7 j . T2, T3 and T4 are, respectively, the service time, the total repair time for 
the customer in the service position, the total retrial time for the customer in the 
retrial orbit and the total reserved times. Also, their corresponding mean times are 
( 1  -  0 / ^ 7 i  and
R em ark  4.2 The M / G / l  retrial queue with retrials of the customer in service and 
balking may be viewed as an extension of other queueing models.
(i) If A(x) — 1 — e~ax and a  =  0 0 , then this retrial queue reduces to the classical 
M / G / l  queue with repairable server and balking.
(ii) If = 0, this retrial queue reduces to the M / G / l  retrial queue without repairable 
server.
(iii) If p =  q =  r =  1, /x 7  ̂ 0, 6 =  0 0 , this retrial queue reduces to the M / G / l  
retrial queue with repairable server but no retrials of the customer in service and no
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customer loss.
R em ark  4.3 Assume the retrial queue has a large number of customers. Note that 
pA is the arrival rate of primary customers to the retrial queue and that ^  , 7i))
is the exit rate of retrial customers to the service position. Also . —rr is the
j8i (1+M-5-+7 i ))
exit rate of retrial customers who are unsuccessful in accessing the server and must 
return to the retrial queue or leave. This implies that is the loss rate
/3i(l+M —  +7l))
of the retrial customers. Therefore, La 7 1- 1 ^  =  n )72+t9̂ r  ̂  n is the total
/3i(l+M V^+7i)) /3iO+M V-+7i))
exit rate of the retrial customers from the retrial queue. For the system stability, 
the arriving rate of primary customers to the retrial queue must be less than the 
total exit rate for retrial customers from the retrial queue. That is, the inequality 
pA/?i(l +  +  7 1 )) < 1 — q + qLA(X) must hold.
R em ark  4.4 Suppose the retrial queue has a large number of customers in the 
following discussion. Let P(block) be the probability that the system is blocked. We 
have an alternating renewal process between the blocked and idle states for the server. 
As in Section 2.5, let E(S*)  be the expected blocked time. Let E(T)  be the expected 
idle time. Then
P(block) =  
v '  E(S*) + E ( T ) ’
and
p(not block) =  E(S-) + E ( T y  
The arrival rate to the retrial queue is ApP(block). If the server becomes idle, then
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E(T)  is the expected idle time. The probability that the next customer in service 
comes from the retrial queue is LA(A). If the next customer is a primary customer 
then with probability ( 1  — q), the retrial customer will exit the system.
The exit rate from the retrial queue by entering service is
P(block)L^(A)—
The exit rate from the retrial queue by leaving the system when a primary customer 
arrives first to the server is
P(not block)(l -  L ^ (A )) -^ y ( l  -  9 ).
The total exit rate from the retrial queue is
P(not b lo c k ) -^ y ( l  -  q +  qLA{A)).
For stability, we need the arrival rate to be less than the total exit rate 
i.e.
ApP(block) < P(not block)-^ -^ (1  -  q +  qLA{A)).
This is equivalent to
\ PE ( S * ) < l - q  + qLA(\),
i.e.
pA/?x(l +  + 7 l^  < 1 ~  q +
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5.1 T he forward equations o f th e  system
The probability densities of the system states are defined as follows:
(i) P(o,o)C0 =  =  0, Q{t) = 0 ), for 0  < t < oo,
(ii) P(0 ,i)(t, w)dw = P(J{t)  =  0, Q(t) = i, w < £0(t) < w + dw), for 0 < t, w <
oo, i = 1 , 2 ,...,
(iii) P(i,i)(t, x) dx =  P(J(t)  =  1, Q{t) = i, x  < £i(f) < x +  dx), for 0 < t, x < oo, i = 
0 , 1 , . . ,
(iv) P(2 ,o,i)(t, X, y) dx dy =  P(J(t)  = 2, J*(t) = 0, Q(t) =  i, x  < £i(t) < x +  dx, y < 
£ 2  (t) < y +  dy), for 0  < t, x, y < 0 0 , i =  0 , 1 , . . ,
(v) P (2 ,1, i) (t, x, y) dx dy = P(J{t) = 2, J*(t) = 1, Q{t) = i, x < ̂ ( t )  < x + dx, y <
< V +  dy), for 0  < t, x, y < 0 0 , i = 0 , 1 ,
(vi) P(3 ,i)(t, x, r )dx  dr = P(J{t) = 3, Q(t) = i, x < ^ ( t )  < x + dx, t  < £3(t) <
62
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r  +  dr), for 0  < t, x, r  < oo, i = 0 , 1 ,....
Next, we analyze P ( o , i ) ( t ) , w), P(i,q(f, x), P(2 ,o,■;)(£, x , y ), P(2 ,i,i)(t, x, y) 
and P(3 ,j)(t, x, t ) ,  respectively.
By using a manner similar to (3.1.1) and (3.1.2), we obtain the following difference 
equations for P(o,o)(f) and P(o,i)(t, w).
/•O O
P(o,0)(  ̂+  At) =  (1 - A  A i)P (0 ,o)W +  A t / P(i,0)(£, x)(3{x) dx +  o(Af), (5.1)
Jo
P(o,i){t + A t , w  + At )  =  (1 — (A +  a(rc)) A t ) P ^ ( t ,  w) +  o(At).  (5.2)
Next,we derive other equations related to P(i)i)(t, x), P(2 ,o,q(^ x > 2/)> P(2 ,i,q (^  A 2/), 
P(3 ,q(i, A t )  as follows.
(1) The event (C(f +  At )  =  1, Q(t +  At) =  i, £x(t +  At) = x + At )  occurs in one of 
four cases. In the first case, the event (J(t) =  1, Q{t) =  i, A (t) =  x) occurs and there 
is an arriving primary customer during A t and the arriving primary customer leaves 
the system or no arriving primary customers or service completions or breakdowns 
during A t. In the second case, n the event (J(t) =  1, Q(t) = i — 1, A(t) =  x) occurs 
and there is an arriving primary customer during A t and the customer enters the 
retrial queue. In the third case the event (J( t ) =  2, J*(t) =  0, Q(t) — i, £i(t) =  
x i &(i) =  y) occurs and the server is up again during A t. In the fourth case, the 
event (J(t) =  3, Q(t) — i, (t) = x, £3 (f) =  r) occurs and the customer in the retrial 
queue obtains the service in A t. This leads to the difference equation
P(i,i)(t +  A t , x  + At )  -  ( 1  -  (pA +  p +  /3(x)) A  t)P(i,i)(t, x)
poo
+pX A  tP{lti_x)(t, x) + A t  /  P (2 ,o,i)(t, X, y)i(y)  dy
Jo
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roc
+ 6  A t  X, t ) d r  +  o(At),  (5.3)
Jo
where P(lt_i)(t, x ) =  0.
(2) The event (C(t + At )  = 2, C*(t +  At) =  0, Q{t +  At) =  i, £i(t +  At) =  x, £2(t +  
At) — y + At )  occurs in one of two case. In the first case, the event (J(t) — 
2 , J*(t) =  0, Q(t) =  i, £i(t) =  x, £2 (t) =  y) occurs and there is an arriving primary 
customer during A t and the arriving primary customer leaves the system or there are 
no arriving primary customers and the server is still under repair during At. In the 
second case, the event (J(t) =  2, J*(t) =  0, Q(t) — i — 1, £i(t) =  x, £2 (t) =  y) occurs 
and there is an arriving primary customer and the customer enters the retrial queue 
during A t. This leads to the following difference equation
P(2 ,o,i){t +  At,  x , y  + At )  =  (1 -  (pA +  7 (y)) A  t)P{2,o,i)(t, x, y)
+p \  A  tP(2 ,o,i-i){t, x, y) + o(At),  (5.4)
where P (2,o,-i)(*> x, y) = 0.
(3) The event (C(t  +  At)  = 2 , C*(t +  At)  = 1 , Q(t  +  At )  =  i, (t +  At )  = x, ^2(t +  
At)  = y + At )  occurs in one of two cases. In the first case, the event (J( t ) = 
2, J*(t) =  1, Q(t) = i, (t) = x, ^2 (t) =  y) occurs and there is an arriving primary 
customer during A t and the arriving primary customer leaves the system or there 
are no arriving primary customers and the server is still under repair. In the second 
case, the event (J(t) =  2 , J*{t) — 1, Q(t) — i — 1 , (t) =  x, f 2 (t) =  y) occurs and 
there is an arriving primary customer during A t and the customer enters the retrial 
queue during A t. This leads to the following difference equation
P(2 ,i,i){t +  At ,  x , y  + At )  =  (1 -  (pX +  7 (y)) A t)P{2,i,i)(t, x, y)
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+p\  A tP (2 li,i_i)(*, x, y) + o{At), (5.5)
where P(2 ,i,-i)(*, x, y) =  0 .
(4) The event (C(t + At )  = 3, Q(t + At )  = i, £i (t +  At)  — x, £3(f +  At )  = t  + At )  
occurs in one of two cases. In the first case, the event (J(t) =  3, Q(t) =  i, £i(t) =  
x i C O  — T) occurs and there is an arriving primary customer during A t and the ar­
riving primary customer leaves the system or there are no arriving primary customers 
or arriving repeated customers in the retrial queue during A t. In the second case, 
the event (J(t) = 3, Q(t) = i — 1, C O  =  x , C O  = T) occurs and there is an arriving 
primary customer during A t and the customer enters the retrial queue. This leads 
to the following difference equation
P(3 ,i){t +  At ,  x , t  + At )  = (1 -  (pX + 6) A  t)P^i)(t ,  x, y)
+p\  A  fP(3i ;_!)(£, x, t ) +  o(At) (5.6)
where P ^ . ^ f ,  x, y) = 0 .
Similarly, we have the following boundary conditions:
P(o,i)(i, 0 ) =  / P(i,i)(t, x)0(x)dx, (5.7)
Jo
P(i , i ) 0  ° )  =  M i0P(0,0) O  +  q K  1 -  M  P(0 , i ) O w ) dw
+ ( l - q ) \  P{0}i+1)( t , w ) d w +  P (0ii+i)(t, w)a(w)dw,
Jo Jo
(5.8)
P(2,o,i)0 X,  0) =  rp,P{hi)(t, x ) , (5.9)
P(2 ,i,i)(t, x, 0 ) =  ( 1  -  r)//P (M)(f, x), (5.10)
P(2 , !,;)(*, x, y)'y(y)dy (5.11)
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The normalization equation is given by
OO />oc 00 poo
^(o,o)W +  5 ^ /  P (0, i) (t, w) dw + ^ 2  / P(i, (f, x) dx
i= 1 i=0
00 /»oo /*oo 00 /*oo /»oo
+  X !  /  /  P(2 ,o,i)(t, X, y)dxdy  + Y ^  /  /  P{2 ,\,i)(t, x, y) dxdy
i= 0  1' °  i= 0
00 /*oo /*O0
+  £ /  /  ^(3 ,t)(*, r)<&rdT = 1. (5.12)
i=o 70 -70
The rate transition diagram in the model is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Rate transition diagram-M/G/1 retrial queue with general retrial times, 
unreliable server and balking.
-  X  -  X  -  X  ~  X  -  X
-  X  -  X  -  X  -  X  -  X
These difference equations yield the following differential equations:
d f°°
(dt +  =  J  P(1̂ t ’ X)P(X) dx’ (5.13)
d d
^dt +  dw  +  A +  =  °> (5'14)
d d
{ ^  + f a . + P ^  + V  + x )  =  / P(2 ,o,i)(t, x, y) j {y)dy
poo
+9 P(z,i)(h x, r ) d r  +  pAP(M_i)(f, x), (5.15)
Jo
d d
^dt + ~dy +pA +  7 ^ ) ) jP(2-°-i) ^ ’ x ’ V) = PXPC2 ,o,i-i)(t, x, y ), (5.16)
Q d
+ l (y ) )p (2 ,i,i){t, X,  y )  =  pAP(2 ,M_i)(t, X, y ) ,  (5.17)
d d
+ p A  +  ^ P ( 3 , i ) ^ ’ X ’ ^  " p A 'P ( 3 ’ i - 1 ) ^ ’ x '  r ) '  ( 5 ' 1 8 )
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Assume that pA/?i(l +  +  7 1 )) < 1 — q +  qLA(X), which implies that the system
is stable. Therefore, lim^+oo P(0,o) (t), limt_ +oo?(0)i)(t, w), limt_ +00P(iti)(t, x), 
\imt^ +0o P{2,o,i){t, x, y ), limt̂ +oc P(2 ,i,i)(f, x, y) and lim(_++0o P(3,i){t, x, r )  exist and 
are denoted by P(0>0), P(o,*)M, P(i,i)(x), P(2 ,i)(x, y ), P(2,i,i)(x, y) and P(3,i)(®. r )> 
respectively.
Thus, (5.7)-(5.18) lead to the following results:
roo
AP(o,o) =  /  P(i,o)(x)f3(x)dx, (5.19)
Jo
( ^  +  A +  a H ) P (0,i)H  =  °, (5.20)
( f a  + p^ +y- +(3(x))P(i,i)(x) = P(2 ,o.i)(®, y h{ y ) d y
roo
+ 9  P(3,i)(x, r ) d r  +  pAP(i>i_i)(a:), (5.21)
Jo
d
+  pA +  7 (j/))P(2,°,i)(x, y) = p A P (2,o,i-i)(a;, y), (5.22)
(—  + p A  +  7 (y))P(2,i,i)(a:, 2/) = p A P (2,i.<_i)(x, y), (5.23)
( ^ -  + p A  +  0 )P (3ii)(a:, r )  =  pAP(3ii_ i)(z ,  r) ,  (5.24)
(5.25)
roo
P(o,i)(0)= P(iti)(x)P(x)dx,  
Jo
roo roo
P(i,»)(0) =  /  P(o, i+i)(w)a(w) dw + (1 -  q) \  P {0,i+i)(w) dw
Jo Jo
roo
+ ( l - 8 i0)qX P(o,i)(w) dw +  5i0XP(o,o), (5.26)
Jo
P(2 ,o,t)(s, 0) = r y P {hi)(x),  (5.27)
P(2 ,1,i)(,x, 0 ) =  ( 1  -  r)/iP(i,i)(x), (5.28)
roo
P ( 3 , i ) { x , 0 ) =  P(2, i, i)(x,  y h i v ) d y ,  (5.29)
Jo
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00 poo 00 poc poo roo
P(0 , 0) +  E  ^ . i l W ^  +  E w  P ( i , i ) ( x ) d x +  /  P {2,o,i)(x, y ) d x d y
i= 1 •'Q i=0
/*oo roo roo poo
+  /  /  P(2 , i , i)(x ^ y ) d x d y +  /  p (3,i)(z, r ) d x d r )  =  1. (5.30)
JO JO JO JO
where
T'fT -I- $
G(x)  = x + fj i- fx x - — L c (x).  (5.31)
In order to solve the system of equations (5.19)-(5.30), we introduce the following 
probability generating functions:
P0(z, w)  =  ' Y 2 P io,i) ( w ) z \  P i (z ,  x )  =  J 2 P( i M x ) z 1,
i—l i=0
00 00
P 2 0 C ,  X , y) =  E P(2 ,o,;)(z, y ) z \  P 21  (z, x ,  y )  =  E  P V, v ) z \
«=0 i=0
00
P3(z, X, t ) =  E - P ( 3,i)(x, t )z 1.
i= 0
T heorem  5.1. If pA/3i(l +  n C j -  + 7 1 )) < 1 — q +  qLA(X), then there exist the 
following steady state solutions of the model
f , p  = _________1  ~  q +  ql a W  - pAA(i +  y C r -  +  7 1 ))________ , , 2*
 ̂ (1 — y +  (q — p)L^(A))(l +  A/?i(l +  pQ-j1 +  7 1 ))) + pLA{\)
a Az(l — K(z))  exp(—Aw)(l — A(w))P(o o)
{" )P°(Z' W) “  (1 -  4(1 -  M A ))(1  -  z))K(z)  -  z (l -  A-(z)) ’ (5'33)
( m ) P , ( z , i ) “  A ( l - 9 +  ?t ^ O ) ) ( l - z )
( 1  -  q(  1 -  L ^ (A ) ) ( 1  -  z ) ) t f ( * )  -  z ( l  -  i f ( z ) )  ’ 
e x p ( - G ( p A ( l  -  z ) ) a ; ) ( l  -  B ( x ) ) P {0,0) ( 5 .3 4 )
t- \ t> t \ rXfi(l -  q + qLA(X))(l -  z)
(i v ) P 2o{z , x ,  y )  -
( 1  -  9 (1  -  L a (A ) ) ( l  -  * ) ) # ( * )  -  z ( l  -  K ( z ) )
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x exp(-G(pA(l -  z))x -  pA(l -  z)y)( 1 -  B(x))(  1  -  G(y))P(0 ,o), (5.35)
(v)p ,z x  y) =  ( l - r ) X p { l - q  + qLA( X ) ) ( l - z ) _____W  2H , X, y) ( 1  _  g(l _  L ^ ( A ) ) ( 1  _  z))K{z)  _  ^  _  K{z))
x exp(-G(pA(l -  z ) ) x - p X ( l  -  z)y)(l  -  fi(x))(l -  C(y))P{0,0), (5.36)
(■) P (y _ ^  =  (! ~  -  g +  gLA{A))(l -  ^)Lc (pA(l -  z))
[ h 31 ’ ’ J { l - q ( l - L A( X ) ) ( l - z ) ) K ( z ) - z ( l - K ( z ) )
x exp(-G(pA(l -  z))x -  (pA(l -  z) +  0 ) t )(  1 -  B(x))P{0t0), (5.37)
where
-f- $
G(x) =  x + fj, -  //— — Lc (x), (5.38)
K(x)  =  LB(G(pA(l -  x))).
Proof. By multiplying both sides of equations (5.20-(5.30) by z l and summing over 
i, then we have
r\
(-X— +  A +  a(w))P0(z, w) = 0, (5.39)
ow
d f°°
+ pA +  n + (3(x))Pi(z, x) = j  P20(z, x, y)j{y) dy
poo
+6 P3(z, x, t ) dr + p\zPi(z,  x), (5.40)
Jo
d
^ d y +pX + 7 ^ ) P20^ ’ x ’ =  pXzP2°(2:’ x ’ y)> (5'41)
()
^ d y +pX + =  PXzP2i(z , x> y). (5-42)
A
r)  =  pXzP3(z, X, t ), (5.43)
a r
poo
P0(z, 0 ) =  /  P i(2 , x)f3{x)dx -  AP(0 ,o), (5.44)
Jo
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i dwp i (, , o ) = t i M r Pt(, „ ) ,
z  J o  
1
+ -  P0(z, w)a(w)dw + A F ( 0 , o ) ,  (5.45)
z  J o
P2 0 (z, x, 0) =  rpPi(z,  x ), (5.46)
P2 i(z, x, 0) =  (1 -  r)nPi{z , x), (5.47)
poo
P3(z ,x ,  0) =  /  P21(z, x, y) i (y)dy,  (5.48)
JO
/■ o o  /'O O  r o o  r o o
P(0 ,0 ) +  lim ( /  P0 (z, ru)du; +  /  Pi(z, x)dx +  /  /  P20(z, x, y) dx dy
z - * 1-  J o  J o  J o  J o
poo poo poo poo
+  /  /  P2 1 C, x, y ) d x d y +  / / P3 (z, x, r ) dxdr) = 1. (5.49)
V o J  0 V o V o
From Equations (5.41)-(5.43), we get
P20(2, x, y) =  P2 0 (2 , x, 0 ) e - ^ 1- 2̂ ( l  -  C(y)), (5.50)
P21(*, x, y ) =  P2 1 (z, x, 0)e-pA(1- ^ ( l  -  C(y)), (5.51)
P3{z, x, r)  =  P3{z, x, 0)e- ^ 1- z^ y  (5.52)
Substituting (5.46) into (5.50) and substituting (5.47) into (5.51), we have
P2 0 C, x , y) =  Pi(z, x)r//e~pA(1_z)!/(l -  C(y)), (5.53)
P21 (̂ > y) =  Pi (2 , P)(l -  r)y,e~pX{1~z)y( 1  -  C(y)). (5.54)
Thus,
P3 (z, x, 0) =  (1 -  r ) M c ( p \ ( l  -  z))P1(z, x), (5.55)
and therefore
P3(z, x, t ) = ( 1  -  r)fxLc (pX{ 1 -  z))e_(pA(1 ' 2)+0)TPi(z, x). (5.56)
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As a result,
d + p \  + H + (3{x))Pi {z , X) = Pi(z, x)
x { MrpMl  - ^ i+_l,) ^ y <1  -  +pAz), (5 .5 7 )
which yields
Pi(z, x) =  e- G(»,A(1-*))x(l -  B(x))Pi{z,  0). (5.58)
and then
P0 (z, 0 ) =  P j^ ,  0 )LB(G(pA(l -  2 ))) -  AP(0 ,o). (5-59)
Since
P0(z, w ) =  e-Al"(l -  A(w))P0 (;z, 0 ). (5.60)
Then
ft(* . 0 ) =  i - i d - W - W W h H  + A P ( 0  0). (M 1)
Therefore,
p / n\ ___________ A^(l -  K { z ) ) P ^ 0]____________
Po<Z’ 0) (1 -  4(1 -  £ a (A))(1 -  z))K(z)  -  z(l -  K(z)) '  ( ' )
p  ( nA  ______ A(1 -  q +  qLA{A))(l -  z)P(0|0)______
l(i!’ 0) ( 1 - , ( 1 - L a (A )) (1 - 2 ))A T W -j(1 -K -(z ))-  (5' 1
Then, we get (5.33)-(5.37). However, P(o,o) can be obtained by the use of the normal­
ization equation.
This completes the proof.
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5.2 Perform ance M easures
The previous theorem allows us to find some important performance measures of the 
model in steady state. The following corollary gives use results about the proportion 
of time the system is empty, the proportion of time that the system is nonempty and 
the server is idle. The sum of these two pieces gives the proportion of time that the 
server is idle. The corollary also gives the proportion of time that the server is busy, 
plus several other useful performance measures.
C orollary  5.1 If the system is stable, then
n p  = __________1 - q  +  q L A ( \ )  -  p \ 0 i { l  +  + 7i))__________ ^
 ̂  ̂ (1 ~  ~  p ) L a (X))(  1 +  A/3i(l +  p ( r y -  +  7 i)) ) +  p L a (X)
/■■xp = ____________ (1 ~  L A(X))pX/3i(l  +  p (y p -  +  7i))___________ ,
W ° ( l - 9  +  (g - p ) L A(A))(l +  A/Ml +  M ¥ + 7 i ) ) ) + p M A ) ’ J
fi U ) D  = _________________ (1 -  g +  g L A(A)) Aft__________________
1 (1 -  q +  (q ~  p ) L A( \ ) ) ( l  +  X f c i l  +  +  7 l ) ) )  +  p L a ( \ V  { ‘ '
/. xp = ________________ r ( l - q  +  qLA(X))Xp1fi'yi________________  fi?x
1  ̂ 20 ( i - q +  (q - p ) L A{X))(l  +  XI31(l  +  i i ( ¥  +  ' r i ) ) ) + p L A(Xy )
/ xp = _____________ (1 -  r ) ( l  - q  +  g L A(A))A^M7i _ _  fiRx
(1 — q + (q — p ) Lj i(A))(l +  A/?i(l +  /z(^p + 7 i))) + p L A (X)
( -xp = ______________ { l - r ) { l - q  + qLA{\))X(31p______________
1 j 3  0 ( ( l - q + (q - p ) L A(X))(l + Xp1C + p(1T : +7i ) ) )+pLA(X)y  { ' ^
where the steady state P(o,o) =  P(  the system is empty), Po = P(  the system is 
nonempty and the server is idle), P\ = P{ the server is busy), P20 =  P{ the server is 
under repair and the customer in service after server breakdown remains the service 
position), P2 1  =  P(  the server is under repair and the customer in service after server 
breakdown is in the retrial orbit), P3 =  P(  the server is reserved).
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Proof. Note that
poc poo
P0 =  lim /  Po(z,w)dw,  P \ =  lim /  P\ { z , x )d x ,
* - >1-  V o V o
poo poo poo poo
P20 =  lim /  /  P3(z, x , y ) d xd y ,  P21 = lim /  /  P21(z, x, y) dx dy,
z^ ~  Jo Jo z^ ~  Jo Jo
poo poo
P3 =  lim /  /  Pa(2 , x, r)dxdT.
2 - + 1 _  V o
By substituting the system steady state solution into the above formulas, we obtain 
the performance measures (i)-(vi).
Corollary 5.2 The long run proportion of customers who leave the system with­
out service is:
 (1 -  g +  (g -  p)LA(\))\(31(l  +  + _71))______
(1 — q +  {q — p)L/i(A))(l +  A/?i(l +  +  7i))) +  pLa { A)
Proof. In steady state, let G denote the event that an arriving customer eventually
leaves the system without service, let G\ denote the event that the server is busy, 
under repair or reserved when the customer arrives at the system, and let G2 denote 
the event that the customer enters the retrial queue. Recall that p is the probability 
that an arriving customer who encounters a busy server will enter the retrial queue. 
Then
P(G) = ( 1  - p ) P ( G 1) +  P( G1)P(G2 | G1)P(G | G2)
= (1 —p)P{G\) + PP(Gi)P(G | G2)
However, the probability that the customer at the head of the retrial queue loses this 
competition is 1 — La {A). Therefore,
P(G | G2) =  (1 -  g)(l -  La (A)) +  q( 1 -  La (\ ) )P(G  | G2)
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or equivalently,
n r  I r  i ( 1 "  ? )< 1"  i x ( A ) )
P ( G  1 G i )  ~  i  -  9(i -  MA))
This and the results of Corollary 5.1 directly yield P{G),  which is the long run pro­
portion of customers who leave the system without service.
Corollary 5.3 The throughput to the system i(i.e. the rate of customers completing 
service) is the arrival rate times the long run proportion of customers who eventually 
receive service. So the throughput is
w , ___________ (1 ~  g +  (g  ~  p)l a{A))A/3i(1 +  +  7 1 ) )__________ .
(1 — q +  (q — p ) L A(X))( l  +  A/31( l  +  +  7 1 ))) +  p L A{ A)
Corollary 5.4 Let Nq and N  be the number of customers in the retrial queue and
in the system in steady state, respectively. Then the probability generating function
of Nq and N  are, respectively, given by
Pq{z) = E( zNq)
_  (1 -  q + qLA(\) ) ( l  -  (1 - p  + pz)K{z)) - p L A(X)z(l -  K(z))  
( 1  -  <7 ( 1  -  La (X))( 1 -  z))K(z) -  z (l -  K(z))
p(z) = E ( zn )
=  (1 -  q + qLA{X)){z -  {z -  p + pz)K(z)) -  pLA(X)z(l -  K ( z )) 
(1 -  q( 1 -  L a (A))(l -  z))K{z)  -  z( l  -  K ( z ))




Pq(z) = P(0)0) +  /  P0( z , w ) d w +  Pl(z, X) 
Jo Jo
dx
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poo poo poo poo
+  /  /  P-2o{z, x, y )dxdy  +  /  / P2 1 (z, x, y) dx dy
Jo Jo Jo Jo
poo poo
+ / P3 (z, x, t )  dxdr  (5-72)
J o  J o
and
poo poo
p(z) =  P (o,o) +  /  Po(2 , w) dw + z( Pi(z, x) dx
Jo Jo
poo poo poo poo
+ /  P2 o ( z , x , y ) d x d y +  / P2 1 {z, x, y) dxdy
Jo Jo Jo Jo
poo poo
+  /  /  P3 C, x, r)  dxdr). (5.73)
J o  J o
These are solved using the steady state solutions of Theorem 5.1.
Corollary 5.5 Let Nq be the number of customers in the Model II retrial queue 
in steady state. Then
E(Nq) =pA/3i(l -M —0 — + -  q)La W  - l  + q ) - p ( l -  q ) - p q L A(A).
5.3 T he w aiting process
The following theorem gives the joint distribution of the waiting time that a primary 
customer spends in the retrial queue and the number of customers served during the 
waiting time.
T heorem  5.2 In steady state, let W  represent the waiting time that a primary cus­
tomer spends in the retrial queue and N  represent the number of customers served 
during this waiting time. Then we obtain the joint distribution of W  and N  in terms
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of the Laplace transform
<f>(S, z) = E(e~sWzN) =  1  - p  + p(P(o,o) +  Po)
___________pA(l -  g +  gL^(A))2 (l -  Q*(s, z))Q(s, ^)P(o,o)___________
(1 -  q( 1 -  La(A))(1 -  Q*(s, z))K(Q*(s, z)) -  Q*(s, z)(l  -  K(Q*(s, z))) 
w Lb{G(s)) — K(Q*(s, z))
pA(l -  Q*(s, z))) -  s
where
(5.74)
0(  a ■_ I1 ~  g)A +  (a +  Q^)La (s +  A)
j S +  A - 9A(1 - L ^ ( S +  A))zLb (G(S) ) ’ 1 j
and Q*(s, z) = zLB(G(s))Q(s, z).
Proof. Note that when a primary customer PC arrives, the system is empty, or 
the system is nonempty and the server is idle, or the server is busy, or the server is 
under repair and the customer in service remains in the service position during server 
repair, or the server is under repair and the customer in service enters the retrial 
queue during server repair. Therefore,




~ P (  0 ,0) + V ' /  P(0 , i )M '
<=i Jo
° °  roo 
4=0 J°
+  > / E{e-sWzN I C  =  1, Q =  i, £i =  x)P[hi)(x) dx
00 roo roo
/  £(<j= 0  Jo Jo
+  > ; I I E(e~sWzN I C =  2, C* =  0, Q = i, 6  =  x,
° °  roo roo
& =  y)P(2 ,0 ,o (^  y)dxdy  + Y J /  | c  =  2 ,
»=o ^ 0  •'o
G* =  1 , Q =  *, & =  x ,  £ 2 =  y)P(2,i , i){x,  y)  dxdy
0 0  /*OC /*OC
+  E /  /  E (e ~ s W z N  I C1 =  3 , G* =  1, Q =  i, C l =  X,
4 = 0  J o  J o
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£3 =  T )P (3)i)(x , r )dx  dr, (5.76)
where C , C*. Q, £1 , £ 2  and £ 3  denote, respectively, the server state, the state of the 
customer in service after the server breakdown, the number of customers in the retrial 
queue, the elapsed service time, the elapsed repair time and the elapsed reserved time 
when PC arrives to the system in steady state.
Now let us consider the state of the system when PC arrives. Suppose that there 
are i customers in the retrial queue. If the server is busy, under repair and the 
customer in service remains in the service position or enters the retrial queue or is 
reserved, then PC enters the retrial queue and becomes the (i +  l)st retrial customer 
or leaves the system. Let ( 1  =  1 if PC enters the retrial queue and £1  =  0 if PC leaves 
the system. Thus we have
E(e~sWzN \ C = l , Q  = i , Z ! = x )
=  1 - p  + pE(e-sWzN | C = 1 , Q = i, Ci =  *, Ci =  1), (5.77)
E{e~sWzN | C = 2 , C* =  0, Q = *, & =  s, 6  =  y)
=  1 - p  + pE(e-sWzN | C = 2, C* =  0, Q = i, & =  a, £2 =  y, <1 =  1),
(5.78)
E{e~sWzN | C = 2 , C* =  1, Q =  *, £ 1  =  x, 6  =  y )
= 1 - p  + pE(e-sWzN | C = 2 , C* = 1, Q = i, <£1 =  x, & =  y,  Ci =  1),
(5.79)
E(e —sW  „JVzN I c  = 3, C* = 1, Q = i ,  £ 1  =  X, 6  =  T)
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=  1 - p  + pE(e-sWzN | C =  3, C* =  1, Q =  z, £i =  *, & =  r, Ci =  1).
(5.80)
In order to calculate E(e~sWzN \ C =  1, Q =  *, £i =  x, Ci =  1), E(e~sWzN | C =
we employ the remaining service time when the server is busy, the remaining service 
time and the remaining repair time when the customer in service remains in the 
service position and the remaining service time and the remaining repair time or the 
remaining reserved time when the customer in service enters the retrial queue. In 
addition, we consider the number of failures during the remaining service time. Thus, 
recalling the definition of S l from Chapter 4, we get
2 , C* =  0, Q = i, 6  =  x, 6  =  V, Ci =  1), E(e~sWzN \ C =  2 , C* =  1 , Q = i, 6  =  
x, 6  =  y, Ci =  1) and E(e~sWzN \ C =  3, C* =  1 , Q =  i, =  x, £ 3  =  r, Ci =  1),
E(e~sWzN | C = 1, Q =  i, Ci =  x, Ci =  1)
•s(SW+S,<2>+-+S,W)OO
(5.81)
E{e~sWzN | C =  2, C* =  0, Q = i, Ci = x, C2 =  V, Ci =  1)
;(S ( i)+ 5 (2)+ ...+ 5(i))
( 1 - B ( x ) ) ( l - C ( x ) )
J x  J y  & +
E(e~sWzN | C =  2 , C* =  1 , Q =  i, 6  -  x, C2 =  y, Ci =  1)
s(S<1)+S<2)+-+5<i))
fc=0
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0 r<*A-0 k ( m i s\k
x J  J  e~s{u+v)Z j ^ {  s + d Lc (s)) ——  e~>iUb(u + x)c(y + v)dudv,
(5.83)
E(e~sWzN \ C = 3,C* = l , Q  = i ,Z1 = x , Z 3 = T,C1 = 1)
°o 1 .
=  ^ Q (i+1)(s, z)E(e-s^ 1)+sm+- +sMh i) _  \
fc=o ^  Jx
e~suz
:(TS + 2  Lc{s)) ^ j j —e M“6 (u +  x)b(u) du, (5.84)
s 4- 9 s +  6 k\
where Q^t+1\ s ,  z ) is defined below. Recall that if primary customer PC enters 
the retrial queue, it sees i customers in the retrial queue. Consider the customer 
at the head of this retrial queue. Let represent the waiting time that the
customer at the head of the retrial queue spends in the retrial queue measured 
from the next service completion time point. Let j  =  2,3,.... i + 1, repre­
sent the waiting time that the j th  retrial customer spends at the head of the retrial 
queue. Let represent the number of customers served during Define
Q(*+1)(s, z) = E<yes(wW+w^+s^+.. .+w^+w^zN m + N ^ + . . . ^ + N ^ y  According
to the model, we see that (W^1), N ^ ) ,  ( W ^ \  jV ® ),..., (W ^+1\  N h+1)) are indepen­
dent and identically distributed with distribution, in terms of the Laplace transform,
Q(s, z ) =  E{e~aŴ A 9))
poo poo
=  /  /  \e~Xx~sy dA(y) dx
J o  J y
poo  p y
+ / ( 1  -  q +  qzLB(G(s))Q(s, z))\e~Xx~sx dA(y) dx
J o  J o
— L a (s +  A) +  -—  yy (1 ~  L a {s +  A)) s +  A
' q X Z - ( l  -  L a ( s  +  A) ) L b ( G ( s ) ) Q ( s ,  z ) ,  (5.85)
s X
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which yields
0(s  z1 =  (1 -  g ) A  +  (a +  gX)LA(s +  A)
^  j S +  A - 9 A(1 - L ^ ( S +  A))zLb (G(s))- j
Thus, (5.77)-(5.80) can be rewritten as
E(e~sWzN | C = 1, Q = i, 6  =  x)
= 1 —p + r e-0( . ) ( . - )6 W (5.87)
1 £>\X) Jx
E(e~sW zN | C =  2 , C* =  0, Q = i, & = x, £ 2 =  y) 
pzQ(s, z)Q*(s, Zy
= 1  — p +
rO O  p O C  
«/£ «/1/(1 - B ( x ) ) ( l - C ( y ) )
(5.88)
E { e - W^  | C  =  2, C* =  1, Q =  t, & =  a;, & =  i/)
p0zQ(s, z)Q*(s, z)
= 1 — p  +
poo poo
/ / e- G(s)(“- x)- s(,'- !/)6 (a)c(u)dudr;,
J x J  y
(5.89)
E{e~sWzN \ C  = 3,C* = l , Q  = i ,Z1 = x , £ 3 = T)  
p9zQ(s, z)Q*(s, z)% r°°
1  P +  (s +  # ) ( l - B ( i ) )  
where Q*(s, 2 ) =  zLB(G(s))Q(s, z ). 
Therefore,
poo




$(s, 2 ) =  P(0 ,0) +  lim /  P0 (z,
z_>1_ do
/•oo ro o  ro o
+ ( l - p )  lim ( /  P i(2 , x) dx + /  /  P2o(z, x, y) dxdy
z-*1-  do do do
/•oo ro o  ro o  ro o
+  /  /  -P2 i(z, z, y )d x d y +  / / P3(z, x, r )dxdr )
do do do do
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+  lim pzQ(s,z)( r  H  e- Ĝ u-^b (u )dudx
*-*l~ Jo 1 -  B(x) Jx
[ ”  /•”  PaoKTfo *), s, y )  / - 00 r  G{s){u_ x)_ s{v_ y)
+  7o i o  ( 1 - B ( * ) ) ( l - C ( y ) ) y x J y
xb{u)c(v) du dv dx dy
t> r r r  r )-,(„-»>
Jo Jo <1 -  8 1 x 1 , 1 1  -  Cl,„) J.  ./„
OO
e~
x b(u)c(v) du dv dx dy
0 /■“  [°° P3(Q*(s, z),x, t)
s +  6
which yields the desired result by substituting the steady state results of Theorem 5 
into (5.91).
5.4 T he busy  period
A (primary) busy period is defined as the time period from when an primary customer 
arrives and finds the system empty until the system is empty again. Such a primary 
customer is called IPC (an initial customer). Any customer who arrives during the 
generalized service time of IPC and chose to enter retrial queue is called an IRC (an 
initial retrial customer).
Suppose that there are k IRCs, say A,, i =  1 , 2 ,.... k, in the system. Let to 
denote the departure point of IPC and U denote the departure point of A*. We 
call a  = U — C_i the effective waiting time of A*. This effective waiting time can 
consist of at least one idle time, and at least one service time depending on whether 
or not primary customers also enter the system. Suppose that there are rij primary 
customers, say Ay, j  =  1 , 2 ,..., n,, arriving during the effective waiting time of A* and
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let Uj denote the departure point of AtJ. We call Qj =  t{j — Uj^i the effective waiting 
time of Aij, where Aio =  tk- We continue similarly. We call A^ the first generation 
offspring of A j. We define primary customers arriving during the effective waiting 
time of Aj as the first generation offspring of A{. Similarly we can define second 
generation offspring of A*, third generation offspring of A j and so on. We define Aj 
and all its generations of offspring as a family from Aj and define the effective waiting 
time of all members of a family from Aj as the Ah retrial busy period.
It can be seen that a busy period in the retrial queue is different from that in an 
ordinary queueing system. The server is always busy in a busy period of the ordinary 
queueing system, while the server alternates between a busy state and an idle state 
(with the retrial queue nonempty) in a busy period of the retrial queue.
T heorem  5.3 Let T  represent the length of a busy period and N  represent the 
number of customers served during the busy period in steady state. Then the joint 
distribution of T  and N,  in terms of the generating function Laplace transform, is
<b(s, z) = E{e~sTzN) =  zLb(G{s +  A — A(1 — p + p ¥ q\ s ,  z)))), (5.92)
where
^(g)/ v _  ( 1  -  q) A +  (s +  qX)LA(s +  A))ff(s, z)
( , s + \ - q \ ( l - L A(s + \ ) ) y ( s , z )  ’ (5'
Proof. Let denote the generalized service time of IPC. If no primary customers
arrive during (0 ,5 ^ ) , then T  = and N  = 1. Otherwise, if n primary customers
arrive but only k customers become IRC, then T  =  +  ... +  and
N  = 1 + N[q̂  +  +  ... +  Njf \  where and N jQ\  represent the length of the Ah
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retrial busy period and the number of customers served during it, respectively, for 
j  =  1 , 2 ,..., k.
Therefore,
roc
$(s, z ) =  E(e~sTzN I S M = x ) dB*(x)
=  E E  r ^ e- A- ® p ‘ ( i - p r ‘ B(e-*T^
n= 0  fc= 0  J° U-
= X, N(x) = n, N iq\ x )  = k ) dB*(x)
oo n fC
Lr.—n l. _ n  0 71'n = 0  /c—0 47 u
xJ?(e- t f )+ T ^ ...+T W ) /» +N «+...+f ) ( |F W !  (5>94)
where T0̂  =  0  and =  0 .
According to the characteristics of the model, it can be seen that the primary ar­
rival process is independent of the retrials and service and that consists of the sum 
of disjoint time intervals. Suppose that only one retrial customer is in the retrial queue 
during the generalized service time of the initial customer and let correspond to 
the length of the retrial busy period and correspond to the number of customers 
served during it. It can be seen that (Tfg\  N ^ ) ,  (T^ , ), ..., (T(kq\  N ^ )  are
independent and have the same distribution as (T*q\  Niq>) so
E(e- s(^>+T̂ >+...+T^)z< +Ar^+...+^ ) =  ( £ ( e - ^ i V ^ ) ) fc. (5 .9 5 )
Thus, equation (5.94) can be rewritten as
0 0  ^  POO  /  \  \ f i
2) =  E E  /  n L ^ C ) / ( l - r V “ 2 ( f t,l(S, z))k dB*(x), (5.96)
n=0 k= 0 Jo n ‘
where 4 /^ (s, z) =  E(e~sT*g)zN'q)).
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In order to get the joint distribution of and in terms of the generating 
function Laplace transform \I/^(s, z), we must analyze the evolution of the process 
from the time that IPC leaves the system. There exists a competition between an 
arriving primary customer and the first IRC from the time that IPC leaves the system. 
If the first IRC wins this competition, then Tj9'1 corresponds to the retrial time plus 
a random variable which has the same distribution as T,  and corresponds to 
a random variable which has the same distribution as N.  Otherwise, if an arriving 
primary customer wins and the first IRC chooses to return to the retrial queue, 
corresponds to the arriving time of the primary customer plus the sum of two 
independent random variables, of which one has the same distribution as T  and the 
other has the same distribution as . Here is equal to the sum of two random 
variables, one of which has the same distribution as N  and the other has the same 
distribution as N*9\  If an arriving primary customer wins and the first IRC chooses 
to leave the system, T,j9'1 corresponds to the arriving time of the primary customer 
plus one random variable, which has the same distribution as T,  and corresponds 
to a random variable which has the same distribution as N . Thus we have
poo poo
¥ q\ s , z ) =  /  Ae~Xx- syy{s,  z )dA(y)dx
J o  J y
poo p y
+  / / \e~Xx~sx((l — q ^ l s ,  z) + qty(s, z)ty(9\ s ,  z)) dA(y) dx. (5.97)
J o  J o
However,
poo poo
/  /  Xe~Xx- sy^(s ,  z )dA{y)dx = L a ( s  + \) .  (5.98)
J o  J y
Accordingly, (5.97) can be rewritten as
^ ^ ( s ,  z) —  (L a ( s  +  A) +  -— ■ y ~ ( 1  — L a ( s  +  A))4'(s, z)
s + A
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+ - ^ r ( l  -  L a (s +  A))*(s, z ) & 9)(s, z),
S +  A 
or equivalently,
{q)( , =  (1 -  q)A +  (s +  q \ ) L A(s +  A))E(s, z)
s +  A -  q \ ( l  — L a (s +  A))^(s, z)
which is substituted into equation (5.96) and yields the desired result. 
This completes the proof.
(5.99)
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M odel III D escrip tion  and S tab ility
6.1 D escrip tion  o f m odel III
An M / G / l  queue with general retrial times, two primary sources and one retrial 
queue and one collection of retrial orbits, with different disciplines is investigated. The 
description of model III is as follows. We consider a single-server queueing system with 
two primary sources (called primary source I and primary source II) and no waiting 
room in front of the server. We assume that primary customers from primary source
I arrive in a Poisson process with rate Ai and primary customers from primary source
II arrive in a Poisson process with rate A2 . If an arriving primary customer finds the 
server idle, that customer begins service immediately and leaves the system after the 
service completion. If an arriving primary customer from primary source I finds the 
server busy, the customer enters a retrial queue according to a FCFS discipline. For 
customers in the retrial queue, only the customer at the head of the retrial queue is 
allowed to try for service in a random time measured from the moment that the server
87
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becomes idle. It is required to cancel the demand for service if a primary customer 
(or a source II customer from the retrial orbits) arrives first and the retrial customer 
then returns to the position at the head of the retrial queue. The retrial times in the 
retrial queue are distributed with distribution function A(x), density function a(x), 
Laplace transform La{s) and first two moments and a 2-
If an arriving primary customer from primary source II finds the server busy, that 
customer enters its own retrial orbit (not a retrial queue) and keeps making retrials 
at random times, measured from when the server becomes idle, until the customer 
eventually obtains service. All such source II retrial customers form independent 
retrial sources each with its own retrial orbit. The retrial times in the retrial orbits 
are each exponentially distributed with rate 6.
The service time for a customer from primary source I or from the retrial queue 
have distribution function B\(x),  density function bi(x), Laplace transform Lb1 (s) 
and the first two moments 3 ^  ■ The service times for customers from primary 
source (II) or from the retrial orbits have distribution function -8 2 (2 ), density function 
£ > 2 ( 2 ) ,  Laplace transform L b 2 ( s ) and first two moments /?{2\  All times involved 
are mutually independent. The model is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
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R em ark  6.1 Model III generalizes Models I and II subject to certain restrictions. If 
we assume that A2 =  0  and Ai 7  ̂ 0 , then we get the earlier models with no retrials of 
customers in service, no server breakdown, no opportunity for early exit from the sys­
tem. We could include these extra conditions but a discussion of a model containing 
both a retrial queue and retrial orbits does not seem to exist in queueing literature, so 
the simple model is the best model to consider. Furthermore, the “simple” model con­
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sidered here is not simple at all. Rather, it is very complex. Note that if Ai =  0 and 
A2 7  ̂ 0 , then we get the most common type of retrial queueing system as a special case.
Exam ple 6.1 To illustrate Model III, we continue with our example of a call center 
with an answering machine, as is used at a university computer help system. A cus­
tomer phones the help system for assistance. If the server is busy, then the customer 
leaves a message on the answering machine and waits for the server (consultant) to 
phone back. These customers are waiting in a retrial queue. This makes sense for 
customers working in an office on campus where the computers are connected without 
using the phone lines. However, many customers work at home and connect to the 
university computer through their phone lines. It does not make sense to leave a 
phone message and wait for a phone call because such customers would not longer 
be able to use the phone lines for their computer connection. As a result, these 
customers occasionally disconnect their computer from the phone line and phone for 
service, hoping to access an idle server. These types of customers form retrial orbits. 
Thus the computer call center is dealing with both types of customer. It is also rea­
sonable to expect that the arrival rates and service rates of the two type of customer 
could be different.
6.2 E volu tion  o f th e  M odel III and its  sta tes
From the description of the model, it is readily seen that the queueing process devel­
ops as follows. Suppose that customers are numbered by their order of service and
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that the (i — l)th  customer completes service at time d,_i and leaves the system so 
the server then is idle. Therefore, the ith  customer begins service after a idle time 
Ki by the assumptions of the model. At time d*_i, if the retrial queue is empty and 
j  customers are in the retrial orbits, there exists a competition between a primary 
customer from primary source I, a primary customer from primary source II and all 
retrial customers from retrial orbits before the beginning of the ?'th customer’s service. 
That is, Ki is equal to the minimum of three times, one of which is exponentially dis­
tributed with rate Ai, one of which is exponentially distributed with rate A2 and the 
other is exponentially distributed with rate j6. It can be shown that the probability 
that the ith  customer is a primary customer from primary source I is equal to Ai+̂ 4:jg 
and the probability the ith  customer is a primary customer from primary source II is 
equal to Al+A| + -e and the probability the ith  customer is a retrial customer II from 
a retrial orbit is equal to Al+̂ + .fl. Otherwise, if the retrial queue is nonempty and j  
customers are in the retrial orbit, there is a competition between a primary customer 
from primary source I, a primary customer from primary source II, a retrial customer 
II from the retrial orbits, and a retrial customer I from the retrial queue, before the 
ith  customer begins to be served. Therefore, Kj is equal to the minimum of four 
times, one of which is exponentially distributed with rate Ai, one of which is expo­
nentially distributed with rate A2, one of which is generally distributed with Laplace 
transform La(s) and the other is exponentially distributed with rate jO. The prob­
ability that the zth customer is a primary customer from primary source I is equal 
to Ad 1~̂ M)(Ai+A2-|-j6>))  ̂ probability the zth customer is a primary customer from 
primary source II is  ̂ j-pe probability the zth customer is a repeated
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customer I from the retrial queue is equal to L a (Xi + \ 2 +j0),  and the probability the 
zth customer is a retrial customer II from a retrial orbit is equal to _
At time d,_i +  K{, the ?'th customer begins to be served and continues for a busy time 
Si, distributed with distribution function B\(x)  or B2(x). At time di =  dt_i +  K* +  St, 
the server is idle again. After that, the queueing process goes on similarly.
The state of the system at time t can be described by the Markov process {X(t); t > 
0} =  {(J(f), Qi(t), Qn{t), £(t), rfdt), rj2(f));f > 0} where at time t, (i). J(t) = 0 if 
the server is idle. (ii). J(t) = 1 if the server is busy with a customer from primary 
source (I) or from the retrial queue of type (I) customers, (iii). J(t) =  2 if the server 
is busy with a customer from primary source (II) or from the retrial orbits of type 
II customers. Qi{t) denotes the number of customers in the retrial queue and Qn(t)  
denotes the number of customers in the retrial orbits. If J(t) =  0 and Qi(t) > 0, 
then £(t ) represents the elapsed retrial time for a customer in the retrial queue. If 
J(t) = 1, then r]i(t) represents the elapsed service time for a type (I) customer. If 
J(t) = 2 , then rj2(t) represents the elapsed service time for a type (II) customer. The 
functions a(x),/3i(x) and /32(x) are the conditional completion rates for the retrial 
customers from the retrial queue, the service time for a type (I) customer and the 
service time for a type (II) customer, respectively, i.e., a(x) = a{x)(l — A(x))-1, 
/?i(x) =  bi(x)(l -  B ^ x ) ) - 1, and (32(x) = b2(x)( 1 -  5 2(^))_1-
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6.3 Sufficient C ondition  for System  S tab ility
T heorem  6.1 If Ai/3^ +  A2 /3^ < L a (Xi +  A2), then the system is stable.
P roof. Let d n be the nth departure point and let = J ( d n —0), =  Q i ( d n — 0),
and Q \Tj =  Q u ( d n — 0). Then {(J^n\  Q p p \ Q ^ ) ' ,  n >  0} is a Markov chain with state 
space 5  =  { l , 2 } x Z | .  It is readily seen that the Markov chain is irreducible and 
aperiodic. We first define a function f ( k , i , j )  =  c\i +  c2j  where ci and c2 are two 
constants, (k , i , j ) £ S  = {1, 2} x Z\ .
Next, we calculate the mean drift Akij, for k =  1, 2, i > 0, j  > 0, as follows.
(1) For k =  1 or 2, i =  0 and j  > 0, define
— (1 — Ai/jj1̂ +  Ai/3®)ci — (1 — A2 /3® +  A 2 /?j^)c2 — (1 — Ai/?i^)ci +  A 2 /3^c 2
A k0j = E ( f { j {n+1\  Q{p +1\  Q{?J+1}) -  Q(p \  Q j?) 
| Q f \  Q(P>) = (k, 0, j))
( A i / ? i  ]ci  +  A 2/?{ }c 2 )
1
(Ai((l — Aj/?}  ̂ +  Xifdp^ci  — (1 — A20i  ̂ +  A2P1 ])c2) — AiCi — A2c2).
(6 .1)
Ai +  A2 +  j 6
(2) For k = 1 or 2, i > 1 and j  > 0, we have
A kij = E ( f ( P n+1\  Q(p +1\  Q}”+1)) -  Q f \  Q<$)
| ( P n+1\  Q f \  Q{$ )  =  (k, i, j ))
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+  . , . / , ( !  — L a (M + X2 +  j0))(Ai/?®ci +  (A2/?P — l)c2)
Ai +  a 2 +  jo
+La (M +  A2 +  j0)((Xif3^ — l)ci +  A2 /?j^c2)
=  ( 1  — Ai/^j1̂ +  Ai^®)ci — ( 1  — A2 /3® +  A2 /?i1^)c2 — ( 1  — Ai/?{^)ci +  A2 ^ ^ c 2
■ ( A i ((1  — \ A 1] +  A i / ? ® ) c i
1 -  L a (Xx +  A2 +  jd) , x x (i) (2v
Ai +  A2 +  jd  
—(1 — X2p[  ̂+  A20i })c2) — AiCi — A2c2)
+La (Ai +  A2 +  j'0)((l — X\P[  ̂+  X\P[ })ci — (1 — X2p[  ̂ +  A2/?| ^)c2). (6.2)
We employ Theorem 2 from Pakes (1981) which for our model, states that for our ir­
reducible and aperiodic Markov chain {(J^O, Q^pi)\n > 1}  with the state space 
S  = { 1 , 2 } x Z l ,  a sufficient condition for ergodicity is the existence of nonnegative 
function f(k ,  i, j ) =  c\i +  c2j  and e > 0 such that the mean drift A kij < — e is finite 
for all (k, i, j )  € S  — {1, 2} x Z \  except a finite number of triples.
By examining (6.1) and (6.2), we construct c\ — 1 — X2(3^ +  X2p[^ and c2 =  
1 -  X r f ^  +  A ^ 2).
We next show that for this choice of Ci and c2, that the condition for ergodicity is 
satisfied. Observer that
(1 ) for k = 1 or 2 , i — 0  and j  > 0 , Akoj can be rewritten as
Ai +  A2 (i) (2)
Ai+A 2 + j f l +Al f t  +A2A _ 1
(2 ) for k =  1 or 2 , i > 1 and j  > 0 , A kij can be rewritten as
A + Arf}1’ +  A2/?l" - 1 .
(Ai +  A2)(l -  La (Ai +  A2 +  jOj) (i) (2)
Ai +  A2 +  jd
Note that
lim Afeoj — X\P1 + X2piJ—>oc
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and the function is decreasing in j  and
Akij <  ̂  ̂ — L a (X 1 +  A2 +  jd).
Therefore, Ai/?{  ̂ +  X2P ^  < La (^ i +  A2 ) is a sufficient condition for ergodicity for 
the Markov chain {(J^K Q p \  Qpp) ; n > 1}, which implies that the system is stable 
since the arrival process is a Poisson process.
6.4  S ta tes o f  th e  system
The probabilities of different states of the system are defined as
(i) P(ofl,j)(t) =  P(J ( t ) =  0, QPt)  =  i, Qn(t)  =  j),  for 0 < t  < 0 0 , 0 < j  < 0 0 ,
(ii) P(o,ij)(t, x )dx  =  P(J{t)  =  0, Qi(t) = i, Quit )  = j, x  < £(t) < x + dx), for
0 < t, x  < 0 0 , 1 < i < 0 0 , 0 < j  < 0 0 ,
(iii) y)dy  =  P(J(t)  = 1, Qi(t) = i, Qn (t) = j, y < r\i(t) < y + dy), for
0 < t, y < 0 0 , 0 < i, j  < 0 0 ,
iv) P(2,ij)(t, y) dy =  P(J(t)  =  2, QPt) = i, Qn (t) = j, y < y2{t) < y + dy), for
0 < t, y < 0 0 , 0 < *, j  < 0 0 .
Considering the transition rates between t and t +  At, we obtain the following differ­
ence equations:
P(o,o,j)(t + At) =  (1 — (Ai +  A2 + jO)At)P(pflj)(t)
roc roc
+ A t  P(i,oj)Pi(y)(t, y) dy + A t  P{2M(32{y)(t,y) dy + o(At),  (6.3)
Jo Jo
P(0 ,i,j)(t + At,  X +  At) =  (1 -  (Ai +  A2 +  j6a(x))At)P{0tij)(t, x) +  o(At), (6.4) 
P(hiJ)(t P At ,  y +  At) =  (1 — (Ai +  A2 +  (3\(y))At)P(i^j){t, y)
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+ A i A y) + A2 AiP(liij_i)(t, y) +  o(Ai),
P(2 ,i,j){t +  At, V +  At) =  (1 — (^i +  ^ 2  +  Pi(y))At)P(iiitj)(t, y) 
+Ai AtP( 2 ,i-l,j)(t, y) +  y) +  o(Ai),
poo poo
P(o,i,j)(t,Q)= P(i,i,j)0i(y)(t,y)dy+ P(2,i,j)p2 (y){t, y)dy,
Jo Jo
poo
P(i,i,j{ti 0 ) ( 1  I  P(o,i,j){t  ̂ x) dx
Jo
poo
+  /  P(o,i+i,j)(t, x)a(x) dx +  6oi\iP(oflj)(t),
Jo
P(2,ij(t, o) =  Soi(X2P(o,o,j)(t) + (j  +  l ) W W u ( O )
poo poo
+(1 -  <50i)(Ai / P(0 ,ij)(t, x ) d x +  / P{0,i,j+i)(t, x)( j  +  1)6dx),
Jo Jo
OO OO OO poo
J ]  P(0,0,j) W +  2 E  /  P (° « )  ̂  dxi=0  i=0 i=0
00 00 poo  00 00 poo
+ Y l Y s  p (mj)(*> y ) dy + J 2 Y l  /  p (2aj)(*> j / ) =  L
j = 0  i=0 J °  i=0 i=o J o
(6.3)-(6.6) lead to the following differential equations:
d  f ° °
+  Ai +  A2 +i^)-P(o,oj)(i ) =  J P(i,o,j)P\{y){t, y)dy
poo
+ /  P(2 ,o,j)Pi{y){t,y)dy,
Jo
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d d
^dt  +  d x  +  ^  +  =  A i p ( i , t - i , .?)(£> y)
+A2 -P(i,i,j-i)(t, y)-
Henceforth, we assume that Aj/3P  +  A2 /3j2* < L^(Ai +  A2).
Let P(0 ,o,j) =  limt_+0 0 P(oAj)(t), P(0,i,j)(x) = limt _» + 0 0  P(o,i,j)(b x),
P( i = lim t^+0 0 P(i,ij)(t, y) and P(i,ij)(y) =  limt^ +oc P(i,ij)(f, y). 
Therefore, equations(6.7)-(6.14) can be converted into
ro c  ro c
(Ai +  A2 +  j 9)P(oflj)(t) — /  f t ( y ) P (i fi, j ) d y +  Pp f l j )P i(y )( y )dy ,
Jo Jo
+  Ai +  A2 +  Pi(y))P(i,i,j){y) =  AiP(iti_ ij)(y) +  A2P(Mj_ i)(y )  
+  Ai +  A2 +  Pi(y))P(i,ij)(y) — AiP(i,i-i,j)(y) +  A2P (i,y - i)(y )
roo roo
p (o,ij)(0) = /  Pi (y )P ( i , i j )dy+  (32{y)P(2,i,j)dy,
Jo Jo
POO POO
Pp, i , j (0 ) =  ( 1 —<*0i)Ai /  P(0, i , j ) (x)dx+ a ( x ) P (0, i+ i , j ) ( x)dx+6 0iX1P m
Jo Jo
P ( 2 , i j ( 0 )  =  ^ 0 i ( A 2 P ( 0 ,0 , j )  +  0  +  1) ^ P (0,0J + 1) )
POO POO
+ ( ! -<Soi)(A2 /  P(0,i j){x)dx+ P(ptij +1)(x ) ( j+  l)ddx),
Jo Jo
OO OO OO /* o o
p (o,oj) +  j  P{o,i,j){x ) dx
j =0 i=1 »=0
° °  ° °  /» 0 0  /'O O
+  Y Y U  p (!^')(2/ ) dv  +  p (2, i , j )(y)dy)  =  l -
i=0 i=0
In order to solve these equations, we introduce generating functions:
P( o,o) (u) =  Y  P m j ) V J, P(oy{u,  v , x ) =  Y Y  P ( o ,<j)m V ,
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P(1)(U’ ^  2 / )  =  E E  P ( l . i j ) u V > P (2)(U’ =  P ( 2 « ) u V -
i=0 j=0 i=0 j=0
Multiplying both sides of (6.15) by t>J and of (6.16)-(6.22) by utv] summing over all 
possible i and j ,  we have
d d
(—  +  Ai +  A2 +  a{x) +  )P(o,i)(u, v, x ) =  0, (6.23)
d
+  Ai +  A2 +  (3i(y))Pw (u, v, y) =  (Aiu +  \ 2v)P{1)(u, v, y ), (6.24)
Q
+ Ai +  A2 +  Pi(y))P(2 )(u, v , y ) = (Axu + X2v)P{2){u, v, y), (6.25)
/•oo /*oo
P(o,i)(«, u, 0) =  /  p2(y)P{2)( u , v , y ) d y +  Pi{y)P{1)(u, v, y) dy
Jo Jo
— (Ai +  A2 +  8v— P(o,o)(^)), (6.26)
P O O  P O O
P(i)(it, v, 0) =  -  /  P(0 ,i)(u, v, x )a(x )dx  + Xi / P(0 ,i)(u, u, x) dx +  AiP(0 ,0)(u),
u Jo Jo
(6.27)
P(2)(u, u, 0 ) =  A2 P(0 ,o)(v) +  qJ-P(o,o){v)
[ C O  [ O C  Q
+A2 j  P(0 ,i)(u, V, x )dx  + 6 j  — P(0 , i ) (u ,v ,x )dx ,  (6.28)
POO
lim P(0 ,o)(v) +  lim lim ( / P(0 ,i)(u, v, x )dx
V —> \ ~  ’ V — >1” U — >1“  ^/q
/•O O  P O O
+  /  P{i)( u , v , y ) d y +  P{2)(u, v, y) dy) = 1. (6.29)
./o
The solution of the system of equations above is still unfinished work. We will make 
a further investigation in the future.
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N um erical R esu lts  R elated  to  M odel III
7.1 Q u asi-B irth -and-D eath  P rocess
In this chapter, we consider a special case of the M / G / l  model III of Chapter 6 . In 
order to overcome the difficulties of the M / G / l  model III, we consider an M /M /1  
model III. We also place an upper bound on the number of customers allowed into 
the retrial orbits. Much of the first part of Chapter 6  is repeated (except for a change 
in the service description and the upper bound change on the source II customers) so 
that the current chapter can stand alone.
An M /M /1  queue with general retrial times, two primary sources, a retrial queue 
and retrial orbits, with different disciplines is investigated. The description of model 
III is as follows. We consider a single-server queueing system with two primary 
sources (called primary source I and primary source II and no waiting room in front 
of the server. We assume that primary customers from primary source I arrive in a 
Poisson process with rate Ai and primary customers from primary source II arrive in
99
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a Poisson process with rate A2. If an arriving primary or retrial customer finds the 
server idle, that customer begins service immediately and leaves the system after the 
service completion. If an arriving primary customer from primary source I finds the 
server busy, the customer enters a retrial queue according to a FCFS discipline. For 
customers in the retrial queue, only the customer at the head of the retrial queue is 
allowed to demand service in a time measured from the time the server is idle. It 
is required to cancel the demand for service if a primary customer arrives first and 
the retrial customer then returns to the position at the head of the retrial queue. If 
an arriving primary source II customer encounters a busy server, and the number 
of source II customers in orbit equals c, then the customer is lost to the system. 
If an arriving primary source II customer finds the server busy, and the number of 
source II customers in orbit is less than or equal to some value c, that customer 
enters its own retrial orbit (not a retrial queue) and keeps making retrials until the 
customer eventually obtains service. All such retrial customers form independent 
retrial sources each with its own retrial orbit. The retrial times in the retrial queue are 
distributed with distribution function A(x),  density function a(x), Laplace transform 
La(s) and first two moments au and 0 :2 - The retrial times in the retrial orbits are each 
exponentially distributed with rate 6. The service times for any customer (regardless 
of whether the customer is a primary customer from (I) or is a retrial customer from 
the retrial queue or a retrial orbit) have an exponential distribution with mean ^ . All 
times considered are mutually independent.
At time t , let C(t) denote the state of the server. That is, C(t) =  0 means that 
the server is idle and C(t) = 1 means that the server is busy. Let Ni(t)  and fV2 (f)
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denote the number of customers in the retrial orbits and the retrial queue, respec­
tively. It can seen that the process {(J(t), N\(t), iV2 (t)); t > 0} may be viewed as a 
QBD process (quasi-birth-and-death process) on the state space 0  =  {(i,j,k)]Q < 
i < 1 ) 0  < j  < c, 0  < k < oo}, where the states are ordered in groups as follows, 
(0 , 0 , 0 ), (0 , 1 , 0 ), ...(0 , c, 0 ); (1 , 0 , 0 ), (1 , 1 , 0 ) , ( 1 , c, 0 ); (0 , 0 , 1 ), (0 , 1 , 1 ),..., (0 , c, 1 );
(1,0,1), (1,1,1),..., (1, c, 1);.... Thus, it is easily seen that the infinitesimal generator 
Q is given by
where 
B0 =
(  R(0) p(0) \
# 1 1  # 1 2
p(o) r W \  # 2 1  # 2 2  /
/
B[ f  =
(
Q
B0 A 0 0 0 0
A.2 A x A q 0  0
0 A 2  A\ A 0 0
0  0  A 2  Ai Aq














-(Ai +  A2 +  cO) y
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r (°) — 
-°1 2  —
Xi +  a 2 0 0
6 Ai +  A2 0 






0  0  







)  21 ~
0  • • • Ai +  A2 j
A 2 0
-(Ai +  A2 +  p)  A2
0  — (Ai +  A2 +  jjb)
fi 0 0
0  p  0










-(Aj +  A2 +  n) j
A'^l l  / 1 12
A {0) \  ^ 2 1 1(0)x22
4(0) _  4(0) _  4 (0)
/1 1 1  — / 112 — /l2i12
0 0 0 








^ 1 0 0  •• • 0
0 ^ 1 0  •• ■ 0
0 0 Ai • • ■ 0
0 0 0
Ai =
1 /1 (1) v l(1) ^ -^ 1 1  ^ 1 2
v 4 ?  4 ?  j
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A d) _
—(Ai +  A2 +  cn) 0
0  — ( A j  +  A 2  +  ol  +  9 )
0
0
4 (1) -  12 —
0  0  
Â  -(- A2 0  0  • • • 0
6 Ai +  A2 0  • • • 0




p  0  0
0  p 0
0  0 /x
0 0 0
0  0  
• 0  ^
• 0  
■ 0
-(Ai + X2  + p) A2
-(Ai +  A2 +  ot +  c0)
A ( i )  _22
0
0








-(Ai + p) j
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/
0  0  0  ••• 0
0  0  0  ••• 0
\ o  o o ••• o y
/
0 a  0 • • • 0
=  0  0  a  • • • 0
 ̂ 0  0  0  • • • a j
7.2 A pproxim ate S tationary D istr ib u tion
According to Neuts (1981, p. 82), for the QBD process, the matrix R, which is needed 
to solve for the steady state probabilities, is the minimal nonnegative solution to the 
quadratic matrix equation
R2A 2 +  RAi  +  A0 =  0. (7.1)
We first consider the case when c =  1. In this case A 2, and A () are all 4 x 4 ma-
/
X\i X1 2  ^13 x U
£21 x 22 x 23 x 24
trices. Thus R  must also be 4 x 4. In order to find R, let R  =
X Z1 x 32 £.33 £ 3 4
Thus,
— (Ai +  A2 +  a )£ n  +  /j,x 13 — 0 , (7.2)
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— (Ai +  A2 +  ot +  0)x 12 +  [ix 14 =  0, (7-3)
— (Ai +  A2 +  o)x  21 +  f ix  23 =  0, (7-4)
— (Ai +  A2 +  Q! +  0) x  22 +  P%24 =  0, (7-5)
— (A i +  A2  +  a ) ^ 3 i  +  / i x  3 3  =  0 ,  ( 7 - 6 )
— (Ai +  A2 +  O  +  0)X32 +  =  0, (7-1)
—(Ai +  A2 +  a)x4 i  +  f ix  43 =  0, (7-8)
— (Aj 4- A2 +  ol +  0)2:42 +  /XX44 =  0, (7-9)
a (x n 2 +  £ 122:2 1 )+  £ 132:31 +  % 1 4 X4 1  +  (Ai +  A2)xn +  0xi2 —(Ai +  A2 +  //)xi3 =  0, (7.10)
a(xnXi2 +  2:422:22) +  2:432:32 +  X14X42 +  (Ai 4- A2)xi2 +  A2X13 — (Ai +  h )x ia =  0, (7.11)
o ( X n X 2 l + X 2 1 X 2 2 ) +  X 2 3 X 3 1 +  X 2 4 X 4 1  +  (Ai +  A2)X21+0X22 (Ai +  A2 +  /i)X23 =  0, (7.12)
0 (2:122:21 + 2:222) +  2:232:32 +  2:242:42 +  (Ai +  \ 2 )x - 2 2 +  A2 X23 — (Ai +  n)x 24 =  0, (7.13)
a(x3i2:ii+2;32X2l)+2;33X3i+X342;4i +  (Ai +  A2)2:31+02:32 —(Ai +  A2+/x)x33 =  —Ai, (7.14)
0 ( 2 : 3 1 X 1 2  +  2 :322 :22 ) +  2:332:32 +  2:342:42 +  (Ai +  A2)£32 +  A22?33 — (Ai +  //)x34 =  0, (7.15)
o:(x4iXii 4“ X4 2X2 1 ) +  X4 3X31 +  X4 4 X41 -)- (Ai -|- A2)x4i -|-0X42 (Ai +  A2 + N)x4% =  0, (7.16)
Q : ( x 4 i X i 2 +  X 4 2 X 2 2 )  +  X 4 3 X 3 2  + X 4 4 X 4 2  +  (Ai +  A 2 ) X 42 +  A 2 X 4 3  (Ai 4 “ f l ) x 44 =  —  Ai- (7.17)
Because some of the equations are not linear in Xy, we are not able obtain the matrix 
R  exactly, even when c =  1. Thus, we will use an iterative scheme to obtain a 
numerical result for R. Our numerical method will work for any value of c.
Let Ai =  A2 =  a  =  0 =  l  and /i =  7 and c =  2, as a typical example. These 
values satisfy the condition of the previous chapter to guarantee that the limiting
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probabilities exist. We use a numerical method from Grassmann (2000, p. 170) to get 
the matrix R. Here
/
Q  =
B q A q 0 0 0
A 2  A\  A q 0  0
0 A 2  A \  A q  0




(  o(0) p(0) N
p>(Q) d (° )
\  21 ^ 2 2  /
r (°) —> Di
\
-(Ai +  A2 ) 0
0 —(Ai +  A2 +  9)
0  0
d (o )_
# 1 2  —
\ ( \ 
/x 0. 0
d (°)' °2\ —
/
p(0) _
£ > 2 2  —
0 /x 0
0  0  n
\
A q
Ai +  A2 0  0
9 Ai +  A2 0 
0  29 Ai +  A2
—(Ai +  A2  +  /x) A2  0
0 — (Ai +  A2  +  /x) A2
0  0
/
0 0 0 
0 0 0
— (Ai +  /x) 
(
{  4(0) 4(0) \
- ^ 1 2
A\
v 4 ?  4 ?  /
( 4 (l) 4 (l) ^ ^ 1 2
2l (1) yl(1)\  21 22 /
4W _ 4(0) _ 4(0) _




—  (Ai +  A2 +  2 0 )
4(0) _  
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/
y l (1) -/in —
(Ai +  A2 +  ot) 0
0  — ( A i  +  A 2 +  ol +  9)
0
vl(1) -  ^ 1 2  —
0
\
.4(1) -1 ^ 2 1
/ V
A{1) -  ^ 2 2  —
Ai +  A2 0 0
6 Ai +  A2 0
0  2 6 Aj +  A2
—(Ai +  A2 +  //) A2 0




(Aj +  A2 +  cn +  20) j
( \  
fi 0  0




/  a (2) ,(2) \  
^ 1 1  12
4 ?  4 ?  /
4<2> _  4 (2) _  4 (2) _  > — si2i — ^22 —
0 0 0 
0 0 0
\




0 0 a0 0 0
We use the following iterative scheme to obtain an approximation for R. Let
OO




R ( i + i )  =  A 0 ( I  -  V ( i ) )  1 .
First, we set
(7.19)
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(0)
 ̂ 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . ^
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .




0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
0.292851 0.036898 0.050391 0.167343 0.026356 0.004319
0.065238 0.220483 0.029237 0.037279 0.157488 0.025060
0.025490 0.082397 0.191091 0.014565 0.058855 0.163792
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .
0.292851 0.036898 0.005039 0.167343 0.026356 0.004319
0.065238 0.220484 0.029237 0.037279 0.157488 0.025060
0.025490 0.082397 0.191091 0.014565 0.058855 0.163792
Since R^) — R(6p at least to the number of decimal places shown, we use R(f) as 
our approximation for R. Define 7r to be the stationary probability vector for the 
QBD process. Write 7r =  (7r0, tt\, . . . ) .  By using theorem 3.1.1 of Neuts (1981, p. 82)
(7.20)
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7To (I  — R) 1e — 1 (7.21)
7rn =  7r0Rn, n =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . (7.22)
so using MAPLE, we obtain
tr0 =  (0.357068,0.168106,0.093073,0.102019,0.072045,0.053184)
and therefore ttj =  (0.035932,0.024031,0.012783,0.020532,0.017165,0.010957),
and 7r2 =  (0.007412,0.005445,0.002699,0.004235,0.003889,0.002313), ..., and so on.
7.3 Perform ance M easures
Now we discuss some performance measures. In steady state, let C  denote the state 
of the server, Ni denote the number of customers in the retrial orbits, N2 denote the 
number of customers in the retrial queue and N  denote the number of customers in the 
system. Let 7 =  P(C  =  i, Ni  =  j, N 2 = k), i =  0,1; j  = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  c; k =  0,1,2, —  
Then we easily obtain the following performance measures.
P ro p e r ty  7.1Under the assumptions and notation above,
(i) P(C  =  0, N] =  0, N2 =  0) =  71000 =Prob(empty system),
(ii) P ( N  = 0) =  £ i= o E r= o  TTiofc =Prob(no customer in retrial orbit),
(iii) P(N2 =  0) =  E l o  Ej=o^j'o  =Prob(empty retrial queue),
(iv) P(C  =  0, Ni  +  N2 7  ̂ 0) =  Ej+fc/o^ojfc =Prob(idle server but nonempty system),
(v) P(C  =  1, Ni = 2) =  Eklo^afc =Prob(busy server, retrial orbits full),
(vi) ENi = Ei=o Dj=o =expected retrial orbit number,
(vii) EA 2 =  E l o  Ej=o Zlfclo kitijk =expected retrial queue size,
(viii) E N  =  El=o Z)j=o YCk=^1 +  3 + k)nijk =expected system size,
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As an example, let Ai =  A2 =  a = 6 =  1 and p  =  7 and c — 2 . We will obtain 
approximate values of the performance measures above. According to the discussion
in the previous section, we obtain 
( \
TTOOO 77010 77020 77100 77110 77120
7T001 77011 77021 77101 7 7 m 77121
7T002 77012 77022 77102 77112 77122
7T003 77013 77023 77103 77113 77123
71004 77014 77024 77104 77114 77124
77005 77015 77025 77105 77115 77125
77006 77016 77026 77106 77116 77126
 /
0.357068 0.168106 0.093073 0.102019 0.072045 0.053184
0.035932 0.024031 0.012783 0.020532 0.017165 0.010957
0.007412 0.005445 0.002699 0.004235 0.003889 0.002313
0.001553 0.001204 0.000577 0.000887 0.000860 0.000494
0.000328 0.000263 0.000124 0.000187 0.000187 0.000106
0.000069 0.000057 0.000026 0.000040 0.000040 0.000023
0.000015 0.000012 0.000005 0.000008 0.000008 0.000005
V
Therefore, P(C = 0, iVj =  0, AT2 =  0) =  0.357068, P(Ni  =  0) =  0.530285, P(N2 = 
0 ) =  0.845495, P(C  =  0 , N^+N^ ±  0 ) =  0.710782, P{C = 1, N x = 2 ) =  0.067082, ENi
0.646050, E N 2 = 0.196484, E N  = 1.070110.
We next discuss the waiting time that a customer from primary source I and
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Source II spend in the system, respectively. Let denote the expected waiting
time that a customer from primary source I spends in the system when it arrives at 
the state (i , j , k), and let W^j^ , 2) denote the expected waiting time that a customer 
from primary source II spends in the system when it arrives at the state (i,j, k) , i  =  
0,1; j  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  c; k =  0 ,1 ,__  Let A =  Ai +  A2 . Then W(oj,fc,j) =  ^ for / =  1, 2 and
WWm> =  r + ^ !A + a  +  j « (r b  + A + a +  j t  +
+ A + a  +  < X T ^  +  A + a + jB +
+  A + f + j 6 ( A l ^  +  A +  a  +  j'd +  \  +
+ a + ^ (a t t ; + ’V(i j " > ) + +
_  1 (x +  a  jpd
A + fx +  (A +  fx)(A +  a  +  j0) +  (A +  /x)(A +  a  +  j 0 ) X (h-f-hM)
i t1® / -V-4 ^ 1  \
+  (A +  ,,)(A +  a  +  i# )  X +  ((A +  rt(A +  a  +  J'») +  T i- J  X W f ' J M
+ r b x H,(W+1AI> (7-23)
and
W W ,2> =  A + ^ [A +  a + ( j  +  l)« ( A T ^  + A +  c  + (j  +  1)5 +
e 1 1  i
A +  a +  ( j  +  l )d A-t-/t A +  a +  (j +  l)d jU 
; , 0  , 1 1 
+  A +  c  +  y +  l ) # ( A + y  +  A +  a  +  0  +  l )«  +  W ( w >> 
+  A +  a + “o  +  l ) d ( A T ^  +  A +  c  +  0  +  l ) 9  +
+ a + ^ (I T m + ^ c A + u + .a )  + x r ^ r b  +
_  1 n + 0 jfJ-0 x w
~  AT T l +  (A +  /x)(A +  a  +  ( i  +  l)0) +  (A +  /z)(A +  a  +  (j +  l)0) X {hj’k’2)
t  W T
+ ( ( M a ) ( A + ' a  +  0- +  l ) « )  X
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+ ( A + / i ) ( A + r + ( j + i ) 0 ) x w ^ +i^
+ "\ + p  x  ^ ( I j '+ 1 A + 1 , 2 )  +  x  w (i,j+2,k,2), (7-24)
where W( i,-i,fc,i) =  0 , W ^ i , 1) =  0 , W ( i j - 1 ,2 ) =  0 , =  0 , VF(i,c-f-i,fe,i) =  0 .
It can be seen these equations are obtained. For example, when c =  2, we obtain 
Wp,0 ,1,1), W(i,1,1,1), VF(i,2, 1,1) which can be solved, and so on.
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M odel IV  D escrip tion  and S tab ility
8.1 M odel d escrip tion  and stab ility  cond ition
Model IV is described as follows. We consider a single server retrial queueing system 
with a discrete service time taking on value Dj with probability pj, j  =  1 , 2 ,..., for 
each customer (primary or repeated customer). Primary customers arrive according 
to a Poisson process with rate A. There is no waiting room in front of the server. If an 
arriving primary customer finds the server idle, the customer begins service immedi­
ately and leaves the system after service completion. If the server is found to be busy, 
the arriving primary customer enters a retrial queue according to a FCFS discipline. 
When the server becomes idle, if the retrial queue is empty, a primary customer is 
served next; otherwise, if the retrial queue is nonempty, the customer at the head of 
the retrial queue (called an active retrial customer) competes with the next arriving 
primary customer to reach the server first. The time for the active customer to reach 
the server is generally distributed with cdf A(x),  pdf a(x) and Laplace-Stieltjes trans-
113
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form A*(s). The active retrial customer is required to cancel its attempt for service if 
a primary customer arrives first. In that case, the active retrial customer remains at 
the head of the retrial queue. We call this retrial queue an M /{ D n} / 1 retrial queue. 
Inter-arrival times, retrial times and service times are mutually independent.
Exam ple 8.1 Again we consider the call center with an answering machine. The 
answering machine holds the information of the FCFS retrial customers. The na­
ture of the service may be such that a computer program is to be run based on the 
characteristics of the customer. The nature of the service required by the customer 
indicates which level of program should be run: minimal, standard, complete, etc. 
The various levels of the program take different (essentially) discrete amounts of time.
At time t ,  let J(f) denote the server state. J ( t )  = 0  means that the server is idle and 
J(f) = j  means that the server is busy with service time D j ,  j  =  1,2,.... Let Q ( t )  de­
note the number of customers in the retrial queue. Since the service times are discrete, 
the stochastic process {(</(£), Q ( t ) ) \  I > 0 } is not necessarily Markovian. In order 
to analyze the stochastic evolution of our retrial queueing model, we introduce the 
following two supplementary variables. At time f, if J ( t )  = 0 and Q ( t )  > 0, we define 
£(f) as the elapsed retrial time; if J ( t )  =  j { V  0), we define 77(f) as the elapsed service 
time. Thus, the stochastic process { X ( t ) ,  t  > 0} =  Q ( t ) ,  £(f), 77(f)); f > 0}
is a Markov process. The conditional completion rate of the retrial time is defined as 
a(x) =  a(rr)(l — A(x))-1.
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the system to
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be stable.
Theorem 8.1 An M /{ D n} / l  retrial queueing system is stable if and only if
Proof. Let Qn be the number of customers in the retrial queue just before the 
nth departure point from the system. Since primary customers arrive in a Pois- 
son process, we use Burke’s theorem (see [7], p.187) to conclude that the steady 
state probabilities of Q(t)); t > 0} exist and are positive if and only if
{Q n i n =  1) 2,...} is ergodic. Note that the mean drift Xi = E(Qn+1 ~ Q n \ Q n  = * ') =  
^JCjLiPjDj - ^ o L a W ,  i = 0 , 1 ,..., where 6io is the Kronecker delta. By using results 
of Pakes (1969) and Sennott et al. (1983), we can show that ^YCjL\PjEj < La(X) is 
a necessary and sufficient condition for {Qn, n =  1 , 2 ,...} to be ergodic. The theorem 
follows.
Corollary 8.1 For an M /{ D n} / 1 regular(non retrial) queueing system, the system 
is stable if and only if A YCf=\ PjEj < 1.
Proof. Let A(x ) =  1 — e~ax and let a —> oc. By using the result of Theorem 1, we 
get our conclusion.
Now we give two less formal remarks about the condition of the system stability.
Remark 8.1 Let P(busy) be the probability that the server is busy. Let 5  be a 
service time. Then E S  =  YIJLiPjDj. However, the rate out of the retrial queue is
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-j^P(busy)LA(\)  and the rate into the retrial queue is AP(busy). Hence, for stability,
AP(busy) < - ^ P ( b u s y ) L A{\),
i.e.
OO
A ^   ̂DjPj  <  L/ i(A).
This gives us a second method to obtain the stability condition.
R em ark  8.2 In the analysis of the system stability of our model, we may view 
it as a regular M /{ D n} /1 queue. We define the generalized service time as a time 
interval from the instant that a customer completes service and the retrial queue 
is nonempty until the next customer completes the service. Let S* and S  denote 
generalized service time and service time, respectively. Let X p  and X r  denote inter­
arrival time and retrial time, respectively. Then S* =  S  +  min(Xp,XR) .  Note that 
P(min(Xp, X r ) > x) =  e~Ax(l — ^4(x)). Therefore,
Hence, the system is stable if and only if y > PjD jP 1 L̂ x\  i.e., A PjDj <
E ( m  P(min(Xp, X r ) > x) dx
poo
Jo Jo
/  e~Xxd x -  /  e~XxA{x)dx
1 -  La (A)
A
L a (X). This method of analysis of the system stability adds descriptive insight.
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8.2 S tead y sta te  equations and their so lu tion
In this section, our objective is to obtain the joint distribution of the server state 
and the queue length in steady state. We first introduce the new concept “memory 
of service level” . The memory of service level J* (t ) is defined as an indicator for the 
most recent service completed up to time t. That is, “«/*(£) =  j ” means the most 
recent service completed prior to time t has length Dj, j  =  1,2,.... Next we define 
the probabilities and the probability densities as follows.
(i) PE(t) =  P (J(t)  =  0, Q(t) =  0),
(ii) PEj(t) = P(J ( t ) =  0, J*(t) = j, Q(t) =  0), j  = 1, 2,...,
(iii) Pn(t, x ) dx = P(J(t)  = 0, Q(t) =  *, x < £(f) < x  +  dx), i =  1,2,...,
(iv) Pjij(t ,x)dx = P(J(t)  = 0, J*(t) = j, Q(t) =  i, x  < £(t) < x + dx), i =  
1,2,..., j  =  1,2,...,
(v) PBij(t,x) dx = P (J ( t ) =  j, Q(t) = i, x < rj{t) < x  +  dx), i = 0,1,..., j  = 1, 2,.... 
It is obvious that PE(t) = P.Ej(t) and PH(t, x) = Pnj it ix )-, * =  1,2> ••••
To get the steady state equations, we need the following results.
Lem m a 8.1 (i) For i — 0,1,..., j  =  1, 2,..., P(J( t  +  Dj) =  0, J*(t +  Dj) =  j, Q(t +  
Dj) = 0 | J(t) = 0, J*(t) = i, Q(t) =  0) =  e~XDj if i = j  and 0 otherwise.
(ii) For i — 0 ,1,..., j  =  1,2,..., 0 < x < D j ,  P(J( t  + D j )  = 0, J*(t +  D j )  = 
j, Q(t +  D j )  =  0 | J(t) = i, Q(t) =  0, ri(t) > x) = e~XDj if i = j  and 0 other­
wise.
P roof, (i) If the event (J(£) =  0, J*{t) =  i, Q{t) =  0) and the event (J(t + Dj) = 
0, J*(t +  Dj) = j, Q(t +  Dj) =  0) occur, then no primary customers arrive between
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time t and time t  +  D j .  Therefore, P(J( t  +  D j )  = 0, J*(t + D j )  =  j, Q(t + D j )  =  
0 | J(t) =  0, J*(t) = i, Q(t) =  0) =  e~XDi . If i ^  j ,  the event (J(t) = 0, J*(t) =  
i, Q{t) =  0) and the event (J(t +  D j )  = 0, J*(t + D j )  = j, Q(t + D j )  = 0) occur 
only when a service with length of D j  is completed between time t and time t + D j .  
However, this is impossible and therefore P{J(t  + D j )  =  0, J*(t + D j )  =  j  \ J(t) = 
0, J*(t) =  i) = 0.
(ii) Given that the event (J(t ) =  i, Q(t) = 0, r/(t) > x) occurs, the event (J(t + D j ) =  
0, J*(t + D j )  = j, Q(t + D j )  — 0) occurs if no primary customers arrive between time 
t and time t +  D j .  Therefore, P(J( t  + D j )  = 0, J*(t + D j )  =  j, Q(t +  D j )  =  0 | 
J(t) = i, Q(t) — 0, rj(t) > x) =  e~XDi. If i 7  ̂j , since the event (J( t ) =  i, J(t  + D j )  = 
0, J*(t + D j )  = j)  does not occur, P(J( t  +  D j )  = 0, J*(t +  D j )  = j, Q(t +  D j )  =  0 | 
J(f) =  i, Q(t) = 0, 77(f) > x) =  0.
Corollary 8.2 For j  =  1, 2,
ru3
PEj(t + D j)  =  e~XDj (PEj{t) +  / Psojit, x) dx). (8.1)
Jo
Proof. This is easily shown by Lemma 8.1.
Lem m a 8.2 For 7 =  1,2,..., j  = 1,2,...,
PHj(t + D j ,  0) =  \ p j i ^ - e- XDiPE(t)
(8 .2 )
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Proof. Note that P u j ( t  + Dj ,  0) =  lim ^o  where g(h) = P(J( t  + D j)  — 0, J*(t + 
D j)  =  j-, Q(t +  D j )  =  i, 0 <  £(t +  D j)  <  h). We will consider the contribution to 
g(h) for the following cases (i) through (iii).
(i) The probability that the system is empty at time t — h is -Pg(t — h). A primary 
customer arrives between time t — h and time t with probability Ah -f o(h). It obtains 
service time Dj with probability pj. Then i primary customers arrive during its 
service time with probability e~XDK Therefore, the contribution to g(h) is given 
by
gi{h) =  Xhpj e~XDjPE(t -  h) +  o{h).
(ii) The probability that the server is idle at time t — h and there are k (k = 1, 2 , i) 
customers in the retrial queue is J0°° Pik(t—h , x)dx. Given that the elapsed retrial time 
at time t — h equals x, a primary customer arrives between time t — h and time t with 
probability Xh+o(h), while a repeated customer arrives between time t — h and time t 
with probability a(x)h + o(h). Each of them obtains service time Dj with probability 
Pj. If a primary customer obtains the service, then i — k primary customers arrive
(XD Y~k \ nduring its service time with probability Ahpj e~ J. Otherwise, if a repeated
customer obtains the service, i — k+1  primary customers arrive during its service time
with probability A hpj e~XDj. Therefore, the contribution to g(h) is given by
r ° °  ( \ n Y ~ k ( \ n . v ~ fe+1
9k(h) = J  (Xhpj _y-f ^ y e~XDj + a(x )hpj ^  +  ^ e~>'Dj)PIk( t -h ,x )d x+ o (h ) .
(iii) The probability that the server is idle at time t — h and there are i +  1 customers 
in the retrial queue is J0°° P/!+] (t — h. x) dx. Given that the elapsed retrial time at 
time t — h equals x , a repeated customer arrives between time t — h and time t  with
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probability a(x)h + o(h). It obtains service time Dj  with probability pj.  During 
its service time, no primary customers arrive with probability e~XD]. Therefore, the 
contribution to g(h) is given by
g{h) =  gdh) + 'Y^gk{h) +  gi+1{h),
k=1
which leads to (8 .2 ).
We are interested in the limiting behavior of the queueing process. Assume that 
< La W -  Then limt_>0 0 P£ (t),limt_>0 0 P£;j (t),limt_>0 0 Pji(t, x), 
lim^oo Pnj(t, x) and lim^oo Psijit, x ) exist and we denote them by Pe , Pej , Ph (x ), 
Pnj(x) and PBij(x). By using the results above and the supplementary variable tech­
nique, we obtain the following system of steady state equations related to the model.
Summarizing the results of (i), (ii) and (iii), we obtain
(8.3)
( ^  +  A +  a(x ) )P n j (  x)  =  0,
~̂dx ~
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S'CO
Pboj(0) =  Xpj Pe +  a(x)pjPn (x)dx,  (8.8)
Jo
roc roc
Psij(O) — /  \pjPn(x) dx + / a(x)pjPIi+i(x)dx, i = 1 , 2 , ( 8 . 9 )  
Jo Jo
O O  OO OO  OO « £ ) -
f t + E E  Pnj{x) dx + E E /  PBijiy) dx = 1 . (8 .1 0 )
i = l  J = 1  i= 0  i = l
In order to solve the system of equations above, we introduce the following prob­
ability generating functions:
OO O O  OO
P/(z, x) = p nj(x )z\  p BjC, x) =  PBij(x)z \  j  =  1,2,....
i=1 j = l  i= 0
When both sides of the equations (8.4), (8 .6 ), (8.7) and (8.9) are multiplied by z 1 and
both sides of the equations (8.4) and (8.7) are summed over i and j  and both sides of
the equations (8 .6 ) and (8.9) are summed over i, we obtain the following equations:
A
(—  +  A +  a(x))P /(2:, x) =  0, (8.11)
A
(—  +  A)PBj(z, x) = XzPBj(z , x), (8.12)
Pj(z, o) =  ]T(APje-XDi(eXDiz -  1)PE+Pje-XD̂ - Z)
3=1
ro c  /  \  r  oo
x / (AH---) P j ( z , x ) d x — / a ( x ) p j e ~ XDj Pn(x) dx), (8 .13)
Jo z Jo
ro c  ro c
PBj ( z ,  0) =  APjPE +  Apj  /  P i ( z , x)dx  +  -  /  a ( x ) p j P i ( z ,  x) dx. (8 .14)
Jo z  Jo
It is easily seen that (3.10) becomes
ro c  ° °  r D j
PE + lim ( /  Pi{z ,  x) dx +  /  PBj ( z ,  x) dx) = 1. (8.15)
2->1_ Jo Jo
From (8.5), we get
PBOj(x) =  P B0j( 0) e - Xx. (8 .16)
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This and (3.3) lead to
Pboj(O) = A eXDiPEj, (8.17)
which yields
poo
/  a ( x ) p j P n ( x ) dx = X(eXDjP Ej -  PjPe)- (8.18)
Jo
Also
P/(z, x)  =  Pj(z, 0 )e_Ax(l -  A ( x ) ) ,  (8.19)
and
PBj(z, x) = PBj(z, 0 )e -A(1- z)x. (8.20)
Therefore, (8.13) becomes
OO -
Pj(z, 0) =  ^ ( A f e e - ^ ^ 1- 2) —l)P iJ+ ( l  —(1— )LA(A))p,e-Â ( 1- ^ P / (2, 0)), (8.21) 
l= i Z
or equivalently,
Xz(l -  Y ™.i Pie~XD̂ - Y P E
pi ^  °) =  TTTTn -----  l E h i )----- n  ------ -a z h i-^ v  (8‘22)l a {a )(i -  z) Y j= iP je A } -  z i 1 -  E j= iP ie A ))
Similarly, we get
X p jL A {X){\  -  z ) P E
PbAz' 0) l a(\)(  1 -  z ) E J t i P j e  0,(1_I) -  <8'23)
Therefore, by substituting (8.22) and (8.23) into (8.19) and (8.20), respectively, and 
substituting their results into (8.15), we obtain
■'OOa  y
PE = 1 - A Ej=i P j D j
La ( A)
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Thus, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 8.2. If ^YCjL\VjDj  < La(A), then the joint steady-state distribution 
of the state of the server and the length of the retrial queue is, in terms of the 
probability generating functions Laplace transform given by 
A T "  PjDj
= <8-24>
. . M l  -  E ,”  i -  A(x) )Pe
X) La(A) ( l  -  z) I -  z ( l  -  E ~ l P) e - ^ ( . - . ) ) '  ^
PB .lz x) = _____________ A„,L,(A)(1 -  z )e - « ' - ) - f t _____________
bAZ' X> L„(A)(1 -  z ) E T , I Pi‘ - XDA' - ’) -  1 ^ .....
(8.26)
By using the results of Theorem 8.2, we will derive some important performance 
measures.
C orollary  8.2 If ^YlJLiPjDj  < L^(A), then
t i l  Pn- — 1 — X^T=\PiDi I 1)  - r e  i  L a (X} ,
(ii) P7 =  ,
(iii) PB = *T,?=iPjDj>
where in steady state, PB =  P(  the system is empty), Pi — P  (the system is non­
empty and the server is idle) and PB =  P(the server is busy).
P roof. It is easily seen that Pi = l im ^ i_  J0°° Pi(z , x) dx and
PB =  lim ^ i_  f 0£ >J PBj{z, x) dx. By substituting the results of Theorem 8.2 into
the formulas, we can obtain the explicit expressions for P/ and PB through direct cal­
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culation.
Corollary 8.3 For an M /{ D n} / 1 regular(non retrial) queueing system, if 
^YCj=iPjDi < then
(ii)  p <?  =  \ T % .iP s D j ,
where in steady state, p j^  — P( the system is empty) and P $  =  P(the server is 
busy).
Proof. Let A(x) =  1 — e~ax and let a —»■ oo. By using the results of Corollary 8.2, 
we get our results.
C orollary  8.4 Let Nq and N  be the number of the customers in the retrial queue 
and in the system, respectively, in steady state. Then Nq and N  have distributions, 
in terms of generating functions given by
„ w  =  = _____________ (La M  -  -  *)____________
/ \ _  p  at _  (-MA) -  a 1 DjPj) J2T= iPje~XDj{1~z)V  -  z)
p [ z ) -  z -  LA(X)(1 -  z)Y Z L m - ”» ™  -  *(i -  £ ~ i ^ ' (1- 2)) ’
respectively.
Also, their expected values are, respectively, given by
pAr A2 Y,7=iPjDj2 +  2A(1 -  LA(A)) E “ ) ^ i  
2 M -  a E r = i ^ )
„  Ar A2 E f = 1  PjDj2 + 2A E f = 1  PjDjd  -  A i PjDj)
2 ( M A ) - A E r = i P ^ )
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Proof. Note that
f  oo ~  rDj
Pq(z) =  Pe + Pi (z, x ) d x  +  2_ .  / Pbj{z, x) dx,
Jo j=1 Jo
«  nDj
p(z) = Pe + I  Pi(z, x ) d x + y ,  / zPsj{z, x) dx.
poo pjj
(z , )dx  + S 2 Bj(
Jo j = 1  Jo
The substitution of the steady state distribution of Theorem 8.2 into the formulas 
above gives our results.
From the results of Corollary 8.3, we have p(z) =  pq(z) Pje~XDJ l~z\
C orollary  8.5 For an M /{ D n} / 1 regular (non retrial) queueing model, let Nq^ and 
be the number of the customers in the queue and in the system, respectively. If 
A £ r = i ^ -  < 1 , then the distributions of and have the distributions, in 
terms of generating functions given by
fc),  ̂ i 1 ~  x T ? = i P j D j ) V  ~  z )  pW(z) = ----------- 3-
Y<7=iPie~XDj{1~z) ~ z ’
P \ z )  =  '
JTjLiPje~XDj{1~z) -  z
respectively.
Also, their expected values are, respectively, given by
\ 2  y 'o o  2 oo
E N to  =  y - '  1 2 (1  -  A £ > £ > , ) ,
3 j=1
AT(C) E j”  1 PjDj2 +  2A T , 7=1 P j D j i1 -  A T , 7=1 PjDj)
2(1 -  A £ f = 1 P j D j )
Proof. Let A(x) =  1 — e~ax and let a —> oo. By using the results of Corollary 8.4, 
we get our results.
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The result of Corollary 8.5 is interesting. First, the result can be (and has been) 
checked using the Pollaczek Khinchin formula. The results can also be compared to 
the results obtained for the waiting time distribution as obtained by Shortle and Brill 
(2005) for the M / { i D } /1 queue. The derivation of waiting time distribution is much 
more complex than its expected value. Shortle and Brill used sums of partitions for 
their formula. This implies that counting over the partitions simplifies greatly when 
computing expected values. The reasons for this may be of interest in number theory.
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M odel IV  W aiting T im e and B u sy  P eriod
9.1 S tead y-sta te  d istrib u tion  o f th e  w aiting  tim e
The following theorem gives the joint steady-state distribution of the waiting time 
that a primary customer spends in the retrial queue and the number of customers 
served during the waiting time.
T heorem  9.1. In steady state, let W  represent the waiting time that a primary 
customer spends in the retrial queue and N  represent the number of customers served 
during this waiting time. Then the joint distribution of W  and N  in terms of gener­
ating function Laplace transform is
T (q ?\ = F ( p ~ s W  ?N\ — P 4 -  p 4 -  ^ i ( s, z)zLA(\)(i -  L\(s,z))PEL(s,z) = E(e z ) - P E + PI + _ _ _ _ _
' L T = i P i e ~ a D i ( 1 -
X La ( A)(l -  L l { s , z ) ) ^ =lPje - ^ - Lt M )  -  L\{s,z){l  -  ZT= ’
(9.1)
127
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where
OO
L*i{s,z) =  sDi z L x{s,z), (9.2)
Ll(S’Z) s +  A -  A E ^ e - ^ l  -  La(s + A))'
(s +  X)La (s +  A)
(9.3)
Proof. Note that when a primary customer (called PC) arrives, the system is empty, 
or the system is nonempty and the server is idle, or the server is busy. Therefore,
where J, Q, £ and 77 denote, respectively, the server state, the number of customers 
in the retrial queue, the elapsed retrial time and the elapsed service time when PC 
arrives to the system in steady state. It is obvious that E(e~sWzN \ J  =  0, Q — 0) = 
E(e~sWzN | J  =  0, Q =  i, £ =  x) =  1. Now let us consider the state of the server busy 
when PC arrives. Suppose that a customer (called SC) is being served with service 
time Dj and the elapsed service time is x  and there are i (i =  0 , 1 ,...) customers 
in the retrial orbit when PC arrives. Then PC enters the retrial orbit and becomes 
the (i +  l)th  retrial customer. For convenience, let these (i +  1) retrial customers 
be numbered in order of their arrival. Let Sk denote the service time of the kth 
retrial customer, k =  1,2,...*. Let W\ denote the waiting time that the 1st retrial 
customer spends in the retrial queue measured from the instant that SC completes 
its service and Wk denote the waiting time that the kth  retrial customer spends 
in the retrial queue measured from the instant that the (k — l)th  retrial customer
L(s, z) =  PEE(e~sWzN | J  = 0, Q =  0)
+  X I E  /  PBij{x)E{e-w z»  | J  = j , Q  = i,ri =— i, Tj — x) dx, (9.4)
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completes its service, k =  2,3,...,* + 1 . Let Nk denote the number of customers 
served during Wk, k = 1, 2,..., i +  1. Then W  = Dj — x +  Y^k=i Sk +  Sfctn Wfc and 
N  = 1 +  i +  E lt1! N k. Hence,
E{e~sWzN \ J  = j , Q  = i , n  = x) = e -s(Di - x)z C ^ p ke~sDkz) E (e -s^ Wkz ^ Nk).
fc=i
(9.5)
From the model assumptions, we see that (W\, Ni), (l+2, iV2) , .... (VU+i, Ni+1) are 
independent and identically distributed with generating function Laplace transform
°° roc roc
Li(s, z) = E(e~sWlzNl) =  ^  /  /  e~syXe~Xx dxdA(y)
n=o ^ 0 ^y
r oo /»y ^
x ( /  /  e~sx\ e - Xxy ] p ke -sDkzdxdA(y))
Jo  Jo fe=1
OO » -̂MDO ~sDk 71
= ^ 2 l a (s + X)( fcT:1_ffc. (1 -  L ^ s  +  A))) , (9.6)
^  S + A
Then (9.3) follows from (9.6). Also E(e~s' ^ ^ Wkz ^ t̂ Nk) =  (Li(s, <z))*+1.
Using (9.4) and the results above, we obtain
^  roc
L{s, z) = PE +  V ]  /  Pn(x) dx 
i=l ■'o
OO OO „ £ ) •^  ^  r j
+ ' ^ 2 ' 5 2 e~SDjzLi{s,z)  / PBij(:r)esx(L i(s ,2:))l Gte 
*=o j=l
00 fDj




Thus, with the help of the steady-state solution in Theorem 8.2, we obtain (9.1) .
Shortle and Brill [109] gave an analytical solution and numerical algorithms to 
calculate the distribution of the waiting time in the M/{*D}/1 queue and M / D ^ / l  
queue. However, the formula may be difficult to compute because it involves par­
titions of integers, and numerical stability issues. It would be interesting later to
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compare the results in our model with the results the authors obtained.
Corollary 9.1 For an M /{ D n} / l  regular (non retrial) queueing model, if 
A YlJLj PjDj < 1) then in steady state, the joint distribution of the waiting time and 
the number of customers served during it has generating function Laplace transform
j=i
Proof. Let A(x)  =  1 — e.~ax and let a  —► oo. By using the results of Theorem 9.1, 
we get our results.
A (primary) busy period is defined as the time period from when a primary customer 
arrives and finds the system empty until the system is first empty again. Such a 
primary customer is called IPC (an initial primary customer). Any customer arriving 
during the service time of IPC is called an IRC (an initial repeated customer).
Suppose that there are k IRCs, say A j, i — 1,2,..., k, in the system. Let to denote 
the departure point of IPC and U denote the departure point of A*. Define c* =  t ~ t*_i 
to be the effective waiting time of A,. This effective waiting time will consist of at 
least one idle time and at least one service time. There may be more depending on
V c\ s , z )  = P ^  +
(Az(l -  L ^ { s ,  z)) YVjLiPje~sDi V  ~  e- W - L(ct)^ zP-s^ ) P (E ] 





9.2 T he busy  period
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whether or not primary customers also enter the system. Suppose that there are 
Hi primary customers, say Ay, j  — 1,2, ...,rij, arriving during the effective waiting 
time of A* and let Uj denote the departure point of Ay. We call Cy =  ttJ — Uj-i 
the effective waiting time of Ay, where tio =  tk- tio — U - i i  =  2,3,.... We 
continue similarly. We call Ay the first generation offspring of A*. Similarly we can 
define second generation offspring of A*, third generation offspring of A» and so on. 
We define A * and all its generations of offspring as a family from A, and define the 
total effective waiting time of all members of a family from A* as the ith  retrial busy 
period.
It can be seen that a busy period in the retrial queue is different from that in an 
ordinary queueing system. The server is always busy in a busy period of the ordinary 
queueing system, while the server alternates between a busy state and an idle state 
(with the retrial queue nonempty) where the first state and the last state are busy 
states in a busy period of the retrial queue. The following result gives a functional 
equation which is useful for describing the system.
T heorem  9.2 Let T  represent the length of a busy period and K  represent the 
number of customers served during the busy period in steady state. Then the joint 
distribution of T  and K,  in terms of the probability generating function Laplace 
transform, is
OO
$(s, z) =  E(e~sTzK) =  (9.10)
j=i
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where
(s +  X ) L a (s +  A))\&(s, z )
(9.11)
s +  A — A(1 — L a (s +  A))4r(s, z )
Proof. Suppose that IPC takes a service time Dj. If no primary customers arrive 
during its service time, then T  = Dj and K  = 1. Otherwise, n (n = 1,2,...) primary 
customers arrive and each one becomes an IRC. Then T  = Dj -f 2~i + T 2 + ... + Tn and 
K  =  1 + Ki + K 2 + ... + Kn, where Tj and Kj represent the length of the j th  retrial 
busy period and the number of customers served during it, respectively, j  =  1, 2, . . . ,  n. 
Therefore,
where To =  0  and K q =  0 .
By the assumptions of the model, it can be seen that the primary arrival process 
is independent of the retrials and service and that Tj consists of the sum of dis­
joint time intervals. Suppose that only one repeated customer is in the retrial 
queue during the service time of IPC and let T* be the length of the retrial busy 
period and iV» be the number of customers served during it. It can be seen that 
(Ti, Ki), (T2, K 2), ..., (Tn, K n) are independent and have the same distribution as
ze- XDi e~sDiE(e~s{Tl+T2+- +Tn)zKl+K2+- +Kn), (9.12)
(T*, K t). Therefore,
(9.13)
Thus, (5.3) becomes
j = 1 n = 0
(9.14)
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where \I/*(s, z) =  E{e~sT*zK").
In order to get \P*(s,;z), we must analyze the evolution of the process from the 
time that IPC leaves the system. There exists a competition between an arriving 
primary customer and this IRC from the time that IPC completes its service. If 
this IRC wins, then T* is its retrial time plus a random variable which has the same 
distribution as T, and K * is a random variable which has the same distribution as 
K.  Otherwise, this IRC returns to the first position in the retrial queue, T* is the 
inter-arrival time plus the sum of two independent random variables, of which one has 
the same distribution as T  and the other has the same distribution as T*. Here K* is 
equal to the sum of two random variables, one of which has the same distribution as 
K  and the other has the same distribution as K t . Thus,
poo poo
y * ( s , z ) =  /  /  A z)dA{y)dx
Jo J y
poo p y








/  /  \ e - Xx- sxm{s,z)dA{y)dx = l - L ^ s  +  A), (9.17)
Jo Jo
it follows that
r ( s ,  2 ) =  La (s +  A)tf (s, z) + - ^ - ( 1  -  La (s + A) ) * (s, z ) r  (s, z), (9.18)
s +  A
which yields (9.11) and therefore the substitution of (9.11) into (9.14) yields (9.10).
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Corollary 9.2 For an M /{ D n} / 1 regular (non retrial) queueing model, if 
A YIJLi PjDj  < 1, then in steady state, the joint distribution of the length of a busy 
period and the number of customers served during it has probability generating func­
tion Laplace transform
OO
¥ c\ s ,  z) =  J 2 P i e~is+X~X*(CHs’z)D’ ■ (9-19)
j=i
Proof. Let A(x)  =  1 — e~ax and let a  —> oo. By using the results of Theorem 9.2, 
we get our result.
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Chapter 10
G raphical R esu lts  for M odels I and II
10.1 E (W q) versus different com binations o f  para­
m eters for retrials and service
In this chapter, several examples illustrate the influence of different parameters on Wq 
in different combinations of retrial times and service times, for the models described 
in chapter 3 and 5. Here we display graphs of E(Wq) for the following cases.
(i) The retrial time is exponentially distributed with density function ai(x) = ae~ax.
(ii) The retrial time is Erlang distributed with density function a2(x) = 4a 2xe~2ax.
(iii) The retrial time is hyperexponentially distributed with density function a3(x) =
0 / 2ax . 4 q x x|a ( e  3 +  4e 3 ).
We begin with Model I from Chapter 3. Figure 10.1 displays E(Wq) versus (ct, A) 
for the set of parameters (/?i, Ah 0 ,7 i> I 2 ) =  (0.001, 0.1, 2, 1, 0.001, 0.1). From 
the expression for E(Wq) in Chapter 3, we do not need to know the full distribution
135
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of the service time. We only need the first two moments of the service time Pi, and 
/?2■ Here Figure 10.1 (Ai) considers the case of an exponential retrial distribution. 
We treat // as fixed in this case. It can be seen that E(Wq) shows a downward trend 
as a  increases (since the retrial is more likely to win a competition against a primary 
customer) and an upward trend as A increases (since a primary customer is more 
likely to win a competition against a retrial customer). Figure 10.1 (A 2 ) and Figure 
10.1 (A3 ) consider the cases of an Erlang retrial distribution and a hyperexponential 
retrial distribution. In each of these two cases, there is a downward trend for E(Wq) 
as a  increases and an upward trend for E(Wq) as A increases. In our examples, the 
parameters have been chosen so that the expected value of the retrial time is ~ in 
all three cases (exponential, Erlang, hyperexponential). It turns out that the lowest 
expected time in the retrial queue occurs for the hyperexponential case and the high­
est expected time in the retrial queue occurs for Erlang retrial times. Note that the 
expected time in the retrial queue is quite close for all three distributions as can be 
seen by the scale given on the vertical axis of the three diagrams.
Figure 10.2 displays E(Wq) versus (p, A) for the fixed set of parameters (Pi, P2 , a, 0, 
h i  7 2 ) =  (0.001, 0.1, 5, 1, 0.001, 0.1). Here we treat a  as fixed and let fj, vary. In 
each of the three cases, there exists an upward trend for E(Wq) as /i increases (since 
more breakdowns slow the whole system) and an upward trend for E(Wq) as A in­
creases, just as we would expect. Again there is very little difference in the results. 
However, the Erlang distribution again appears to be slightly higher than the other 
two, at least near /j, =  1 and A =  1.2.
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Figure 10.3 displays E(Wq) versus (9, A) for the fixed set of parameters (fa, fa, a, p, 
h i  7 2 ) =  (0.225, 0.1, 3, 1, 0.01, 0.1). In this figure, we allow 9 to vary. Since 9 is the 
retrial orbit rate, we would guess that the expected wait E(Wq) should decrease as 9 
increases. However, the amount of change of E(Wq) for a small change in 9 is quite 
large (and interesting). In each of the three cases, there exists a downward trend for 
E(Wq) as 9 increases (since this will speed up the service retrial orbit) and an upward 
trend for E(Wq) as A increases.
Figure 10.4 displays E(Wq) versus (a , fa) for the fixed set of parameters (fa, fa, A, 9, 
7i) 7 2 ) =  (0.01, 0.01, 0.21, 1.2, 0.001, 0.1). Here we treat a  and p as variables and 
the other parameters as fixed. In each of the three cases, there exists a downward 
trend for E(Wq) as a  increases and an upward trend for E(Wq) as p increases. From 
the scale on the vertical axis, we see that the change in the time spent in the retrial 
queue is very small compared to the relatively larger change in the rates a  and p. 
The same comment holds for Figure 10.1.
Figure 10.5 displays E(Wq) versus (a, 9) for the fixed set of parameters (fa, fa, A, p, 
7 ij 7 2 ) =  (0.001, 0.001, 2, 5, 0.001, 0.1). The three graphs again are quite similar in 
shape. This time, both the inner retrial rate and the outer retrial rate are shown. 
Note that the scale for a is quite different than in the other graphs. In each of the 
three cases, there exists a downward trend for E(W q) as a  increases and a downward 
trend for E(Wq) as 9 increases. Near a — 2 and 0 = 2 the function shows a large 
increase. In fact, E(Wq) converges to 0 0  as (a) tends to zero and 9 tends to 0.
Figure 10.6 displays E(Wq) versus (p, 9) for the fixed set of parameters (fa, fa, A, 
oe, 7 i, 7 2 ) =  (0.01, 0.1, 2.6, 2, 0.01, 0.1). In each of these two cases, there is an up­
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ward trend for E(W q) as ji increases and a downward trend for E(Wq) as 9 increases. 
The graphs look close to being planes which suggests a linear approximation could be 
useful in this case. The middle graph (Erlang) shows the highest values for E{Wq).
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Figure 10.1: E(Wq) versus (a, A). (A )̂ Exponential retrial distribution. {A2) Erlang 
retrial distribution. (j43) Hyper-exponential retrial distribution.
(A3)
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Figure 10.2: E(Wq) versus (p. A). (Bi) Exponential retrial distribution. (B2) Erlang 
retrial distribution. (Bs) Hyper-exponential retrial distribution.
0 . 3 0 1
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Figure 10.3: E(Wq) versus (9, A). (Ci) Exponential retrial distribution. (6 2 ) Erlang 
retrial distribution. (C3 ) Hyper-exponential retrial distribution.
(C3)
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Figure 10.4: E{Wq) versus (a. fi). (Di) Exponential retrial distribution. (D2 ) Erlang 
retrial distribution. (D 3 ) Hyper-exponential retrial distribution.
w
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Figure 10.5: E(Wq) versus (a. 6 ). (Ef) Exponential retrial distribution. (Ef) Erlang 
retrial distribution. (E 3 ) Hyper-exponential retrial distribution.
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Figure 10.6: E{Wq) versus {p., 6 ). (Ff) Exponential retrial distribution. (F2) Erlang 
retrial distribution. (F3) Hyper-exponential retrial distribution.
<3>
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10.2 E (W q) versus different param eters: Tw o di­
m ensional graphs, M odel I.
In the previous section, the three dimensional graphs made it difficult to examine 
the changes caused by changing a single parameter because the three dimensions do 
not lend themselves to careful examination when printed on a two dimensional page. 
Therefore, in this section, several examples illustrate the influence of different single 
parameters on E(Wq) for different combinations of retrial times and service times, for 
the model I of chapter 3. Here we display the graphs for the following cases.
(i) The retrial time is exponentially distributed with density function a\(x) = ae~ax.
(ii) The retrial time is Erlang distributed with density function a,2 (x) = 4a2xe~2ax.
(iii) The retrial time is hyperexponentially distributed with density function a:i(x) =
0  /  2 q x  . 4 q x x|a (e  3 +  4e s ).
(iv) The service time is exponentially distributed with density function b\(x) =
i
- i - p  P i  Pi •
. 2x4x .(v) The service time is Erlang distributed with density function 6 2  (®) =  01 ■
(vi) The service time is hyperexponentially distributed with density function 6 3 (x) =
+ 4 e “ W ) .
Here we give three service time distributions. We have selected these so that all 
three have the same expected service time From the service time density func­
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tions, we can compute the second moment about 0, namely fa. The three dimensional 
graphs given earlier are only partially successful in getting an understanding of the 
effects of changing parameters. Two dimensional graphs can help our understanding. 
We have 3 retrial time distributions. We have 3 service time distributions. We plot 
E(W q) against 6  parameters, namely a, fa, 7 1 , 0, A, and //. Since 3 x 3 x 6  =  54, we 
need 54 graphs. But each diagram has 3 different graphs, so 54/3=27 diagrams will 
suffice. Each Figure has 3 such diagrams, so 27/3 =  9 figures appear in the following 
pages.
For the set of parameters (a =  0.8, fa =  0.1, 7 1  =  0 .4 , 7 2  =  2,p  = 0.01,0 =  10).
Figure 10.7 (^4i) displays E(Wq) versus A for a\(x) and b\(x), a2(x) and b\(x) and
a fax)  and 61 (x). Figure 10.7 (Bi) displays E(Wq) versus A for «i(x) and b2(x), a2(x) 
and 6 2 ( ^ 0  and 0 .3 (2,') and 6 2 (2;). Figure 10.7 (Ci) displays E(Wq) versus A for a\{x) 
and 6 3 (2 :), afax) and 63  (x) and a3 (x) and 6 3 (x). It can be seen that in each case 
above, E(Wq) shows an upward trend as A increases, which is expected intuitively. 
We note that the three graphs of E(Wq) vs A for combinations of hyperexponential 
retrial time 0 3  and service time bi, i — 1,2,3 are almost linearly increasing in A. The 
exponential retrial case shows slightly more curvature and the Erlang case shows the 
most curvature.
For the set of parameters (A =  0.1, fa =  0.5, 7 1  =  0.4, 7 2  =  0.2, p, =  0.2,0 =  0.5).
Figure 10.8 (A 2 ) displays E(Wq) versus a  for ai(x) and 61 (x), a2(x) and 61 (x) and
as(x) and 61 (x). Figure 10.8 (B2) displays E(Wq) versus a  for ai(x) and b2(x), a2(x) 
and b2(x) and 0 3 (x) and b2(x). Figure 10.8 (C2) displays E(Wq) versus a  for ai(x)
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and b3( x ) ,  a 2( x)  and b3( x)  and a 3( x)  and b3( x) .  It can be seen that in each case 
above, E ( W q) shows a downward trend as a  increases, as expected. Again the graph 
of the exponential case lies between the Erlang and the hyperexponential cases.
For the set of parameters (A =  0.1, a  =  0 .2 , 7 ! =  0.4, 7 2  =  0.1, p =  0.4,0 =  0.3). 
Figure 10.9 (A3 ) displays E(Wq) versus 6\ for Oi(x) and bi(x). a2(x) and bi(x) and 
a3(x) and bi(x). Figure 10.9 (B3) displays E(Wq) versus a  for ai(x) and b2(x), 0 2  0*0 
and b2(x) and a3(x) and b2(x). Figure 10.9 (C3) displays E{Wq) versus a  for ai(x) 
and b3(x). a2(x) and b3(x) and a3(x) and 6 3 (x). It can be seen that in each case 
above, E(Wq) is increasing in f3\. Note the units on the horizontal and vertical axis. 
We see that a small increase in the service time can cause a large change in the total 
time spent in the retrial queue. From a planning point of view, we should pay close 
attention to the service time if we want to improve our performance.
For the set of parameters (A =  0.1, a  =  0.3, /?i =  1.5, 7 1  =  0.4,72 =  2,0 =  0.4). 
Figure 10.10 (A4) displays E ( W q) versus p for a^fx)  and &i(x), a 2{x)  and b i ( x )  and 
a 3( x )  and b i ( x ) .  Figure 10.10 ( B 4) displays E ( W q) versus a  for a 4( x )  and b2(x) ,  
a 2( x )  and b2( x )  and a 3( x)  and b2( x ) .  Figure 10.10 (64) displays E ( W q) versus a  for 
a i ( x )  and b3( x ) ,  a 2( x)  and b3( x )  and a 3( x )  and b3(x) .  It can be seen that in each 
case above, E { W q) shows an upward trend as p increases. Again look at the vertical 
and horizontal units. It can be seen that a small increase in the breakdown rate will 
cause a large increase in the total time spent in the retrial queue. We can use this 
information to help with planning. Of course, this result will depend strongly on the 
parameters chosen for 7 1  and 6.
For the set of parameters (A =  0.2, a  =  0.3, /?i =  0.8, p =  0 .2 , 7 2  =  1.2,0 =  0.1).
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Figure 10.11 (A5) displays E(Wq) versus 7 1  for ai(x) and 61 (x), a2(x) and b\{x) and 
as(x) and &i(x). Figure 10.11 (f?5) displays E(Wq) versus a  for eq(x) and 6 2  (x), a2 (x) 
and 62 (x) and as(x) and b2(x). Figure 10.11 ( C 5 )  displays E{Wq) versus a  for ai(x) 
and 6 3 (x), a2(x) and 6 3 (x) and 0 ,3 (x) and 6 3 (x). It can be seen that in each case 
above, E(Wq) shows an upward trend as 7 1  increases. Note that we see here a very 
large difference in expected time spent in the retrial queue. The Erlang case is much 
larger. Note that the retrial time (i.e. the time for the customer at the head of the 
retrial queue to reach the server in competition with a primary customer) has three 
different distributions in each of A5, B5, C5. The expression for E(Wq) depends on 
the Laplace transform of the retrial time and that accounts for the difference.
For the set of parameters (A =  0.1, a  =  0.3, f3\ =  l ,p  =  0.2, 7 1  =  1 , 7 2  =  2). 
Figure 10.12 ( Aq)  displays E ( W q) versus 6 for oi(x) and 61 (x), a 2( x )  and b \ (x) and 
a3 (x) and b i ( x ) .  Figure 10.12 (S6) displays E ( W q) versus a  for cq(x) and b2( x ) ,  a 2( x)  
and b2( x )  and a3 (x) and b2( x ) .  Figure 10.12 (C'e) displays E ( W q) versus a  for ai(x) 
and 63 (x), a 2( x )  and 6 3  (x) and a3 (x) and 63 (x). It can be seen that in each case 
above, E ( W q) shows a downward trend as 0 increases. In this figure, for each section 
, the three graphs are almost identical. This shows that the influence of 6 is very 
slight for the particular parameters chosen.
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Figure 10.7: (Ai) Exponential service distribution. (S i) Erlang service distribution. 
(Ci) Hyper-exponential service distribution.
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Figure 10.8: (Af) Exponential service distribution. (B2) Erlang service distribution. 
(C2 ) Hyper-exponential service distribution.
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Figure 10.9: (^ 3 ) Exponential service distribution. (JB3 ) Erlang service distribution. 
(C3 ) Hyper-exponential service distribution.
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Figure 10.10: (At) Exponential service distribution. (Bf) Erlang service distribution. 
(C4 ) Hyper-exponential service distribution.
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Figure 10.11: (A$) Exponential service distribution. (S 5) Erlang service distribution. 
( C 5 )  Hyper-exponential service distribution.
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Figure 10.12: [A^) Exponential service distribution. (B6) Erlang service distribution. 
(Cg) Hyper-exponential service distribution.
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10.3  P (0,o), Po, P i ,  P20, P21 a n d  P 3 v er su s  p, q  a n d  r
This section gives graphical results for Model II of Chapter 4. Recall that p is the 
probability a primary customer who cannot enter service upon arrival will choose to 
join the retrial queue, that Recall that 1 — q is the probability that a retrial customer 
would be lost from the system at each retrial attempt from the head of the retrial 
queue, if unsuccessful. Recall that r is the probability that the customer in service 
remains in the service position when the server breaks down. For all of the figures in 
this section, the probabilities on the vertical axes depend only on the mean service 
time rather than on the complete service time distribution. Thefrefai value is always 
given.
For the set of parameters (A =  3, a  =  5, (3\ =  0.06, 7 1  =  0.4, p  =  2,6 =  0.5, q =  
0.5, r  =  0.5), Figure 10.13 (A7) displays -P(o,o) (probability of an empty system) versus 
p for ai(rr), a2 (:r) and a3(x). as described in the previous section. For the set of 
parameters (A =  3, a  =  5,/?i =  0.06, 7 1  =  0.4, p  =  2,0 = 0.5, p =  0.5, r =  0.5),
Figure 10.13 (B 7) displays P(o,o) versus q for a\(x), a2 (x) and a3(x). For the set of
parameters (A =  3, a = 5,/?i =  0.06, 7 1  =  0.4, p =  2 ,0 =  0.5, p =  0.5, q = 0.5),
Figure 10.13 (C7) displays -P(o,o) versus r for (x). a2 (x) and a3(x). Note that R(o,o)
shows an downward trend as p (as expected). Also -P(o,o) shows a downward trend 
as q increases, and R(o,o) shows an upward trend as r  increases, since this should 
decrease the time that a customer takes to leave the system with completed service. 
Figure 10.13 (A7) and 10.13 (C7) give very similar results for all three retrial time 
distributions. For Figure 9.13 (B 7), the Erlang results in a lower value for P(o,o)-
For the set of parameters (A =  3, a = 5, (3\ =  0.06, 7 1  =  0.4, p — 2, d =  0.5, q =
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0.5, r  =  0.5), Figure 10.14 (A$) displays Po (probability of idle server, nonempty retrial 
queue) versus p for a\(x), a2(x) and a3(x). We would expect that as p increases, so 
should P0 and indeed this is the case. For the set of parameters (A =  3, a = 5 ,0i =  
0.06,7i =  0.4, p = 2,0 = 0.5,p = 0.5, r  =  0.5), Figure 10.14 (P 8) displays P0 versus 
q for ai(ar), a2(x) and a3(x). Again we expect an increasing function. For the set of 
parameters (A =  3, a — 5, (3\ = 0.06, 7 1  =  0.4, p = 2,0 = 0.5, p = 0.5, q = 0.5), Figure 
10.14 (Cs) displays Po versus r for a\(x), a2(x) and a3(x). As r  increases, the server 
finishes customers in service faster. This allows customers in the retrial queue to exit 
so Po shows a downward trend as r  increases. Note also that the curves are almost 
linear so that linear approximations could be quite useful.
For the set of parameters (A =  3, a = 5, /?i =  0.06,7 1  =  0.4, p = 2,6 = 0.5, q = 
0.5, r  =  0.5), Figure 10.15 (Ag) displays Pi (probability that the server is busy, not 
including repair time) versus p for ai(.x), a2(x) and 0 3 (x). The more likely it is that 
customers stay in the system, the server will be busy for a higher proportion of time. 
So we expect and see an increasing function. For the set of parameters (A =  3, a = 
5, (3i = 0.06,7i =  0.4, p = 2,0 =  0.5,p = 0.5, r = 0.5), Figure 10.15 (P9) displays Pi 
versus q for ai(x), a2(x) and a3(x). We expect an increasing function and that is what 
occurs. For Figures 10.13 and 10.14, the graph of the probability versus r displayed 
a different trend than the graphs versus p and q. However, in this case, we would 
expect that as r  increases, the server will become free faster and thus there will be 
fewer customers lost to the system. Hence the server will be busy more often. For the 
set of parameters (A =  3, a = 5, /?i =  0.06,7 1  =  0.4, p = 2,0 = 0.5, p = 0.5, q = 0.5), 
Figure 10.15 (Cg) displays Pi versus r for ai(x), a2(x) and 0 ,3 (2;). Pi shows an upward
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trend as p increases or q increases or r increases.
For the set of parameters (A =  5, a = 0.8, f3\ — 0.04, 7 1  =  6 , p, =  1,6 — 0.08, q — 
0.5, r =  0.5), Figure 10.16 (Aio) displays P2o (the steady state probability that the 
server is under repair and the customer in service after server breakdown remains in 
the service position) versus p for ai(rc), 0 2 (2;) and a3(x). For the set of parameters 
(A =  5, a  =  0.8, /?i =  0 .04 , 7 i  =  6 , p — 1,6 — 0.08,p = 0.5, r  =  0.5), Figure 10.16 
(Bio) displays P2o versus q for 0 7 (2;), a2{x) and 0 3 (2;). For the set of parameters 
(A =  5, a  =  0.8, A  =  0 .04 , 7 i  =  6 ,/x =  1,6 = 0.08,p = 0.5, q = 0.5), Figure 10.16 
(C'io) displays P2o versus r for ai(x'), a2(x) and 0 3 (x). P20  shows an upward trend 
as p increases or q increases or r  increases. As p increases, fewer customers are lost 
to the system so we would expect the system to have customers in the service area 
more often, and hence the situation described by P2o should occur more often. Thus 
we expect the function to be increasing and it is. For the same reason, we expect P20 
to be increasing in q. It is even more clear that P20 should be increasing in r since r  
is the probability that a customer in service stays in service area during breakdown. 
Note that vertical axis of the third graph covers a much larger region reflecting the 
strong dependence of P2o on p.
For the set of parameters (A  =  5, a =  0.8, (3\ = 0.04, 7 1  =  6 , p, =  1,6 =  0.05, q =  
0.5, r = 0.5), Figure 10.17 (An) displays P2i (limiting probability that the customer 
in service is in the service retrial orbit and the server is under repair) versus p for 
ai(x), a2(x) and 0 ,3 (2 ; ) .  For the set of parameters (A  =  5, a — 0.8,[1\ =  0.04, 7 1  =  
6 , =  1,6 =  0.05,p = 0.5, r  =  0.5), Figure 10.17 (Bn) displays P2\ versus q for 
di(2 ; ) ,  a2(x) and 0 3 ( 2 ; ) .  For the set of parameters (A  =  5, a  =  0.8, di =  0.04, 7 1  =
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6 , p. =  1,9 = 0.05,p =  0.5,q =  0.5), Figure 10.17 (Cn) displays P2i versus r for 
aj(x). a2 (x) and a3 (x). We note that P2i and P2o are partial opposites. So we would 
expect that all three plots will move in the opposite direction from those in Figure
10.16. However, we would be wrong. Only the third graph is decreasing in Figure
10.17. The reason that the other two graphs are increasing is that P2i is also affected 
by the probability that the server is busy, which is increasing in p and 9 , (see Figure 
10.15) and the amount of increases affects P2 1 .
In Figure 10.18, we deliberately choose parameters for which the stability condi­
tion does not hold. This results in some unusual graphs, with probabilities taking 
on values greater than 1 . This emphasizes the fact that we should always check the 
stability condition for the parameters selected. Otherwise, our results will be mean­
ingless. For the set of parameters (A =  5, a  =  0.8, d\ — 0.04,7 1  =  6 , p  =  1,9 — 
0 .0 1 , 9  =  0.5,r = 0.5), Figure 10.18 {Ai2) displays P 3  (limiting probability that the 
server is up but and a customer is in the retrial service orbit) versus p for a\(x), a2(x) 
and a3 (x). For the set of parameters (A =  5, a  =  0.8,(3\ =  0.04,7 1  =  6 , p = 1,9 = 
0.01,p =  0.5,r  =  0.5), Figure 10.18 (P i2) displays P3 versus q for a\{x), a2(x) and 
as(x). For the set of parameters (A =  5, a = 0.8,d\ — 0.04,7 1  =  6 , p, =  1,9 = 
0.01,p = 0 .5 , 9  =  0.5), Figure 10.18 (Ci2) displays P 3  versus r  for ai(x), a2(x) and 
a 3 ( x ) .
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Figure 10.14: (j48) Po versus p. (Bg) P0 versus q. (Cg) P0 versus r.
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F ig u re  10. 16: (A io ) P20 v ersu s p. ( B w ) P20 v ersu s q. (C 10) P20 versu s r.
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Figure 10.17: (Tin) P21 versus p. (B 11) P21 versus q. (Cn) P21 versus r.
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Chapter 11
Sim ulation
In this chapter, a simulation for model III of Chapter 6  is considered. We make the 
following assumptions for our simulation. Primary customers from primary source I 
arrive according to a Poisson process with rate Ai and primary customers from the 
primary source II arrive according to a Poisson process with rate A2 . The retrial time 
of the customer at the head of the retrial queue, measured from the last departure 
time, is exponentially distributed with rate a. A retrial time of any retrial customer 
from the retrial (service) orbit is exponentially distributed with rate 6. The service 
time for a customer from primary source I or from the retrial queue has an Erlang 
distribution with parameters n\ and // 1 and the service time for a customer from 
primary source II or from the retrial orbits has an Erlang distribution with parameters 
ri2 and //2 -
Here we are interested in simulating model III to get the following quantities:
(i). The average time Wi that a customer, out of the first 10000 arriving customers, 
from the primary source (I) spends in the system.
165
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(ii). The average time W 2  that a customer, out of the first 10000 arriving customers, 
from the primary source (II) spends in the system.
(iii). The number of repeated customers left in the retrial queue after the first 10000 
arriving customers obtain service.
(iv). The number of repeated customers left in the retrial orbits after the first 10000 
arriving customers obtain service.
In order to do simulation, we set ni =  « 2  =  2, /q =  30 and /r1 =  20, as an 
example. The same method will work for any reasonable set of parameters. The 
results of our simulation are displayed in the following table.
We analyze the effects of the parameters Ai, A2 , a  and 9 on the waiting time W\ 
and W 2  from the numerical results of the tables.
(i) Consider one factor case. We fix three parameters and allow one to vary.
(a) For any given Ai, A2 and 9, if a  increases (or decreases), then W\ decreases (or 
increases) and W 2  increases (or decreases). Of course, our intuition expects this.
(b) For any given Ai, A2 and a , if 9 increases (or decreases), then W\ increases (or 
decreases) and W 2  decreases (or increases).
(c) For any given A2 , a and 9, if Ai increases (or decreases), then W\ increases (or 
decreases) and W 2  increases (or decreases).
(d) For any given Ai, a  and 9, if A2 increases (or decreases), then W\ increases (or 
decreases) and W 2  increases (or decreases).
(ii) Consider the two factors case. We fix two parameters and allow two to vary.
(a) For any given Ai and A2, if a  increases (or decreases) and 9 increases (or de­
creases), then Wi decreases (or increases) and W 2  decreases (or increases).
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(b) For any given Ax and a, if A2 increases (or decreases) and 9 decreases (or in­
creases), then W\ increases (or decreases) and W 2  increases (or decreases).
(c) For any given Ai and 9, if A2 increases (or decreases) and a  decreases (or in­
creases), then Wi decreases (or increases) and W 2  decreases (or increases).
(d) For any given A2 and a, if Ai increases (or decreases) and 9 decreases (or in­
creases), then W\ decreases (or increases) and W 2  decreases (or increases).
(e) For any given A2 and 9, if Ax increases (or decreases) and a decreases (or in­
creases), then W\ decreases (or increases) and W 2  decreases (or increases).
(f) For any given a  and 9 , if Aj increases (or decreases) and A2 increases(ordecreases), then 
Wi decreases (or increases) and W 2  decreases (or increases).
(iii). Consider three factors case. We fix one parameter and allow three to vary.
(a) For any given Ax, if A2 increases (or decreases) and a  decreases (or increases) 
and 9 decreases (or increases), then W\ increases (or decreases) and W 2  increases (or 
decreases).
(b) For any given A2 , if Ax increases (or decreases) and a  decreases (or increases) 
and 9 decreases (or increases), then W\ increases (or decreases) and W 2  increases (or 
decreases).
(c) For any given a, if Ax increases (or decreases) and A2 increases (or decreases) 
and 9 decreases (or increases), then W\ increases (or decreases) and W 2  increases (or 
decreases).
(d) For any given 9, ifAx increases (or decreases) and A2 increases (or decreases) and 
a  decreases (or increases), then W\ increases (or decreases) and W 2  increases (or de­
creases).
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(iv) Consider the four factors case.
(a) If Ai increases (or decreases) and A2 increases (or decreases) and a  decreases (or 
increases) and 0 decreases (or increases), then W\ increases (or decreases) and W 2  
increases (or decreases).
Evidently, extremely large values of Ni and N 2  may reflect the non-stability of the 
system. From the tables, it can be seen that A2 is an important factor that influence 
the size of the system and the stability of the system.
Tables 10.1, 10.2, 10.4 indicate only a small number of customers in the retrial queue 
and in the retrial orbits after the 10000 customers have completed service. These 
small numbers indicate that the system is stable. However, in Table 10.3, the num­
ber of customers remaining in the retrial queue and the retrial orbits are both large. 
This indicates that the system is not stable. (Recall that we only have an analytic 
expression for the sufficiency condition for stability so that numerical results can be 
useful to evaluate stability.) In Table 10.5, the number of customers in the retrial 
queue is large, but the number of customers in the retrial orbits is small. Again this 
is an indicator of the nonstability of the system, although as a  and 6  both increase, 
the system seems to be approaching stability, with the value of N\ decreasing.
Note also in Tables 10.3 and 10.5 that the number of customers in the retrial queue 
is much larger than the number of customers in the retrial orbits. This results be­
cause of the competition for service. As the number of customers in the retrial orbits 
increases, the probability that the next customer will come from the retrial orbits 
(rather than from the retrial queue) increases.
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Tables 10.6, 10.7, 10.8, 10.9 all show a large number of customers in the retrial queue. 
Tables 10.7 and 10.8 show only a small number customers in the retrial orbits. All 
four of these tables indicate a lack of stability of the system. The results in Table 
10.7 and 10.8 show that the customers in the retrial queue rarely win in competition 
against the retrial orbit customers. Primary customers of both types will enter the 
retrial queue and retrial orbits with high probability. Almost all of the customers 
entering service are coming from the retrial orbits.
All of the tables indicate that simulation is a valuable tool in identifying the sta­
bility of a system. For those systems which are stable, simulation provides a useful 
method of obtaining measures of the expected system time for both types of customer 
and of find the expected number of customers for both types in the system.
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Table 11.1: Waiting Time and Number of Remaining Customers for Ai =  2 and 
A2 =  2.
a e W 1 w 2 Ni n 2
25 5 0.12584 0.253396 0 0
25 15 0.1309 0.182806 0 0
25 25 0.136851 0.169701 0 1
75 5 0.10993 0.255817 1 3
75 15 0.115198 0.186225 0 0
75 25 0.109987 0.166118 0 1
125 5 0.106525 0.262208 0 1
125 15 0.106692 0.184814 0 0
125 25 0.110408 0.168261 0 0
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Table 11.2: Waiting Time and Number of Remaining Customers for Ai =  2 and 
A2 =  6.
a e Wi W 2 Ni n 2
25 5 0.380624 0.866875 0 1
25 15 0.519893 0.485171 0 3
25 25 0.616633 0.390787 3 3
75 5 0.22409 0.983544 0 1 0
75 15 0.243619 0.545938 1 6
75 25 0.272702 0.405862 0 1
125 5 0.172242 0.90444 0 0
125 15 0.204812 0.548501 1 2
125 25 0.223155 0.453981 1 2
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Table 11.3: Waiting Time and Number of Remaining Customers for Ai =  2 and 
A2 -  10.
a e Wi w 2 iVi n 2
25 5 3531.39 18.5566 1 2 0 2 0 136
25 15 3701.2 7.95697 12032 1 1
25 25 2493.4 4.13147 9667 44
75 5 1451.49 29.1288 6836 563
75 15 2943.47 19.574 10738 227
75 25 2215.47 9.80123 7693 63
125 5 641.981 33.7943 3247 492
125 15 1603.56 20.0344 6021 129
125 25 1535.71 14.2988 5866 108
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Table 11.4: Waiting Time and Number of Remaining Customers for Ai =  6  and 
A2 =  2.
a e Wi W 2 n 2
25 5 0.307344 0.513719 1 1
25 15 0.397468 0.302041 0 0
25 25 0.435626 0.244354 1 0
75 5 0.198339 0.609883 0 0
75 15 0.209593 0.351517 0 0
75 25 0.22101 0.289333 2 1
125 5 0.159505 0.587283 1 0
125 15 0.177931 0.36003 0 0
125 25 0.179514 0.278399 1 0
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Table 11.5: Waiting Time and Number of Remaining Customers for Ai =  6  and 
A2 =  6.
a 0 Wi w 2 Nr n 2
25 5 211.678 1.6488 2179 6
25 15 202.194 0.705627 2125 2
25 25 214.649 0.576809 2373 0
75 5 58.9881 3.20914 744 13
75 15 51.9127 1.28611 555 2
75 25 55.3215 0.826194 543 1
125 5 18.3619 5.00401 297 2 1
125 15 51.2605 1.81334 553 7
125 25 32.7024 1.22532 335 5
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Table 11.6: Waiting Time and Number of Remaining Customers for Ai =  6  and 
A2 =  10.
a e Wi w2 n2
25 5 9058.77 15.0327 102227 616
25 15 9784.75 9.5851 114692 1 0 0
25 25 8218.19 4.07659 93347 52
75 5 6011.67 21.3132 81390 744
75 15 6719.15 11.9893 74706 148
75 25 6426.72 7.60958 76261 330
125 5 3286.09 31.3541 44138 670
125 15 5186.84 13.2773 64137 267
125 25 5715.6 17.5037 62122 2 1 1
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Table 11.7: Waiting Time and Number of Remaining Customers for Ai =  10 and 
A2 =  2.
a e Wi w 2 iVi n 2
25 5 99.256 0.914037 1687 1
25 15 76.2671 0.406674 1444 0
25 25 77.9401 0.298497 1397 0
75 5 1.60998 1.42349 2 2 6
75 15 1.74936 0.653023 35 3
75 25 4.08878 0.461258 15 0
125 5 1.13622 2.18495 1 2 6
125 15 0.810793 0.83446 19 1
125 25 0.749861 0.58142 2 1
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Table 11.8: Waiting Time and Number of Remaining Customers for Ai =  10 and 
A2 =  6.
a e Wx w 2 Nx n 2
25 5 548.8 1.78203 9559 1 2
25 15 557.922 0.7586 10138 1
25 25 544.494 0.548596 9631 3
75 5 301.269 3.62512 5427 15
75 15 307.275 1.29491 5521 5
75 25 349.701 1.00964 5898 6
125 5 271.048 5.38533 4764 13
125 15 278.995 1.93139 4905 1 2
125 25 272.347 1.26056 4899 5
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Table 11.9: Waiting Time and Number of Remaining Customers for Ai =  10 and 
A2 -  10.
a 9 Wi w 2 N, n 2
25 5 14782.4 19.5192 259007 316
25 15 13871.7 10.7021 239900 50
25 25 14713.2 4.87113 263737 25
75 5 7234.2 27.3107 155560 587
75 15 9643.13 9.80852 176890 2 0 0
75 25 10702 8.62262 184179 136
125 5 5755.44 33.8066 120691 726
125 15 6813.14 16.8038 135891 348
125 25 7379.47 10.3777 148788 244
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C onclusion  and Future R esearch
In this thesis, we studied four models (models I,II,III and discrete service model) 
related to retrial queues. All of the models have the common characteristic that some 
of the customers will enter a retrial queue of the type where the customers attempt to 
re-enter according to a FCFS discipline. The first two models included a customers 
in service who also had a service retrial orbit. The latter characteristic was dropped 
for the third (combined retrial queue and retrial orbits model) and fourth models 
(discrete service time model) because these models have not been analyzed anywhere 
else before and the added complexity of allowing the customer in service to go in to 
orbit would detract from the primary focus.
The models discussed in this thesis include some important aspects of queueing 
systems, for example, breakdowns and repairs and reservations of customers in service 
and balking and non-persistence of customers. Now we give some further directions 
for future research.
(i) Models can be extended to allow retrial times to be measured from the last re-
179
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trial, rather than measured from the time at which the server becomes idle. Although 
there may be a signal that the server has become free and this signal could prompt 
a retrial, other models may not have such a signal. As before we would assume that 
retrial times are independent and distributed with a general distribution.
(ii) Model I can be extended to a model in which a customer is allowed to enter 
when the server is up but the unfinished customer is in the service area (but not in 
service). When the original customer returns, it has preemptive priority over the new 
customer. Such a model would improve the efficiency of the system.
(iii) The single-server retrial queues can be extended to the multi-server retrial 
queues, for our models I, II and III.
(iv) The single-server retrial queues can allow a larger buffer in Models I, II and 
III. We might begin by just considering the capacity of the waiting room to be 1.
(v) We may consider a series of retrial queues without waiting rooms, in which an 
arriving customer must get a series of service before the customer leaves the system. 
Here, an arriving customer enters the first retrial queue if the first server is found to 
be busy. The customer requests service from the second server after the customer 
completes the first service and enters the second retrial queue if the second server is 
found to be busy and so on.
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